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Preface

This book of proceedings brings together papers on the topics of the tutorials given at the second IFIP-TC6 networking conference “Networking 2002”, held in Pisa, Italy, on May 19–24, 2002.

The aim of this book is to provide overviews and surveys on prevailing topics in the field of networking, to sum up and complement what the speakers conveyed in their tutorials. Despite the vast spectrum of topics in networking, we were pleased to receive proposals from leading researchers in areas of great interest. The papers collected in this book attest to the great variety of topics and the richness of current research and trends in areas that span from mobile computing and wireless networking to network security and optical networks.

The reader unfamiliar with the specific topic of a tutorial will find the papers presented in this book useful as pointers to the basics on each topic. Researchers in the area of a given tutorial will find here the latest trends and achievements on the tutorial topic.

The general chair and the tutorial co-chairs would like to thank here all the tutorial speakers, whose effort and cooperation made this “extra” book possible.
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Peer to Peer: Peering into the Future

Jon Crowcroft and Ian Pratt

University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory,
J J Thomson Avenue,
Cambridge CB3 0FD {Jon.Crowcroft,Ian.Pratt}@cl.cam.ac.uk

Abstract. In this paper, we survey recent work on peer-to-peer systems, and venture some opinions about future requirements for research. The paper is a survey to support the tutorial at the Networks 2002 Conference and is therefore neither complete, nor likely to be up-to-date by the time you are reading this, since the topic was extremely fast-evolving at the time of writing. Instead, we try to bring some historical perspective and structure to the area, and to shed light on where the novel contributions, and where it is likely that there are research questions to answer.

1 Introduction

The topic of peer-to-peer networking has divided research circles in two: on the one hand there is the traditional distributed computing community, who tend to view the plethora of young technologies as upstarts with little regard for, or memory of the past – we will see that there is evidence to support this view in some cases. On the other hand, there is an emergent community of people who regard the interest as an opportunity to revisit the results from the past, with the chance of gaining widespread practical experience with very large scale distributed algorithms.

The term peer-to-peer (P2P) came to the fore very publicly with the rise and fall of Napster\[1\]. Although there are prior systems in this evolutionary phase of distributed computing (e.g. Eternity\[45\]), we choose to limit the scope of this survey to the period from "Napster ‘til Now"\[1\].

1.1 Background

Peer-to-peer networking has come to refer to a family of technologies and techniques for organising distributed applications, that has emerged over the past four-to-five years.

The consensus seems to be that a peer-to-peer system can be contrasted with the traditional twenty-five or more year old client-server systems: client-server systems are asymmetric; the server is distinguished as running over some longer period of time and looking after storage and computational resources.

\[1\] i.e.1998-2002

for some number of clients; the end system is therefore a single bottleneck for performance and reliability. Server sites may make use of a number of techniques to increase reliability and performance, such as replication, load balancing and request routing; at some point along the evolution of this thinking, it is a natural step to include the client’s resources in the system – the mutual benefits in a large system, especially given the spare resources of today’s clients, are clear.

Thus peer-to-peer systems emerge out of client-server systems by removing the asymmetry in roles: a client is also a server, and allows access to its resources by other systems.

A claim sometimes made about peer-to-peer systems is that they no longer have any distinguished node, and thus are highly fault tolerant and have very good performance and scaling properties. We will see that this claim has some truth to it, although there are plenty of peer-to-peer systems that have some level of distinguished nodes, and also plenty of peer-to-peer systems that have performance limitations. In fact, the fault tolerance claims are hardly born out at all in the early instantiations of the peer-to-peer movement. Initial availability figures in Napster[1], Gnutella[2] and Freenet[3] do not compare favourably with even the most humble of web sites!

However, second and later generation systems do indeed provide the claimed functionality and performance gains, and we will see in Pastry[40], Chord[11] and CAN[12] very promising results, and even more recent work building applications and services over these systems shows great potential gains[16].

At the same time as peer-to-peer, a number of network researchers have been frustrated in their attempts to deliver new network services within the context of traditional telecommunications or Internet networks. Instead, researchers have built experimental infrastructures by constructing overlay systems. An overlay may be a simple as a collection of static IP in IP tunnels, or as complex as a full dynamic VPN (“virtual private network”). Some of these systems are in use in the Active Networks research community. Others are more straightforward in their motivation, such as the GRID communities’ requirements for more robust Internet connectivity!

The classical distributed systems community would claim that many of these ideas were present in the early work on fault tolerant systems in the 1970s. For example the Xerox Network System’s name service, Grapevine[43] included many of the same traits[44] as systems mentioned above and discussed below. Other systems that could easily be construed as architecturally true peer-to-peer systems include Net News (NNTP is certainly not client-server) and the Web’s Inter-cache protocol, ICP. The Domain Name System also includes Zone Transfers and other mechanisms which are not part of its normal client-server resolver behaviour.

Also, IP itself is built out of a set of autonomous routers running a peer-to-peer protocol (for example, the routing protocols OSPF and BGP are peer-

---

2 New Internet network level services such as IP QoS in the form of integrated services, and differentiated services, as well as novel service models such as multicast and mobility have proved notoriously hard to build and deploy in their native forms.
to-peer, and certainly not client-server, and are designed that way for exactly the reasons given above for peer-to-peer); not only that, but IP was originally an overlay service, implemented above other layered communications systems: the PSTN, ARPANET and X.25 circuit switched networks. Indeed, this overlay model keeps re-emerging as network operators deploy faster switched infrastructures such as Frame Relay, ATM and WDM and PONS (Pure Optical Networked Systems) core networks. Most of the peer-to-peer work that we discuss in this document is positioned at the Application Layer, as illustrated in Figure 1.

One can look at differences and similarities between classical client-server and modern peer-to-peer systems on another axis: statefulness. Despite successes with stateless servers, many Web servers use cookies and other mechanisms (Web Services) to keep state over various transactions with a client. Peer-to-peer systems may keep track of each other although the implications of the privacy/anonymity models we discuss below mitigate this.

Yet another viewpoint from which one can dissect these systems is that of the use of intermediaries. In the Web (and client-server file systems such as NFS and AFS) we use caches to improve average latency and to reduce networking load. Peer-to-peer systems (particularly Freenet) offer intermediary services very naturally, although again, anonymity (and locality) may not necessarily be preserved.

As an aside, we would say that since this topic seems to recur every few years, there appears to be something compelling and unavoidable about peer-to-peer and overlays.

Fig. 1. Peer-to-peer architectural situation
In the next section we take a further look at both this recent, and longer term history in a little more detail.

1.2 History

While we could talk about the 1970s and 1980s work on autonomous distributed systems, or the use of ideas from those in other areas such as IP routing, here we choose mainly to look at the recent peer-to-peer work.\footnote{Lest readers think we are not aware of the longer history of peer-to-peer protocols, we cite the work of 1215.}\footnote{\textsuperscript{3}}

Peer-to-peer “year zero” can effectively be set to Napster\textsuperscript{1}. Napster was used heavily to share music content. This is a political hot-potato – the music industry was (and still is at the time of writing) very slow to make content available through the Internet, perhaps due to lack of perception of the market, perhaps due to lack of efficient rights management, and content tracking and protection mechanisms. This seems commercially naïve, given that a large part of the customer base were early network adopters with low tolerance to profiteering. Indeed, the media industry as a whole has preferred to pursue legal mechanisms to protect its legacy hard copy business than to pursue a lower cost (but not necessarily lower margin or profit) soft copy distribution business – the fear of copying would be plausible if it were not for the fact that this risk already exists, so the lack of availability of online music services until fairly recently is all the more remarkable\textsuperscript{4}.

Napster was not just a system architecture. It also became a company which provided a central directory. This directory is where file listings are uploaded by peers, and where lookups go to. The true behaviour is that of alternating client-server rôles. This is illustrated in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5.

The central directory server exhibits problems which are not just reliability and performance bottlenecks, but are also a single point of security, political, legal and economic attacks.

To work around all these problems, there has been an evolutionary sequence of research and development of next generation peer-to-peer systems, largely improving on the lookup mechanism, but then moving on to better and better content availability.

The first of these was Gnutella, which dispensed with the central directory and replaced it with a flood based search\textsuperscript{2} \textsuperscript{35}. While this averts the problems above, it has rather pathological network load effects. The next steps were

\textsuperscript{3} It has been remarked, we believe by Roger Needham, that the World Wide Web has created a form of amnesia amongst researchers who find it almost too easy to find recent work online, and forget to check the large body of older literature offline in traditional print in libraries. Luckily, this is being rectified through concerted programs at various publishers, notably the ACM and IEEE to scan and make available online entire back catalogs. However, one can see several instances of the lack of historical perspective today in papers which cite nothing before WWW year zero, submitted to recent conferences in which the authors have been involved.

\textsuperscript{4} One might observe that the best way to ensure that kids do something is to ban it!
Freenet[4] and Morpheus[5] which add mechanisms to route requests to an appropriate node where the content is likely to be. The techniques involve two separate mechanisms: the first makes use of hashing on content keys to derive a node number. This is routed to nodes which are where content keys are stored; the second part of the mechanism is to carry out demand caching. The last phase of Freenet that is particularly interesting is that content is encrypted so that servers (oops, sorry, peers) do not even know what content they store. This is
similar to the Eternity\cite{15} file system which predates most peer-to-peer systems by a few years.

A web based service that has many of the same characteristics as Eternity is the Publius system\cite{24}, which we mention for interest.

The commonality of the use of Java in some research projects, combined with the observation that there are enough common components in peer-to-peer development activities, has led to some common toolkits for future work – one such is JXTA\cite{4} from Sun.
Overlays. As the ease of development and deployment of peer-to-peer became clearer to the network research community, the use of what one might call “multi-hop” applications, or more normally overlays, has started to take off in a big way.

Balakrishnan et. al. at MIT have developed the Resilient Overlay Network system [6,33]. This idea is illustrated in Figure 6 where a number of sites collaborate to find a longer path at the IP “level”, which has better properties (such as throughput or loss) at the application level, by dynamically routing via a set of dynamically created tunnels. In parallel, Turner et. al. at Washington developed a similar approach for multicast [30].

The difficulties in deployment of native IP multicast have led several groups, most notably the CMU group have developed an “End System only Multicast” system which constructs distribution trees for applications by running a routing algorithm for a degree-constrained multicast tree without including any intermediate IP routers, but with fairly limited negative impact on the efficiency of the distribution tree [7,8]. Further work used this to implement multimedia conferencing systems and demonstrated the workability and usability of the scheme [9]. A group at Stanford also used this approach for streaming media [28].

Other researchers have used the approach for anycast [14], and server selection [15].

Next Generation. Dissatisfied with the poor resilience and network load caused by super-nodes and flooding, respectively, a number of researchers have been working on distributing the directory for peer-to-peer storage systems.
The main approach is to implement a distributed hash table. There are then a number of design choices as to how the keys are distributed amongst nodes, and how requests are routed to the appropriate node(s).

The principle schemes are Pastry [40], Chord [11], CAN [12] and Tapestry [10]. Chord uses a clever fingertable to reduce the size and failure probability of the directory. Pastry uses a similar scheme but with network locality hints. CAN uses several hashes, to map into a multi-dimensional node id space. Tapestry creates an inverted index of nodes.

The success of Pastry has led to its use in Scribe for multicast above the level of a peer-to-peer service (overlay on P2P) [22]. In turn, the creators of CAN have also investigated its use for application layer multicast [13].

Next Generation Applications. As the scalability of peer-to-peer became apparent, and the resources that could be made available on the large number of systems on Intranets and the public Internet, novel versions of applications on P2P have been developed.

These include object/file stores, such as ASF [16], Oceanstore [18], PAST [29], and databases [31], and even novel VOIP (Voice Over IP) routing systems such as Bazooka [32].

Measurement and Security. There is an interesting tension in measurement work in peer-to-peer systems. Due to their open nature, one can introduce instrumented nodes very easily. Due to the anonymity of some of the systems, it can be hard to ascertain the real behaviour of the whole system at a higher level [19].

Some of the more interesting work has centred on the combined behaviour of users and the peer-to-peer system itself. The seminal paper “Free riding on Gnutella” [20] shows that even mutual benefits do not stop people behaving selfishly.

Other aspects of peer-to-peer that have garnered study are security and collective behaviour [23, 25].

Modelling Work. Alongside measurement, we usually find modelling, and peer-to-peer networking is no different from telecommunications or the Internet in this regard.

Examples of interesting models include papers on the power law of organisation of the system and the small world model of user, content and peer connectivity [21, 26, 27, 34, 36].

Industry and other interest. Peer-to-peer has attracted a lot of industry interest [37, 38, 39].

Possibly the most interesting work to date is the Microsoft Farsite project [12]. Building a massive, highly available, distributed file system out of (massively) unreliable components obviously has its attractions for this organisation.
2 P2P Taxonomy

In this section, we form a rough taxonomy of peer-to-peer systems. Following that, we take a slightly more detailed look at each aspect of peer-to-peer through some examples.

Examples of peer-to-peer system claimed properties include:

Server-less. As stated above, true peer-to-peer systems auto-configure with a minimum of initial state, and then run without any distinguished node. Having said that, many systems build a structure which may include tuning the peering relationships to improve locality and possibly adding hierarchy to improve the performance of directory lookup (size and robustness) and searching. However, this structure is usually maintained through soft-state, and is largely in place in most peer-to-peer systems to improve performance rather than to add specific functionality.

Arbitrary Scaling. Peer-to-peer systems often add resources as they add customers. Thus they should scale (at least at the computing and storage resource level, if not networking) linearly, or better, with number of peers. Of course, many networks are designed assuming client-server traffic, and so it is entirely possible that this performance scaling properties many not be achieved transparently. There are some claims that the “small world” models of human behaviour and interaction, combined with the preferential way in which people link to known locations, lead to power law structures in connectivity. This in turn leads potentially to even better than linear scaling in the system in terms of potential locality (in Freenet for example, however this claim is disputed by some researchers). This means that the study of peer-to-peer systems is partly a sociological, partly an ecological, and partly an economic one.

Symmetry. Software for peer-to-peer systems is symmetric. Such software systems are harder to write than client-server systems at the moment as there are few toolkits (although JXTA is one such system). The peer-to-peer programmer needs to build event driven systems, which in general have proved harder to write correctly than client/server. One risk in such systems is that one has to pay attention to synchronisation effects. Another problem is that the programmer must cope with the type of erroneous requests that only server (rather than client) application programmers have to deal with. This makes peer-to-peer programming currently an expert systems programmer task, rather than the separation of concerns that client-server architecture achieves.

File Sharing. To a large degree, peer-to-peer is used to share content. Napster and its descendants, have been used for media distribution. Gnutella is also being used by the Genome project for distributing the database.

Processor Cycle Sharing. There are few peer-to-peer CPU sharing systems. SETI@Home is one of the few, although (like Napster) it has a super-node. Xenoservers are a system attempting to fill this gap in the true peer-to-peer portfolio. SETI@Home is also in use for other applications such as genome database searching and cryptographic cracking.
Anonymity and Resistance to Censorship. Some peer-to-peer systems offer privacy at the level that users’ identities are masked. Some go further and mask content so that neither peer exchanging data knows who delivered or stores which content. True anonymity is typically two layer, requiring some form of anonymized IP routing system (e.g. onion routing) as well as application layer mechanisms to protect privacy.

High Availability. Eternity provides a high degree of availability by striping and replicating objects using FEC like codes over multiple nodes. This provides some level of assurance that single (or some level of multiple) node outages, do not lead to object non-availability.

Directories and Super-nodes and Searching. A number of peer-to-peer systems are not strictly peering, but depend on some designated node or server (or cluster of nodes and servers), to head-up the system. Some systems volunteer peers to perform this function. This appears to be hard to avoid if one wants to provide a scalable search or browse capability.

Application Layer Routing. Peer-to-peer routing is application layer. It can be used to overlay IP network layer routing to offer more services such as multi-path, multi-metric, multi-cast, mobile optimisation, and other techniques.

Interestingly, it is hard to find any successful decentralised P2P networks. These are the ones we would say have been most successful so far:
- Napster - centralised
- Gnutella - started out decentralised, but then evolved into a centralised system[37].
- KaZaA/Morpheus/FastTrack - centralised (only super-nodes route queries, central registration/authentication/index server)
- DirectConnect - centralised (pretty similar to FastTrack, except the more you share, the more nodes you get to share with)
- EDonkey - same as FastTrack and DirectConnect (why do people spend time doing the same things as everyone else?)
- Freenet - not successful yet, perhaps because it is decentralised
- MojoNation - also not successful yet, perhaps because it is decentralised

It is interesting to ask what is the problem? Is it lack of bandwidth? Or is it because people don’t like to share? Later we look at failure to share[20].

Request and Content Routing. Peer-to-peer systems still have actual users who make requests. These requests (for a resource) have to be routed to a node that can provide that resource (storage, object, CPU etc). Request routing has evolved from super-node indexes[11], and flooding[24], through to sophisticated content-key hash based routing[40][12].

Overlays. As we have observed, peer-to-peer systems carry out application layer routing. One parsimonious use of peer-to-peer techniques is only to provide an overlay for IP routing to make up for lack of an IP layer built-in service.
3 P2P Detailed Examples

3.1 File Sharing

File sharing was one of the first great successes of client-server distributed systems. Sun RPC and NFS were ubiquitous in the mid 1980s in research and education labs. Nowadays, we can add Samba and other systems. However, the brittleness of such systems has been remarked on, most famously by Lamport – the failure of a so-called stateless server causes systems to “hang” all around a network. Automounting mitigates against this somewhat but without completely eliminate the problem.

Solutions through server replication are typically expensive.

Peer-to-peer file sharing starts out as simply offering directories of files on my system to any and all other systems on a network. There are no guarantees that I will keep these files, or that I will serve them to anyone, or what resources I will give to serving a file to someone. Nor, typically, is there a way in early peer-to-peer file sharing applications, to upload a file, only a directory.

Later systems have rectified these shortcomings, but still struggle with notions of performance, availability and persistence.

3.2 Process Cycle Sharing

Processor cycle sharing is familiar through remote shell and earlier in RJE systems. Since Moore’s “law” appears still to describe the growth in new CPU speed over time, we have several hundred million personal computing and workstation machines now on the public internet which have hundreds of MIPs going free all the time.

Attempts to exploit this vast processing resource have been limited since the unit of computation is still quite small, but more importantly, since the latency and bandwidth for code and data distribution to these nodes is typically very poor. This means that the class of computation for which it makes sense to use this huge distributed parallel, unreliable computer is rather restricted to jobs of the type that can be broken in to many relatively small pieces which have quite long individual processing time and perform little communication (i.e. the ratio of CPU step to job cycle step is large). Nevertheless problems in large scale signal processing (SETI@Home, Genome searching, Astrogrid, code cracking) have all been successfully tried, and continue to thrive.

Recent moves towards finding locality in peer-to-peer systems might lead to the use of clustering, allowing computations of a less constrained style (e.g. in the Computational Fluid Dynamics area, for example in turbine design, atmospheric and oceanographic modelling).

SETI is the Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence, which takes the signal from many radio telescopes around the world, and attempts to find low entropy strings in it which may or may not represent artificial signals from remote intelligent life. Anecdotally, when applied to RF signals sourced from planet Earth, the system failed to find anything remotely intelligent!
3.3 Anonymity and Censor-Proofness

One of the main novel characteristics of Eternity and subsequent peer-to-peer file systems has been the ability to withstand censorship. This is achieved by several means:

**Partition.** By splitting a file into component parts we make sure that no single site carries the whole file, and a denial of service attack has to run over multiple sites. Later systems made clever use of techniques such as Rabin fingerprinting or other techniques for finding common elements of objects can also ensure that overlapping content between multiple files is exploited to reduce storage costs.

**Replication.** By replicating blocks of a file over multiple sites, we also provide higher availability. Combined with locality information, this can be tuned to reduce latency and increase file sharing throughput, at some cost in terms of consistency in update.

**Encryption.** By encrypting blocks of the file, we make sure that disclosure is unlikely, but also that a node can deny knowledge of the actual content it carries – again, P2P exploits mutual benefit: the argument is that “I might not approve of this content, but I approve of the ability to hide my content in a set of peers, so I will live with what I do not know here!” This is often termed “plausible deniability” and is used by Service Providers to align themselves with the “common carrier” defense against legal liability for content, as with telephony and postal providers can do.

**Anonymization.** By masking the identity of sources and sinks of requests, we can also protect users from the potential censor or unsavoury agency. However we need to mask location information as well as identifiers, as otherwise a traffic analysis may effectively reveal identities, so some form of onion routing is also usually required.

3.4 Directories and Super-Nodes

As has been mentioned, there is a trend for users to wish for searching facilities, including underspecified queries that return a mass of partial matches. To provide this there has been a move to create super-nodes which continually scan peers and construct indexes. Of course these distinguished nodes are now highly visible, and this rather reduces the idea of anonymity for themselves, and possibly partly for the set of peers too.

3.5 Overlays

Overlays are a good technique for implementing services that might otherwise belong in a lower layer. Certainly, at one extreme one could imagine that an idealised anycast service should be able to do almost all of the things that peer-to-peer storage systems do. However, the burden of putting this sort of information, even at the level of hints, into the network level addressing and routing infrastructure is clearly too high. Instead, an overlay is created. In some cases, the
overlay may in fact serve the purpose of using additional information merely to route packets (i.e. the basic network service, but controlled using more complex application layer hints).

3.6 Request and Content Routing

The notion of a “middle box”\cite{47} or proxy pre-dates peer-to-peer by a few years. Proxies use meta-data and state information to decide on routing queries to an appropriate one out of many possible (and hopefully, though not always) identical servers. Many of the query routing systems in peer-to-peer architectures take this idea to a logical extreme.

4 Shortcomings and Future Work

In this section, we look at seven areas where we believe additional research questions can be identified based on problems and shortcomings in peer-to-peer systems today. No doubt other researchers have other topics that they can add to this list, and may also feel that some items on this list are perhaps less important, but these are our current favourites:

**Measuring and Modelling P2P Systems.** It seems that there is a great opportunity to build interesting systems for the end user with peer-to-peer technology. However, users then have the opportunity to offer traffic from multiple sources simultaneously. This might start to make normal user traffic look a lot like Distributed Denial of Service (“DDoS”) attacks!

**Update and Persistence in P2P Storage Systems.** Most of the classic peer-to-peer storage systems are actually ways to share files, and do not easily permit scalable update, and certainly do not offer Service Level Agreements on persistence.

**Computation.** We really only have very early experience with sharing CPU resources. The economic motives are not the same: the mutual benefit arguments which work for file (music/film) sharing are not so obvious. Even with Digital Rights Management properly in place, file sharing makes efficient use of link bandwidth (upload while I download can take place on most networks since links are usually roughly symmetric in capacity provisioning).

**The economic incentives are not so clear with CPU resource sharing, although the Xenoserver\cite{17} project is one attempt to rectify this with accountability and fine-grained charging.**

**QoS and Accounting.** Peer-to-peer systems do not typically offer QoS (latency or throughput) guarantees. Even if they did, the accounting system could possibly undermine anonymity. Again, the Xenoserver work attempts to tackle this problem.

**Locality versus Anonymity.** Peer-to-peer systems struggle with the apparently inherent contradiction between offering anonymous sharing of resources, and localisation of service offers. Without a substrate of anonymous
packet level routing such as onion routing, it is hard to see how to reconcile this. Having said that, an approach such as recursive use of peer-to-peer, first to build an overlay that achieves anonymized request and response routing, and secondly to do content distribution might be worth exploring.

**Evolution of P2P into Lower Layers.** As peer-to-peer approaches become better understood, we might see the techniques migrate into the infrastructure, as IP has migrated from overlay into native services.

**P2P and Ad-hoc Wireless Network Duality.** Peer-to-peer systems incorporate many techniques for self organisation in an ad-hoc scenario without any pre-built infrastructure. It has been observed by quite a few people informally that these characteristics are shared with ad hoc wireless networks. There is perhaps some mileage in exploring this commonality.

### 4.1 Measuring and Modelling P2P Systems

Large scale Internet measurement has been recommended/proposed by the US National Academy of Science in their report on “looking over the fence at networking research” [48]. In fact they also recommended looking at overlay systems as a general approach to building research infrastructures.

### 4.2 Update and Persistence in P2P Storage Systems

The Eternity file-system incorporated file block striping and replication in a peer-to-peer system some time ago. This surely needs revisiting, especially in the light of recent advances in the design of redundancy coding algorithms such as those used in layered multicast schemes.

### 4.3 Computation

The critical difference between file objects and computations is that the former have a simple partition function. Computations are notoriously hard to distribute. There are some interesting cases which are well understood. The various world wide GRID research programmes have a number of such problems which entail very long timescale and large computations, which have some resemblance to the SETI@Home problem.

### 4.4 Congestion Control versus QoS and Accounting

Recent peer-to-peer systems have a stage during the phase of setting up peering relationships when they use some simple tool such as the ubiquitous “ping” program, to select preferred peers by proximity.

However, such an approach is error prone, and more importantly, leads to a succession of local optimisations, rather than a solution optimised for global performance.

It is clear that regardless of whether we want an adaptive system that responds to congestion (e.g. via Explicit Congestion Notification or pricing) or
an engineered solution based on some type of signaling, there is a long way to
go in providing performance guarantees into P2P. Certainly, a market driven
approach would fit the spirit of P2P best. However, as measurement projects
produce more results to characterise the behaviour of peer-to-peer sources, it
may be possible to develop traffic engineering, and even admission control and
scheduling algorithms for the nodes.

4.5 Locality versus Anonymity

As mentioned before, there are a number of driving factors that are reducing
the anonymity characteristic of peer-to-peer systems, at the very least, their
immunity to traffic analysis is being lost.

However, developing an onion routing system as a peer-to-peer application,
and overlaying this with any other peer-to-peer application seems like an elegant,
but as yet untried solution to this tension.

4.6 Evolution of P2P into Lower Layers

We observed that successful overlay systems sometimes migrate over time into
the infrastructure. However, many peer-to-peer systems are complex, and devis-
ing a minimal service enhancement in the lower levels that would support their
algorithms is an interesting challenge. The IETF FORCES working group has
been working on remote IP router control (separating out forwarding and rout-
ing). However, we would need more than this if very general P2P intermediary
functions are to be carried out at wire or fibre (or lambda!) speed. Filtering and
processing of content keys would be needed. Such a system is a long way from
our current capabilities or understanding.

4.7 P2P and Ad Hoc Wireless Network Duality

Peer to peer systems are a highly attractive way to build dis-intermediate content
services. However, resilient mechanisms that have emerged in the P2P commu-
nity from Freenet and Eternity, and via Content Addressable Networks have
weird effects on network utilisation and are prohibitive for wireless ad hoc net-
works. We propose to select some of these mechanisms, such as CAN, Chord,
Pastry, and Mixnet, Publius, Xenoservers, and MojoNation and mitigate these
effects. This could be achieved by:

1. making them “load aware”;
2. distributing load information and implementing a distributed congestion
   control scheme;
3. adding a topographical metric based on location specification and using any-
cast.

Most current second generation peer-to-peer overlay systems use content re-
quest routing schemes that relay on arbitrary hash functions to map from some
attribute (content) to node identifier – in the case of CAN there are as many hash functions as there are dimensions on the hyperspace.

None of these takes account of actual location. These functions are largely aimed at providing robust and anonymous content location, and a high degree of cooperative, distributed indexing. There have been some attempts to modify schemes to take account of actual node proximity to the clients/requesting nodes. Freenet and other systems migrate copies in a manner similar to demand caching, as often used in the World Wide Web.

It is likely that next generation systems will use actual location and scope information to influence routing functions so that content is initially placed and requests are routed to copies that have proximity on a number of QoS axes – these would be delay, as well as potentially throughput and loss-based, but could also include battery budget considerations for wireless users. Thus the distribution of replicas in the service infrastructure would evolve to meet the user demand distribution, optimising use of the scarce wireless resources to better match user concerns.

Note that some of the resulting algorithms and heuristics serve a dual purpose: they can be used for the actual packet routing decisions too! The duality between self-organisation in P2P content location and routing, and ad-hoc wireless routing has been commented on in the past, but not directly exploited to our knowledge.
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Abstract. Recent advances in wireless networking technologies and the growing success of mobile computing devices, such as laptop computers, third generation mobile phones, personal digital assistants, watches and the like, are enabling new classes of applications that present challenging problems to designers. Mobile devices face temporary loss of network connectivity when they move; they are likely to have scarce resources, such as low battery power, slow CPU speed and little memory; they are required to react to frequent and unannounced changes in the environment, such as high variability of network bandwidth, and in the resources availability. To support designers building mobile applications, research in the field of middleware systems has proliferated. Middleware aims at facilitating communication and coordination of distributed components, concealing complexity raised by mobility from application engineers as much as possible. In this survey, we examine characteristics of mobile distributed systems and distinguish them from their fixed counterpart. We introduce a framework and a categorisation of the various middleware systems designed to support mobility, and we present a detailed and comparative review of the major results reached in this field. An analysis of current trends inside the mobile middleware community and a discussion of further directions of research conclude the survey.

1 Introduction

Wireless devices, such as laptop computers, mobile phones, personal digital assistants, smartcards, watches and the like, are gaining wide popularity. Their computing capabilities are growing quickly, while they are becoming smaller and smaller, and more and more part of every day life. These devices can be connected to wireless networks of increasing bandwidth, and software development kits are available that can be used by third parties to develop applications \[70\]. The combined use of these technologies on personal devices enables people to access their personal information as well as public resources \emph{anytime} and \emph{anywhere}.

Applications on these types of devices, however, present challenging problems to designers. Devices face temporary and unannounced loss of network connectivity when they move, connection sessions are usually short, they need to discover other hosts in an ad-hoc manner; they are likely to have scarce resources, such as...
low battery power, slow CPUs and little memory; they are required to react to frequent changes in the environment, such as change of location or context conditions, variability of network bandwidth, that will remain by orders of magnitude lower than in fixed networks.

When developing distributed applications, designers do not have to deal explicitly with problems related to distribution, such as heterogeneity, scalability, resource sharing, and the like. Middleware developed upon network operating systems provides application designers with a higher level of abstraction, hiding the complexity introduced by distribution. Existing middleware technologies, such as transaction-oriented, message-oriented or object-oriented middleware [21] have been built trying to hide distribution as much as possible, so that the system appears as a single integrated computing facility. In other words, distribution becomes transparent [3].

These technologies have been designed and are successfully used for stationary distributed systems built with fixed networks. In the following we analyse the aspect that might not suit mobile settings. Firstly, the interaction primitives, such as distributed transactions, object requests or remote procedure calls, assume a stable and constant connection between components. In mobile systems, in contrast, unreachability is the norm rather than an exception. Secondly, synchronous point-to-point communication supported by object-oriented middleware systems, such as CORBA [53], requires the client asking for a service, and the server delivering that service, to be up and running simultaneously. In a mobile environment, it is often the case that client and server hosts are not connected at the same time, because of voluntary disconnections (e.g., to save battery power) or forced disconnection (e.g., no network coverage). Finally, traditional distributed systems assume a stationary execution environment, characterised by stable and high bandwidth, fixed location for every hosts. Recent developments in object oriented middleware have introduced asynchronous primitives in order to allow a more flexible use. As we will see asynchronous primitives could be a better choice in mobile scenarios.

In mobile systems look-up service components are used to hide service location in order to allow reconfiguration with minimal disruption. In mobile systems, where the location of a device changes continuously, and connectivity fluctuates, service and host discovery becomes even more essential, and information on where the services are might have to reach the application layer. While in stationary systems it is reasonable to completely hide context information (e.g., location) and implementation details from the application, in mobile settings it becomes both more difficult and makes little sense. By providing transparency, the middleware must take decisions on behalf of the application. It might, however, be that in constrained and dynamic settings, such as mobile ones, applications can make more efficient and better quality decisions based on application-specific information.

In order to cope with these limitations, many research efforts have focused on designing new middleware systems capable of supporting the requirements imposed by mobility. As a result of these efforts, a pool of mobile middleware systems has been produced. In this survey, we provide a framework and a classification of the most relevant literature in this area, highlighting goals that have
been attained and goals that still need to be pursued. Our aim is to help middleware practitioners and researchers to categorise, compare and evaluate the relative strengths and limitations of approaches that have been, or might be, applied to this problem. Because exhaustive coverage of all existing and potential approaches is impossible, we attempt to identify key characteristics of existing approaches that cluster them into more or less natural categories. This allows classes of middleware systems, not just instances, to be compared.

Section 2 describes the main characteristics of mobile systems and highlights the many extents to which they differ from fixed distributed systems. Section 3 presents a reference model; Section 4 describes the main characteristics of middleware for distributed systems and their limitations in terms of mobility requirements. Section 5 contains a detailed and comparative review of the major results reached to date, based on the framework presented before. For every class, we give a brief description of the main characteristics, illustrate some examples, and highlight strengths and limitations. Section 6 points out future directions of research in the area of middleware for mobile computing and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 What Is a Mobile Distributed System?

In this section, we introduce a framework that we will use to highlight the similarities but more importantly the differences between fixed distributed systems and mobile systems. This preliminary discussion is necessary to understand the different requirements that middleware for fixed distributed systems and middleware for mobile systems should satisfy.
2.1 Characterisation of Distributed Systems and Middleware

A distributed system consists of a collection of components, distributed over various computers (also called hosts) connected via a computer network. These components need to interact with each other, in order, for example, to exchange data or to access each other’s services. Although this interaction may be built directly on top of network operating system primitives, this would be too complex for many application developers. Instead, a middleware is layered between distributed system components and network operating system components; its task is to facilitate component interactions. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a distributed system.

This definition of distributed system applies to both fixed and mobile systems. To understand the many differences existing between the two, we extrapolate three concepts hidden in the previous definition that greatly influence the type of middleware system adopted: the concept of device, of network connection and of execution context. These concepts are depicted in Figure 2.

**Fig. 2.** Characterisation of mobile distributed systems.

**Type of Device:** as a first basic distinction, devices in a fixed distributed system are *fixed*, while they are *mobile* in a mobile distributed one. This is a key point: fixed devices vary from home PCs, to Unix workstations, to IBM mainframes; mobile devices vary from personal digital assistants, to mobile phones, cameras and smartcards. While the former are generally powerful machines, with large amounts of memory and very fast processors, the latter have limited capabilities, like slow CPU speed, little memory, low battery power and small screen size.
Type of Network Connection: fixed hosts are usually *permanently* connected to the network through continuous high-bandwidth links. Disconnections are either explicitly performed for administrative reasons or are caused by unpredictable failures. These failures are treated as exceptions to the normal behaviour of the system. Such assumptions do not hold for mobile devices that connect to the Internet via wireless links. The performance of wireless networks (i.e., GSM networks and satellite, WaveLAN [30], HiperLAN [47], Bluetooth [10]) may vary depending on the protocols and technologies being used; reasonable bandwidth may be achieved, for instance, if the hosts are within reach of a few (hundreds) meters from their base station, and if they are few in number in the same area, as, for some of the technologies, all different hosts in a cell share the bandwidth, and if they grow, the bandwidth rapidly drops. Moreover, if a device moves to an area with no coverage or with high interference, bandwidth may suddenly drop to zero and the connection may be lost. Unpredictable disconnections cannot be considered as an exception any longer, but they rather become part of normal wireless communication. Some network protocols, such as GSM, have a broader coverage in some areas but provide bandwidth that is smaller by orders of magnitude than the one provided by fixed network protocols (e.g., 9.6 Kbps against 10Gbs). Also, GSM charges the users for the period of time they are connected; this pushes users to patterns of short time connections. Either because of failures or because of explicit disconnections, the network connection of mobile distributed systems is typically *intermittent*.

Type of Execution Context. With context, we mean everything that can influence the behaviour of an application; this includes resources internal to the device, like amount of memory or screen size, and external resources, like bandwidth, quality of the network connection, location or hosts (or services) in the proximity. In a fixed distributed environment, context is more or less *static*: bandwidth is high and continuous, location almost never changes, hosts can be added, deleted or moved, but the frequency at which this happens is by orders of magnitude lower than in mobile settings. Services may change as well, but the discovery of available services is easily performed by forcing service providers to register with a well-known location service. Context is extremely *dynamic* in mobile systems. Hosts may come and leave generally much more rapidly. Service lookup is more complex in the mobile scenario, especially in case the fixed infrastructure is completely missing. Broadcasting is the usual way of implementing service advertisement, however this has to be carefully engineered in order to save the limited resources (e.g., sending and receiving is power consuming), and to avoid flooding the network with messages. Location is no longer fixed: the size of wireless devices has shrunk so much that most of them can be carried in a pocket and moved around easily. Depending on location and mobility, bandwidth and quality of the network connection may vary greatly. For example, if a PDA is equipped with both a WaveLan network card and a GSM module, connection may drop from 10Mbs bandwidth, when close to a base station (e.g., in a conference room) to less than 9.6 Kpbs when we are outdoor in a GSM cell (e.g., in a car on our way home).
According to the type of device, of network connection and of context, typical of distributed systems, we can distinguish: traditional distributed systems, nomadic distributed systems, and ad-hoc mobile distributed systems.

2.2 Traditional Distributed Systems

According to the framework previously described, traditional distributed systems are a collection of fixed hosts, permanently connected to the network via high-bandwidth and stable links, executing in a static environment. Application designers building distributed applications on top of this physical infrastructure (Figure 3) often have to guarantee the following non-functional requirements:

- scalability, that is, the ability to accommodate a higher load at some time in the future. The load can be measured using many different parameters, such as, for instance, the maximum number of concurrent users, the number of transactions executed in a time unit, the data volume that has to be handled;
- openness, that is, the possibility to extend and modify the system easily, as a consequence of changed functional requirements. Any real distributed system will evolve during its lifetime. The system needs to have a stable architecture so that new components can be easily integrated while preserving previous investments;
- heterogeneity, that calls for integration of components written using different programming languages, running on different operating systems, executing on different hardware platforms. In a distributed system, heterogeneity is almost unavoidable, as different components may require different implementation technologies. The ability to establish communication between them is essential;
- fault-tolerance, that is, the ability to recover from faults without halting the whole system. Faults happen because of hardware or software failures (e.g., software errors, ageing hardware, etc), and distributed components must continue to operate even if other components they rely on have failed;
- resource sharing. In a distributed system, hardware and software resources (e.g., a printer, a database, etc.), are shared among the different users of the system; some form of access control of the shared resources is necessary in order to grant access to authorised users of the system only.

Traditional distributed systems were the first form of (fixed) distributed system. Since they started to be investigated and employed about 20 years ago, much research effort has been directed to the solutions of the above mentioned problems. Successful middleware technologies have been designed and implemented. We will briefly review some of them in Section 4.

2.3 Nomadic Distributed Systems

Nomadic systems are, in a sense, a compromise between totally fixed and totally mobile systems. Nomadic systems are usually composed of a set of mobile devices and a core infrastructure with fixed and wired nodes.
In nomadic systems mobile devices move from location to location, while maintaining a connection to the fixed network. Usually, the wireless network connects the edges of a fixed infrastructure to the mobile devices. The load of computation and connectivity procedures are mainly carried out on the backbone network. Services are mainly provided by the core network to the mobile clients. In some of these, network disconnection is also allowed and services for transparent reconnection and re-synchronisation are provided. The non-functional requirements listed in the section above still hold as the core of these systems is still a fixed network. The scalability of the system is related to the ability of serving larger numbers of mobile devices in an efficient way. Openness has to deal with the extensibility of the functionality provided by the core network. Heterogeneity is complicated by the fact that different links are present (wireless/fixed), and that many different wireless technologies may coexist in the same network. Fault tolerance: depending on the type of application, disconnection may not be a fault or exception but a functionality. Upon reconnection sharing or services should be allowed. Resource sharing, as in fixed networks: most of the resources are on the core network. However, the picture gets more complex if we allow services to be provided by the mobile devices; in this case discovery, quality, and provision need to be thought differently.

2.4 Ad-Hoc Mobile Distributed Systems

Ad-hoc mobile (or simply ad-hoc) distributed systems consist of a set of mobile hosts, connected to the network through high-variable quality links, and executing in an extremely dynamic environment. They differ from traditional and nomadic distributed systems in that they have no fixed infrastructure: mobile hosts can isolate themselves completely and groups may evolve independently, opportunistically forming clusters depicted as clouds in Figure 4 that might eventually rejoin some time in the future. Connectivity may be asymmetric or symmetric depending, for instance, on the radio frequency of the transmission used by the hosts. Radio connectivity defines the clouds depicted in Figure 4 implying that connection is, by default, not transitive. However ad-hoc routing protocols have been defined \cite{51} in order to overcome this limitation and allow routing of packets through mobile hosts.
Fig. 4. Structure of an ad-hoc distributed system.

Pure ad-hoc networks have limited applications that range from small ad hoc groups to share information in meetings for a short time to military application on battle-fields and discovery or emergency networks in disastered areas.

The non-functional requirements discussed for nomadic systems still hold in this kind of networks. Scalability becomes an issue when big networks need to be coordinated. In contrast with nomadic systems here every service is provided by a mobile host. In big ad-hoc networks with ad-hoc routing enabled, for instance, routing tables and messages might become big if the network is large. Bandwidth and connectivity may vary depending on concentration and interference among the devices. As for heterogeneity, the network might provide different connectivity strategies and technologies (e.g., Bluetooth areas connected to WaveLan areas) that need coordination. In terms of fault tolerance, given the highly dynamic structure of the network, disconnection has to be consider the norm rather than an exception. Security is even more difficult to obtain than in fixed networks: some message encryption techniques can be used in order to avoid message spoofing.

The physical structure of a mobile ad-hoc network is completely different from the one of traditional fixed networks. In between the two types of network there is a large range of other network solutions which adopt aspects of both. We believe these heterogeneous networks, where fixed components interact with ad-hoc areas, and where different connectivity technologies are used, are going to be the networks of the future and that middleware should provide support for them. Much effort has recently been devoted towards middleware for mobile networks, even if the term mobile network has often been used meaning different things. We will now introduce some of the most significant middleware, together with a categorisation of their peculiarities.

3 Middleware Systems: A Reference Model

Building distributed applications, either mobile or stationary, on top of the network layer is extremely tedious and error-prone. Application developers would have to deal explicitly with all the non-functional requirements listed in the previous section, such as heterogeneity and fault-tolerance, and this complicates
considerably the development and maintenance of an application. However, given the novelties of mobile systems this approach has been adopted by many system developers: we will give more details about this in Section 5.

To support designers building distributed applications, middleware system layered between the network operating system and the distributed application is put into place. Middleware implements the Session and Presentation Layer of the ISO/OSI Reference Model (see Figure 5) \[39\]. Its main goal is to enable communication between distributed components. To do so, it provides application developers with a higher level of abstraction built using the primitives of the network operating system. Middleware also offers solutions to resource sharing and fault tolerance requirements.

| Application |
| Presentation |
| Session |
| Transport |
| Network |
| Data link |
| Physical |

Fig. 5. The ISO/OSI Reference Model.

During the past years, middleware technologies for distributed systems have been built and successfully used in industry. For example, object-oriented technologies like OMG CORBA \[53\], Microsoft COM \[58\] and Sun Java/RMI \[52\], or message-oriented technologies like IBM MQSeries \[55\]. Although very successful in fixed environments, these systems might not to be suitable in a mobile setting, given the different requirements that they entail. We will discuss this issue in more details in Section 4 and show how traditional middleware has been adapted for use in mobile setting in Section 5. Researchers have been and are actively working to design middleware targeted to the mobile setting, and many different solutions have been investigated recently. In order to classify, discuss and compare middleware developed to date, and understand their suitability in a mobile setting, we introduce the reference model depicted in Figure 6.

As shown in the picture, we distinguish middleware systems based on the computational load they require to execute, on the communication paradigms they support, and on the kind of context representation they provide to the applications.

Type of Computational Load. The computational load depends on the set of non-functional requirements met by the system. For instance, the main
The purpose of any middleware is to enable communication, e.g., allowing a user to request a remote service; what distinguishes different middleware systems, is the reliability with which these requests are handled. It is in fact much more expensive to guarantee that a request will be executed exactly once, instead of providing only best-effort reliability, that is, that the request may or may not be executed. As another example, we may consider replication. Replication is widely used by middleware systems in order to achieve fault tolerance and to improve scalability. Keeping the replicas synchronised with the master copy, however, requires a lot of effort and resources (e.g., network communication). Depending on how consistent the replicas are, the computational load of middleware varies accordingly. We use the term heavy-weight to denote a system that requires a large amount of resources to deliver services to the above applications, as opposed to a light-weight one, which runs using a minimum set of resources (e.g., CPU, main memory, lines of code, etc.). Different computational loads imply different qualities of service and, depending on the characteristics of the distributed system we are addressing (e.g., amount of resources available, non-functional requirements, etc.), different middleware may suit better than others, as we will discuss in Section 3.1 and 3.2.

**Type of Communication Paradigm.** There are basically two types of communication paradigms a middleware system can support: synchronous or asynchronous. The former requires that both the client asking for a service, and the server exporting that particular service, are connected and executing at the same time, in order for the request to be successfully processed. The latter, instead, does not require the sender and the receiver of a request to be connected simultaneously. Other forms of communications exist that sit in

---

**Fig. 6.** Characterisation of middleware systems.
between these two: one-way and deferred synchronous. One-way requests return control to the client, without awaiting for the completion of the operation requested from the server. This implies that the semantics of the client does not depend on the result of the requested operation. Deferred synchronous requests return control to the client immediately; unlike one-way requests, however, the client is in charge of re-synchronising with the server to collect the result, and this may cause the client to block if the answer is not yet ready.

**Type of Context Representation.** The last parameter that we identified to distinguish between different classes of middleware refers to the fact that either information about the execution context is fed to the above applications (i.e., awareness) or it is kept hidden inside the middleware itself (i.e., transparency). The middleware interacts with the underlying network operating system and collects information about the actual location of a device, value of network bandwidth, latency, remote services available, etc. By transparency, we mean that this context information is used privately by the middleware and not shown to the above applications; for example, the middleware may discover a congestion in a portion of the distributed system and therefore redirect requests to access data to a replica residing on another part of the distributed system, without informing the application about this decision. By awareness, instead, we mean that information about the execution context (or parts of it) is passed up to the running applications, that are now in charge of taking strategic decisions. It would, for example, be the application layer to choose which replica to contact in the non-congested portion of the network. Due to the complexity introduced by the awareness approach, middleware for distributed systems usually chose transparent strategies. This is justifiable as the lack in behavioural optimisation with application awareness is compensated by the abundance of resources.

Now that we have discussed a model to characterise distribute systems (Section 2) and a model to characterise middleware for distributed systems (Section 3), we need to understand the relationships between the two models and determine the characteristics that middleware for mobile distributed systems should satisfy and how they differ from the ones required in fixed distributed systems.

### 3.1 Middleware for Fixed Distributed Systems

With respect to the conceptual model presented above, middleware for fixed distributed systems can be mainly described as resource-consuming systems that hide most of the details of distribution from application designers. With the exception of message-oriented middleware (Section 4.2), they mainly support synchronous communication between components as the basic interaction paradigm. We now analyze in more details the relationship between the physical structure of fixed distributed systems and the characteristics of associated middleware.

**Fixed Devices → Heavy Computational Load.** As discussed in Section 2, wired distributed systems consist of resource-rich fixed devices. When build-
ing distributed applications on top of this infrastructure, it is worthwhile exploiting all the resources available (e.g., fast processors, large amounts of memory, etc.) in order to deliver the best quality of service to the application. The higher the quality of service, the heavier the middleware running underneath the application. This is due to the set of non-functional requirements that the middleware achieves, like fault tolerance, security or resource sharing.

**Permanent Connection → Synchronous Communication.** Fixed distributed systems are often permanently connected to the network through high-bandwidth and stable links. This means that the sender of a request and its receiver (i.e., the component asking for a service and the component delivering that service) are usually connected at the same time. Permanent connection allows therefore a synchronous form of communication, as the situations when client and server are not connected at the same time are considered only exceptions due to failures of the system (e.g., disconnection due to network overload).

Asynchronous communication mechanisms are however also provided by message oriented middleware (MOM) and recently also by the CORBA specification. Asynchronous communication is used also in fixed networks, however the bulk of middleware applications have been developed using synchronous communication.

**Static Context → Transparency.** The execution context of a fixed distributed system is generally static: the location of a device seldom changes, the topology of the system is preserved over time, bandwidth remains stable, etc. The abundance of resources allows the disregard of application specific behaviours in favour of a transparent and still efficient approach. For example, to achieve fault tolerance, the middleware can transparently decide on which hosts to create replicas of data and where to redirect requests to access that data in case a network failure inhibits direct access to the master copy, in a completely transparent manner. Hiding context information inside the middleware eases the burden of application programmers that do not have to deal with the achievement of non-functional requirements (e.g., fault tolerance) explicitly, concentrating, instead, on the real problems of the application they are building.

### 3.2 Middleware for Ad-Hoc and Nomadic Distributed Systems

Nomadic and ad-hoc mobile systems differ in some aspects, however they present a set of similar characteristics that influence the way middleware should behave. We now justify a set of choices which are generally made by the middleware that we will describe.

**Mobile Devices → Light Computational Load.** Mobile applications run on resource-scarce devices, with little memory, slow CPU, and generally limited battery power. Due to these resource limitations, heavy-weight middleware systems optimised for powerful machines do not seem to suit mobile
scenarios. Therefore, the right trade-off between computational load and non-functional requirements achieved by the middleware needs to be established. An example of this might be to relax the assumption of keeping replicas always synchronised, and allow the existence of diverging replicas that will eventually reconcile, in favour of a lighter-weight middleware. We will see examples of this in some of the middleware described in Section 5.

**Intermittent Connection → Asynchronous Communication.** Mobile devices connect to the network opportunistically for short periods of time, mainly to access some data or to request a service. Even during these periods, the available bandwidth is, by orders of magnitude, lower than in fixed distributed systems, and it may also suddenly drop to zero in areas with no network coverage. It is often the case that the client asking for a service, and the server delivering that service, are not connected at the same time. In order to allow interaction between components that are not executing along the same time line, an asynchronous form of communication is necessary. For example, it might be possible for a client to ask for a service, disconnect from the network, and collect the result of the request at some point later when able to reconnect.

**Dynamic Context → Awareness.** Unlike fixed distributed systems, mobile systems execute in an extremely dynamic context. Bandwidth may not be stable, services that are available now may not be there a second later, because, for example, while moving the hand-held device loses connection with the service provider. The high variability (together with the constrained resources) influences the way middleware decides and chooses. The optimisation of the application and middleware behaviour using application and context aware techniques becomes then more important, also given the limited resources.

4 Middleware for Fixed Distributed Systems

Middleware technologies for fixed distributed systems can be classified into three main categories: object-oriented middleware, message-oriented middleware and transaction-oriented middleware. We briefly review the main characteristics of these technologies and assess the feasibility of their application in mobile settings.

4.1 Object-Oriented and Component Middleware

Object-oriented middleware supports communication between distributed objects, that is, a client object requests the execution of an operation from a server object that may reside on another host. This class of middleware systems evolved from Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs): the basic form of interaction is still synchronous, that means the client object issuing a request is blocked until the

---

1 Other categories can be identified, like middleware for scientific computing, but we omit their discussion here because they are only loosely related to the mobile setting.
server object has returned the response. Products in this category include implementations of OMG CORBA [53], like IONA’s Orbix [7] and Borland’s VisiBroker [10], the CORBA Component Model (CCM) [15], Microsoft COM [58], Java/RMI [52] and Enterprise JavaBeans [43]. Despite the great success of these technologies in building fixed distributed systems, their applicability to a mobile setting is rather restricted because of the heavy computational load required to run these systems, the mainly synchronous form of object requests supported, and the principle of transparency that has driven their design and that prevents any forms of awareness. The most recent CORBA specification allows for asynchronous communication, however at the time of writing no implementation of it exists. The use of these systems in mobile context has been investigated and is reported in Section 5.

4.2 Message-Oriented Middleware

Message-oriented middleware supports the communication between distributed components via message-passing: client components send a message containing the request for a service execution and its parameters to a server component across the network and the server may respond with a reply message containing the result of the service execution. Message-oriented middleware supports asynchronous communication in a very natural way, achieving de-coupling of client and server, as requested by mobile systems: the client is able to continue processing as soon as the middleware has accepted the message; eventually the server will send a reply message and the client will be able to collect it at a convenient time. However, these middleware systems require resource-rich devices, especially in terms of amount of memory in which to store persistent queues of messages received but not already processed. Sun’s Java Message Queue [44] and IBM’s MQSeries [55] are examples of very successful message-oriented middleware for traditional distributed systems. We believe there is scope for use of these middleware in mobile settings, and we will discuss how some adaptation of JMS has recently been ported to mobile.

4.3 Transaction-Oriented Middleware

Transaction-oriented middleware systems are mainly used in architectures where components are database applications. They support transactions involving components that run on distributed hosts: a client component clusters several operations within a transaction that the middleware then transports via the network to the server components in a manner that is transparent to both clients and servers. These middleware support both synchronous and asynchronous communication across heterogeneous hosts and achieve high reliability: as long as the participating servers implement the two-phase-commit protocol, the atomicity property of transactions is guaranteed. However, this causes an undue overhead if there is no need to use transactions. Despite their success in fixed systems, the computational load and the transparency that are typical of this kind of
middleware (such as IBM CICS \cite{31} and BEA’s Tuxedo \cite{28}), make them look not very suitable for mobile settings.

The classification of middleware for fixed distributed systems in the three categories (i.e., object-oriented, message-oriented and transaction-oriented) discussed above is actually not rigid. There is in fact a trend of merging these categories together, as shown by the CORBA Object Transaction Service, a convergence of object-oriented and transaction-oriented middleware, or by the CORBA Event Service and the publish/subscribe communication à la CCM, a union of object-oriented and message-oriented middleware. We will now assess the impact of traditional middleware in mobile settings and also describe a set of middleware developed specifically for mobile.

5 Middleware for Mobile Distributed Systems

There are different examples of use of traditional middleware systems in the context of mobile computing. We will show some examples of adaptation of object-oriented middleware and message oriented middleware to small and mobile devices. The main problem with the object-oriented approach is that it relies on synchronous communication primitives that do not necessarily suit all the possible mobile system architectures. The computational load of these systems is quite high and the principle of transparency they adhere to does not always fit mobile applications.

As we have seen, the requirements for mobile applications are considerably different from the requirements imposed by fixed distributed applications. Some of the developed systems for mobile environments adopted the radical approach of not having a middleware but rather rely on the application to handle all the services and deal with the non-functional requirements, often using a context-aware approach that allows adaptation to changing context \cite{15}. Sun provides J2ME (Java Micro Edition) \cite{70} which is a basic JVM and development package targeting mobile devices. Microsoft recently matched this with .Net Compact Framework \cite{42}, which also has support for XML data and web services connectivity.

However this approach is a non-solution, as it completely relies on application designers for the solution of most of the non-functional requirements middleware should provide, starting from scalability.

On the other hand, recently, some middleware specifically targeting the needs of mobile computing have been devised \cite{59}; assumptions such as scarce resources, and fluctuating connectivity have been made in order to reach lightweight solutions. Some of the approaches however target only one of the mobility aspects: for instance, many location-aware systems have been implemented to allow application to use location information to provide services.

We now describe some of the developed solutions to date, starting from the examples of adaptation of object-oriented middleware such as CORBA or Java Messaging Server to mobile platforms, to solutions targeting completely ad-hoc scenarios.
Object-oriented middleware has been adapted to mobile settings, mainly to make mobile devices inter-operated with existing fixed networks (i.e., nomadic setting). The main challenge in this direction is in terms of software size and protocol suitability, as already mentioned. IIOP (i.e., the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) is the essential part of CORBA that is needed to allow communication among devices. IIOP has been successfully ported to mobile setting and used as a minimal ORB for mobile devices [27]. IIOP defines the minimum protocol necessary to transfer invocations between ORBs. In ALICE [27] hand-holds with Windows CE and GSM adaptors have been used to provide support for client-server architectures in nomadic environments. An adaptation of IIOP specifically for mobile (i.e., LW-IOP, Light-weight Inter-Orb Protocol) has been devised in the DOLMEN project [57]: caching of unsent data combined with an acknowledgement scheme to face wireless medium unreliability. Also actual names of machines are translated dynamically through a name server, which maintains up-to-date information of the hosts location.

In [56] CORBA and IIOP are used together with the WAP (Wireless Access Protocol) stack [24] in order to allow the use of CORBA services on a fixed network through mobile devices connected through WAP and a gateway. IIOP is used to achieve message exchange.

In general, the synchronous connectivity paradigm introduced by traditional middleware assumes a permanent connectivity that cannot be given as granted in most of the mobile computing scenarios. The above mentioned systems are usually targeted to nomadic settings where hand-offs allow mobile devices to roam while being connected. Some minimal support for disconnection is introduced.

There have been more serious attempts in the direction of using traditional middleware using a sort of semi-asynchronous paradigm. Some involved RPC based middleware enhanced with queueing delaying or buffering capabilities in order to cope with intermittent disconnections. Example of these behaviours are Rover [32] or Mobile DCE [65]. As we write, an implementation of the message oriented middleware JMS (Java Messaging Server) has been released [68]. It supports point to point and publish/subscribe models, that is a device can either communicate with a single other (through its queue), or register on a topic an be notified of all the messages sent to that topic. We believe this is a good answer to the need for adaptation of traditional middleware to mobile and that the use of publish/subscribe and message oriented systems will be taken further as they offer an asynchronous communication mechanism that allows for disconnected operations. However, communication is not the only aspect that mobile computing middleware should tackle: other important aspects such as context awareness and data sharing need to be addressed.

In the existing examples of use of traditional middleware on mobile, the focus is on provision of services from a back-bone network to a set of mobile devices: the main concerns in this scenarios are connectivity and message exchange. In case of a less structured network or in case services must be provided by mobile
devices, traditional middleware paradigms seems to be less suitable and a new set of strategies needs to be used.

The importance of monitoring the condition of the environment, and adaptation to application needs, maybe through communication of context information to the upper layers, becomes vital to achieve reasonable quality of service.

Given the highly dynamic environment and the scarce resources, quality of service provision presents higher challenges in mobile computing. Nevertheless, researchers have devised a number of interesting approaches to quality of service provision to mobile devices [15]. Most of the time the devices are considered terminal nodes and the clients of the service provision, and the network connectivity is assumed fluctuating but almost continuous (like in GSM settings). The probably most significant example of quality of service oriented middleware is Mobiware [2], which uses CORBA, IIOP and Java to allow service quality adaptation in mobile setting. As shown in Figure 7 in Mobiware mobile devices are seen as terminal nodes of the network and the main operations and services are developed on a core programmable network of routers and switches. Mobile devices are connected to access points and can roam from an access point to another.

The main idea in Mobiware is that mobile devices will have to probe and adapt to the constantly changing resources over the wireless link. The experi-
mental network used by Mobiware is composed of ATM switches, wireless access points, and broadband cellular or ad-hoc connected mobile devices. The toolkit focuses on the delivery of multimedia application to devices with adaptation to the different quality of service and seamless mobility.

Mobiware mostly assumes a service provision scenario where mobile devices are roaming but permanently connected, with fluctuating bandwidth. Even in the case of the ad-hoc broadband link, the device is supposed to receive the service provision from the core network through, first the cellular links and then some ad-hoc hops.

In more extreme scenarios, where links are all ad-hoc, these assumptions cannot be made and different middleware technologies need to be applied. One of the strength of Mobiware is the adaptation component to customise quality of service results. It is more and more clear that middleware for mobile devices should not ignore context and that adaptation is a key point, given the limited resources and changing conditions.

Another interesting example of quality of service oriented middleware is L2imbo [17], a tuple space based quality of service aware system. For a description of L2imbo, we refer the reader to Section 5.4, where we describe the advantages of tuple space based models.

5.2 Context-Awareness Based Middleware

To enable applications to adapt to heterogeneity of hosts and networks as well as variations in the user’s environment, systems must provide for mobile applications to be aware of the context in which they are being used. Furthermore, context information can be used to optimise application behaviour counter balancing the scarce resource availability.

User’s context includes, but is not limited to:

- location, with varying accuracy depending on the positioning system used;
- relative location, such as proximity to printers and databases;
- device characteristics, such as processing power and input devices;
- physical environment, such as noise level and bandwidth;
- user’s activity, such as driving a car or sitting in a lecture theatre.

Context-aware computing is not a new computing paradigm; since it was first proposed a decade ago [64], many researchers have studied and developed systems that collect context information, and adapt to changes.

The principle of Reflection has often been used to allow dynamic reconfiguration of middleware and has proven useful to offer context-awareness. The concept of reflection was first introduced by Smith in 1982 [67] as a principle that allows a program to access, reason about and alter its own interpretation. Initially, the use of reflection was restricted to the field of programming language design [33]; some years later, reflection has been applied to the field of operating systems [78] and, more recently, distributed systems [41].

Examples of traditional middleware built around the principle of reflection include, but are not limited to, OpenORB [22], OpenCorba [36], dynamicTAO [34].
The role of reflection in distributed systems has to do with the introduction of more openness and flexibility into middleware platforms. In standard middleware, the complexity introduced through distribution is handled by means of abstraction. Implementations details are hidden from both users and application designers and encapsulated inside the middleware itself. Although having proved to be successful in building traditional distributed systems, this approach suffers from severe limitations when applied to the mobile setting. Hiding implementation details means that all the complexity is managed internally by the middleware layer; middleware is in charge of taking decisions on behalf of the application, without letting the application influence this choice. This may lead to computationally heavy middleware systems, characterised by large amounts of code and data they use in order to transparently deal with any kind of problems and find the solution that guarantees the best quality of service to the application. Heavyweight systems cannot however run efficiently on a mobile device as it cannot afford such a computational load. Moreover, in a mobile setting it is neither always possible, nor desirable, to hide all the implementation details from the user. The fundamental problem is that by hiding implementation details the middleware has to take decisions on behalf of the application; the application may, however, have vital information that could lead to more efficient or suitable decisions. Both these limitations can be overcome by reflection. A reflective system may bring modifications to itself by means of inspection and/or adaptation. Through inspection, the internal behaviour of a system is exposed, so that it becomes straightforward to insert additional behaviour to monitor the middleware implementation. Through adaptation, the internal behaviour of a system can be dynamically changed, by modification of existing features or by adding new ones. This means that a middleware core with only a minimal set of functionalities can be installed on a mobile device, and then it is the application which is in charge of monitoring and adapting the behaviour of the middleware according to its own needs.

The possibilities opened by this approach are remarkable: light-weight middleware can be built that support context awareness. Context information can be kept by middleware in its internal data structures and, through reflective mechanisms, applications can acquire information about their execution context and tune the middleware behaviour accordingly. No specific communication paradigm is related to the principle of reflection, so this issue is left unspecified and depends on the specific middleware system built.

Some recent approaches have investigated the use of reflection in the context of mobile systems, and used it to offer dynamic context-awareness and adaptation mechanisms [65]. UIC (Universally Interoperable Core) [74] is a minimal reflective middleware that targets mobile devices. UIC is composed of a pluggable set of components that allow developers to specialise the middleware targeting different devices and environments, thus solving heterogeneity issues. The configuration can also be automatically updated both at compile and run time. Personalities can be defined to have a client-side, server-side or both behaviours. Personalities can also define with which server type to interact (i.e., Corba or
Java RMI) as depicted in Figure 8: single personalities allow the interaction with only one type while multi personalities allow interaction with more than one type. In the case of multi personalities the middleware dynamically chooses the right interaction paradigm. The size of the core goes, for instance, from 16KB for a client-side CORBA personality running on a Palm OS device to 37KB for a client/server CORBA personality running on a Windows CE device.

On top of a framework very similar to UIC, Gaia [14] has been developed adding support for dynamic adaptation to context conditions. Gaia defines active spaces where services, users, data and locations are represented and manipulated dynamically and in coordination. Gaia defines a set of further services such as event distribution, discovery, security and data storage. Some other approaches in this direction have been developed focusing on meta-data representation for services and application depended policies. Mechanisms for dynamic adaptation and conflict resolutions have also been put in place [35].

In [76] another approach to context-awareness in mobile computing is presented. The paper presents a middleware for event notification to mobile computing applications. Different event channels allow differentiation of notification of different context and environmental variables. Figure 7 shows the architecture of the system. The asynchronous event channel suits the mobile computing setting allowing for disconnection; however the model the authors assume is based on permanent but fluctuating connectivity. Applications can register for notification of specific events depending on the task they have to perform. Applications rely-
ing on this middleware are constructed decoupling the application functionalities
from the application context-awareness, where policies are defined to adapt to
context.

Fig. 9. The event notification architecture (from [76]).

The main idea of these systems is to offer the ability to change the behaviour
of the middleware and application based on the knowledge on the changing con-
text. This seems to be a valid idea given the scarce resources and the dynamicity
of the mobile environment.

Much research has recently been investigating context-awareness issues. An-
other example of context-aware systems is Odyssey [62], a data-sharing middle-
ware with synchronisation policies depending on applications. We will describe
this middleware together with other data-sharing oriented middleware in Sec-
tion 5.3.

Location-aware Middleware. Location is one of the most studied aspects of
context awareness. Location awareness has attracted a great deal of attention
and many examples exist of applications that exploit location information to:
offer travellers directional guidance, such as the Shopping Assistant [6] and Cy-
berGuide [37]; to find out neighbouring devices and the services they provide,
such as Teleporting [8]; to send advertisements depending on user’s location,
such as People and Object Pager [12]; to send messages to anyone in a specific
area, such as Conference Assistant [19]; and so on. Most of these systems interact
directly with the underlying network OS to extract location information, process
it, and present it in a convenient format to the user. One of their major limita-
tions concerns the fact that they do not cope with heterogeneity of coordinate
information, and therefore different versions have to be released that are able to
interact with specific sensor technologies, such as the Global Positioning System
(GPS) outdoors, and infrared and radio frequency indoors.

To enhance the development of location-based services and applications, and
reduce their development cycle, middleware systems have been built that inte-
grate different positioning technologies by providing a common interface to the
different positioning systems. Examples include Oracle iASWE [39], Nexus [25],
Alternis [1], SignalSoft [60], CellPoint [13], and many others are being released.
We describe briefly Nexus [25], an example of middleware that supports location-aware applications with mobile users. The idea that has motivated the development of this system is that no migration to an homogeneous communication environment is possible, and therefore an infrastructure that supports a heterogeneous communication environment is necessary. Nexus aims to provide this infrastructure.

The architecture of the Nexus infrastructure is depicted in Figure 10. As the picture shows, there are four different components working together.

The **User Interface** component is running on the mobile device carried by the user and contains basic functionality, which is required by Nexus Clients to interact with the Nexus platform, and to display and navigate through the model. It also provides support for adapting to devices with different levels of computing power, different amounts of memory, different levels of network connection or different displays.

The interior of a Nexus platform is then split into three main elements: communication, distributed data management and sensors.

**Sensors**: Nexus applications run both in outdoor and indoor areas. It would be difficult to use only one sensor for positioning in both environments (e.g., GPS can be used outdoor but not indoor, as its satellite signals are blocked by buildings). Therefore, a multi-sensor tool is needed, based on different positioning systems.

**Communication**: To access information, mobile devices need to be able to connect to the information source, e.g., the Internet, using wireless communication. For a wide area network, data services of mobile telephone systems, such as GSM or UMTS, can be used. Inside a building, wireless LAN, such as Bluetooth, can be used instead. The Nexus communication layer acts as a broker to bridge the differences between existing heterogeneous networks.
Distributed data management: according to the demands of different location aware applications, spatial data have to be offered in multiple representations. Hence, appropriate algorithms to deduce all the necessary levels of detail have to be implemented into the platform. In order to guarantee the interoperability, relationships between different models must be defined and data formats must be exchangeable. All these different aspects concerning the management of data within Nexus are managed by the Distributed data Management component.

5.3 Data Sharing-Oriented Middleware

One of the major issues targeted is the support for disconnected operations and data-sharing. Systems like Coda [63], its successor Odyssey [62], Bayou [18,73] and Xmiddle [40] try to maximise availability of data, giving users access to replicas; they differ in the way they ensure that replicas move towards eventual consistency, that is, in the mechanisms they provide to detect and resolve conflicts that naturally arise in mobile systems. Despite a proliferation of different, proprietary data synchronisation protocols for mobile devices, we still lack a single synchronisation standard, as most of these protocols are implemented only on a subset of devices and are able to access a small set of networked data. This represents a limitation for both end users, application developers, service providers and device manufacturers.

Coda

Coda [63] is a file system for large-scale distributed computing environments. It provides resilience to server and network failures through two distinct but complementary mechanisms: server replication and disconnected operation. The first mechanism involves storing copies of a file at multiple servers; the second one is a mode of execution in which a caching site temporarily assumes the role of a replication site; this becomes particularly useful for supporting portable computers.

Coda makes a distinction between relatively few servers, which are physically secure, run trusted software and are monitored by operational staff, and clients, which are far more numerous, may be modified in arbitrary ways by users, are physically dispersed, and may be turned off for long periods of time. The Coda middleware targets therefore fixed or, at most, nomadic systems, as it relies on a fixed core infrastructure.

The unit of replication in Coda is a volume, that is, a collection of files that are stored on one server and form a partial subtree of the shared file system. The set of servers that contain replicas of a volume is its volume storage group (VSG). Disconnections are treated as rare events: when disconnected, the client can access only the data that was previously cached at the client site; upon reconnection modified files and directories from disconnected volumes are propagated to the VSG. Coda clients view disconnected operations as a temporary state and revert to normal operation at the earliest opportunity; these transitions are normally transparent to users. Disconnected operation can also
be entered voluntarily, when a client deliberately disconnects from the network; however, clients have no way to influence the portion of the file system that will be replicated locally. Moreover, it is the system that bears the responsibilities of propagating modifications and detecting update conflicts when connectivity is restored. Venus (the cache manager) has control over replication of volumes in use. Venus can be in three states: 

- **Hoarding**, when the client is connected to the network, in this case Venus takes care of caching the information;
- **Emulating** when disconnected, using the cache and throwing exceptions when the needed data is not in the cache;
- **Integrating**, upon reconnection, when the data modified need to be reconciled with the server copy. Venus attempts to solve conflicts during reconciliation in an application transparent way; however application specific resolvers (ASR) may be specified.

**Odyssey**

The mostly application transparent approach adopted by Coda has been improved introducing context-awareness and application-dependent behaviours in Odyssey [62], and allowing the use of these approaches in mobile computing settings. Odyssey, again, assumes that applications reside on mobile clients but access or update data stored on remote, more capable and trustworthy servers; once again the nomadic scenario is targeted.

Odyssey proposes a collaborative model of adaptation. The operating system, as the arbiter of shared resources, is in the best position to determine resource availability; however, the application is the only entity that can properly adapt to given context conditions, and must be allowed to specify adaptation policies. This collaborative model is called application-aware adaptation and it is provided using the architecture depicted in Figure 11.

![Fig. 11. Odyssey Client Architecture.](Image)

To allow reaction to changes, applications first need to register an interest in particular resources. For every resource, they define the acceptable upper and lower bounds on the availability of that resource and they register an up-call procedure that must be invoked whenever the availability of the resource falls outside the window of acceptance. The Viceroy component is then responsible for monitoring resource usage on the client side and notifying applications of
significant changes, using the registered up-calls. When an application is notified
of a change in resource availability, it must adapt its access. Wardens are the
components responsible for implementing the access methods on objects of their
type: the interceptor module redirects file systems operations to corresponding
wardens, which provide customised behaviour (e.g., different replication policies)
according to type-specific knowledge.

Although better suited to the mobile environment than its predecessor Coda,
Odyssey suffers from some limitations: the data that can be moved across mo-
 bile devices (i.e., a collection of files) may be too coarse-grained in a mobile
setting, where devices have limited amount of memory and connection is often
expensive and of low quality. Moreover, the existence of a core of more capable
and trustworthy servers does not fit the ad-hoc scenario. Finally, files are un-
interpreted byte streams; this lack of semantics complicates the development of
conflict detection and reconciliation policies from an application point of view.

Bayou
The Bayou storage system \[18,73\] provides an infrastructure for collaborative
applications. Bayou manages conflicts introduced by concurrent activity while
relying only on the fluctuating connectivity available in mobile computing. Repli-
cation is seen as a requirement in the mobile scenario as a single storage site may
not be reachable by some mobile clients or within disconnected work-groups.
Bayou allows arbitrary read and write operations to any replica without ex-
 plicit coordination with the other replicas: every computer eventually receives
updates from every other, either directly or indirectly, through a chain of peer
interactions. The weak consistency of the replicated data is not transparent to
applications; instead, they are aware they may be using weakly consistent data
and that their write operations may conflict with those of other users and ap-
plications. Moreover, applications are involved in the detection and resolution
of conflicts since these naturally depend on the semantics of the application. In
particular, the system provides the application with ways of specifying its own
notion of a conflict, along with its policy for resolving it. In return, the system
implements the mechanisms for reliable detection of conflicts, as specified by the
application, and for automatic resolution when possible.

Automatic detection is achieved through a mechanism called dependency
check: every write operation is accompanied by a dependency set that consists of
a query and its expected result. A conflict is detected if the query, when run at a
server against its current copy of the data, does not return the expected result.
This dependency check is therefore a pre-condition for performing the update.
As an example consider someone trying to add an appointment in an agenda,
without knowing the content of the agenda. A dependency check could make sure
that the time for the appointment is free before adding it. If the check fails, the
requested update is not performed and the server invokes a procedure to resolve
the detected conflict. Once a conflict has been detected, a merge procedure is run
by the Bayou server in an attempt to resolve it. Merge procedures are provided
by application programmers in the form of templates that are then filled in with
the details of each write and accompany each write operation. Users do not have
to know about them, except when automatic conflict resolution cannot be done
and manual resolution is needed. In this, Bayou is more flexible than Odyssey as customisation can be performed on each write operation, and not by type.

Bayou guarantees that all the servers will move towards eventual consistency. This means that all the servers will eventually receive all the write operations (through a process called anti-entropy), although the system cannot enforce bounds on write propagation delays since these depend on network connectivity factors that are outside Bayou’s control. Eventual consistency is guaranteed by two factors: writes are performed in the same well-defined order on all the servers, and detection and resolution procedures are deterministic so that servers resolve the same conflict in the same way.

Unlike previous systems like Coda, that promote transparency of conflict detection and resolution, Bayou exploits application knowledge for dependency checks and merge procedures. Moreover, while Coda locks complete file volumes when conflicts have been detected but not yet resolved, Bayou allows replicas to always remain accessible. This permits clients to continue to read previously written data and to issue new writes, but it may lead to cascading conflict resolution if the newly issued operations depend on data that are in conflict.

One of the major drawbacks of Bayou is its client-server architecture. Although in principle client and server may co-exist on a host (see Figure 12), in practise the system requires that each data collection is replicated in full on a number of servers. This is, of course, unaffordable for hand-held devices that can therefore only play the role of clients in this architecture. Bayou is therefore most suited for nomadic rather than ad-hoc applications.

**Xmiddle**

Xmiddle allows mobile hosts to share data when they are connected, or replicate the data and perform operations on them off-line when they are disconnected; reconciliation of data takes place once the hosts reconnect.

Unlike tuple-space based systems (as we will see in Section 5.4), which store data in flat unstructured structures, Xmiddle allows each device to store its data
in a tree structure. Trees allow sophisticated manipulations due to the different node levels, hierarchy among the nodes, and the relationships among the different elements which could be defined.

When hosts get in touch with each other, they need to be able to interact. Xmiddle allows communication through sharing of trees. On each device, a set of possible access points for the private tree is defined; they essentially address branches of the tree that can be modified and read by peers. The size of these branches can vary from a single node to a complete tree; unlike systems such as Coda and Odyssey (Section 5.3), where entire collections of files have to be replicated, the unit of replication can be easily tuned to accommodate different needs. For example, replication of a full tree can be performed on a laptop, but only of a small branch on a PDA, as the memory capabilities of these devices differ greatly.

In order to share data, a host needs to explicitly link to another host’s tree. The concept of linking to a tree is similar to the mounting of network file systems in distributed operating systems to access and update information on a remote disk.

Figure 13 shows the general structure of Xmiddle and the way hosts get in touch and interact. As long as two hosts are connected, they can share and modify the information on each other’s linked data trees. When disconnections occur, both explicit (e.g., to save battery power or to perform changes in isolation from other hosts) and implicit (e.g., due to movement of a host into an out of reach area), the disconnected hosts retain replicas of the trees they were sharing while connected, and continue to be able to access and modify the data.

When the two hosts reconnect, the two different, possibly conflicting, replicas need to be reconciled. Xmiddle exploits the tree differencing techniques developed in [72] to detect differences between the replicas which hosts use to concurrently and off-line modify the shared data. However, it may happen that the reconciliation task cannot be completed by the Xmiddle layer alone, because, for
example, different updates have been performed on the same node of the tree. In order to solve these conflicts, Xmiddle enables the mobile application engineer to associate application-specific conflict resolution policies to each node of the tree. Whenever a conflict is detected, the reconciliation process finds out which policy the application wants the middleware to apply, in order to successfully complete the merging procedure.

Xmiddle implements the tree data structure using the eXtended Markup Language (XML) [11] and related technologies. In particular, application data are stored in XML documents, which can be semantically associated to trees. Related technologies, such as the Document Object Model (DOM) [11], XPath [16] and XLink [18], are then exploited to manipulate nodes, address branches, and manage references between different parts of an XML document. Reconciliation policies are specified as part of the XML Schema [23] definition of the data structures that are handled by Xmiddle itself.

Xmiddle moves a step forward other middleware systems which focus on the problem of disconnected operations. In particular, unlike Coda and Odyssey, the unit of replication can be easily tuned, in order to accommodate different application and device needs. This issue may play a key role in mobile scenarios, where devices have limited amount of memory and the quality of the network connection is often poor and/or expensive. Moreover, Xmiddle addresses pure ad-hoc networks and not only nomadic ones, as no assumption is made about the existence of more powerful and trusted hosts which should play the role of servers and on which a collection of data should be replicated in full.

Although representing a good starting point for developing middleware for mobile computing, at present Xmiddle suffers from some limitations that require further investigation: the communication paradigm (i.e., sharing of trees) provided is too poor and needs to be improved in order to model more complex interactions that can occur in mobile settings.

5.4 Tuple Space-Based Middleware

The characteristics of wireless communication media (e.g., low and variable bandwidth, frequent disconnections, etc.) favour a decoupled and opportunistic style of communication: decoupled in the sense that computation proceeds even in presence of disconnections, and opportunistic as it exploits connectivity whenever it becomes available. The synchronous communication paradigm supported by many traditional distributed systems has to be replaced by a new asynchronous communication style.

As we have seen, some attempts based on events [76], or queues (Rover [32] or Mobile JMS [68]) have been devised. However, a completely asynchronous and decoupled paradigm (tuple space based) have also been isolated as effective in mobile settings. Although not initially designed for this purpose (their origins go back to Linda [26], a coordination language for concurrent programming), tuple space systems have been shown to provide many useful facilities for communication in wireless settings. In Linda, a tuple space is a globally shared, associatively addressed memory space used by processes to communicate. It acts as a repository (in particular a multi-set) of data structures called tuples that can be seen
as vector of typed values. Tuples constitute the basic elements of a tuple space systems; they are created by a process and placed in the tuple space using a \textit{write} primitive, and they can be accessed concurrently by several processes using \textit{read} and \textit{take} primitives, both of which are blocking (even if non-blocking versions can be provided). Tuples are anonymous, thus their selection takes place through pattern matching on the tuple contents. Communications is de-coupled in both time and space: senders and receivers do not need to be available at the same time, because tuples have their own life span, independent of the process that generated them, and mutual knowledge of their location is not necessary for data exchange, as the tuple space looks like a globally shared data space, regardless of machine or platform boundaries.

These forms of decoupling assume enormous importance in a mobile setting, where the parties involved in communication change dynamically due to their migration or connectivity patterns. However, a traditional tuple space implementation is not enough. There are basic questions that need to be answered: how is the globally shared data space presented to mobile hosts? How is it made persistent? The solutions developed to date basically differ depending on the answers they give to the above questions.

We now review three tuple-space middleware that have been devised for mobile computing applications: Lime [45], TSpaces [77] and L2imbo [17].

\textbf{Lime}

In Lime [45], the shift from a fixed context to a dynamically changing one is accomplished by breaking up the Linda tuple space into many tuple spaces, each permanently associated to a mobile unit, and by introducing rules for transient sharing of the individual tuple spaces based on connectivity.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Transiently shared tuple spaces in Lime.}
\end{figure}

As shown in Figure 14, each mobile unit has access to an \textit{interface tuple space} (ITS) that is permanently and exclusively attached to that unit and transferred along with it when movement occurs (like in the data tree of Xmiddle). Each ITS contains tuples that the unit wishes to share with others and it represents the only context accessible to the unit when it is alone. Access to the ITS takes place using conventional Linda primitives, whose semantics is basically
unaffected. However, the content of the ITS (i.e., the set of tuples that can be accessed through the ITS) is dynamically recomputed in such a way that it looks like the result of the merging of the ITSs of other mobile units currently connected. Upon arrival of a new mobile unit, the content perceived by each mobile unit through its ITS is recomputed taking the content of the new mobile unit into account. This operation is called engagement of tuple spaces; the opposite operation, performed on departure of a mobile unit, is called disengagement. The tuple space that can be accessed through the ITS of a mobile unit is therefore shared by construction and transient because its content changes according to the movement of mobile units.

The term mobile unit can be understood either as mobile agent or as mobile host. In the first case, the context is logical mobility, in the second one, physical mobility. The Lime notion of transiently shared tuple space is applicable to a generic mobile unit, regardless of its nature, as long as a notion of connectivity ruling engagement and disengagement is properly defined.

Lime fosters a style of coordination that reduces the details of mobility and distribution to changes to what is perceived as the local tuple space. This powerful view simplifies application design in many scenarios, relieving the designer from explicitly maintaining a view of the context consistent with changes in the configuration of the system. However, this may be too restrictive in domains where higher degrees of context awareness are needed, for example to control the portion of context that has to be accessed.

Lime tries to cope with this problem, first by extending Linda operations with tuple location parameters that allow to operate on different projections of the transiently shared tuple space. Secondly, information about the system configuration is made available through a read-only transiently shared tuple space called LimeSystem, containing details about the mobile components present in the community and their relationship; finally, reactions can be set on the tuple space, to enable actions to be taken in response to a change in the configuration of the system.

An important aspect of Lime is tuple access and movement; events are used to notify users when a new tuple is available.

**TSpaces**

TSpaces is an IBM middleware system. The goal of TSpaces is to support communication, computation and data management on hand-held devices. TSpaces is the marriage of tuplespace and database technologies, implemented in Java. The tuplespace component provides a flexible communication model; the database component adds stability, durability, advanced query capabilities and extensive data storage capacity; Java adds instant portability.

The TSpaces design distinguishes between clients and servers. A tuple space exists only on a TSpaces server, while a server may host several spaces. Once a tuple space has been created, a TSpaces client is allowed to perform operations, like read and write, on it. A TSpaces server is a centralised server that listens to client requests: each time a client issues an operation, information is sent to the server that, using a lookup operation, finds out the tuplespace on which the
operation needs to be performed and passes the operation and tuple operand to it to process (see Figure 15).

There are two specific server systems tuple spaces: Galaxy, that contains tuples describing each tuple space that exists on a server; and Admin, that contains access control permissions for each tuplespace and whose goal is to check whether the issuer of each operation has the proper access control privileges.

TSpaces is different from other tuple space based systems for the following reasons: first, the behaviour of the middleware is dynamically modifiable. New operators can be defined, and new datatypes and operators can be introduced. Second, TSpaces employs a real data management layer, with functionalities similar to relational database systems. Operations are performed in a transactional context that ensures the integrity of data. Support for indexing and query capability is provided. Data (i.e., tuples stored in the database) and operations that act on data are kept separated, so that operations can be added or changed without affecting the database.

Unlike Lime, TSpaces mainly targets nomadic environments where servers containing tuple data bases are stored on fixed and powerful machines, reachable by mobile devices roaming around. The transactional approach to tuple read/write is also a limitation in terms of mobility as the paradigms might be too heavy if the connection is fluctuating. Furthermore disconnection is seen as a fault and, when disconnected, clients do not have access to the tuple spaces.

**L2imbo.** L2imbo [17] is a tuple space based middleware with emphasis on quality of service. Some of the features of L2imbo are: multiple tuple spaces, tuple type hierarchy, quality of service attributes, monitoring and adaptation agents.

Like TSpaces and Lime, L2imbo provides the ability to create multiple tuple spaces. Tuple spaces can be created when needed, provided that creation and termination go through the universal tuple space, which is L2imbo main tuple space. The tuple spaces are implemented in a distributed system fashion, where each host holds a replica of the tuple space, so to allow for disconnected operations. L2imbo also provides quality of service features; quality of service fields can be associated with the tuples, such as deadline for a tuple, which indicates how long a tuple should be available in the space. Associated to these quality of service fields is the QoS monitoring agent, which monitors the conditions of
the network, costs of connection and power consumption. Information on quality of service can then be placed into tuples and made available to other agents or hosts.

Given the support for disconnected operations and the use of an asynchronous communication paradigm, L2imbo seems to be well suited for highly mobile environments.

5.5 Service Discovery in Mobile Computing Middleware

In traditional middleware systems, service discovery is provided using fixed name services, which every host knows the existence of. The more the network becomes dynamic, the more difficult service and host discovery becomes. Already in distributed peer-to-peer network [50] service discovery is more complex as hosts join and leave the overlay network very frequently. In mobile systems service discovery can be quite simple, if we speak about nomadic systems where a fixed infrastructure containing all the information and the services is present. However in terms of more ad-hoc or mixed systems where services can be run on roaming hosts, discovery may become very complex and/or expensive.

Most of the ad-hoc systems encountered till now have their own discovery service. Lime and Xmiddle use a completely ad-hoc strategy where hosts continuously monitor their environment to check who is available and what they are offering. A trade-off between power consumption (i.e. broadcast) and discovery needs to be evaluated. Recently, some work on Lime for service advertisement and discovery has been devised [29]. Standard service discovery frameworks have appeared in the recent years: UPnP [75], Jini [5], and Salutation [61]. UPnP stands for Universal Plug and Play and it is an open standard for transparently connecting appliances and services, which is adopted by the Microsoft operating systems. UPnP can work with different protocols such as TCP, SOAP, HTTP. Salutation is a general framework for service discovery, which is platform and OS independent. Jini is instead Java based and dependent on the Java Virtual Machine. The purpose of these frameworks is to allow groups of devices and software components to federate into a single, dynamic distributed system, enabling dynamic discovery of services inside the network federation. We now describe Jini and Salutation.

Jini and JMatos

Jini [5] is a distributed system middleware based on the idea of federating groups of users and resources required by those users. Its main goal is to turn the network into a flexible, easily administered framework on which resources (both hardware devices and software programs) and services can be found, added and deleted by humans and computational clients.

The most important concept within the Jini architecture is the service. A service is an entity that can be used by a person, a program or another service. Members of a Jini system federate in order to share access to services. Services can be found and resolved using a lookup service that maps interfaces indicating the functionality provided by a service to sets of objects that implement that
service. The lookup service acts as the central marketplace for offering and finding services by members of the federation. A service is added to a lookup service by a pair of protocols called discovery and join: the new service provider locates an appropriate lookup service by using the first protocol, and then it joins it, using the second one (see Figure 16). A distributed security model is put in place in order to give access to resources only to authorised users.

![Diagram of Discovery, Join, and Lookup mechanism in Jini](image)

**Fig. 16.** Discovery, join and lookup mechanism in Jini.

Jini assumes the existence of a fixed infrastructure which provides mechanisms for devices, services and users to join and detach from a network in an easy, natural, often automatic, manner. It relies on the existence of a network of reasonable speed connecting Jini technology-enabled devices.

However the large footprint of Jini (3 Mbytes), due, mainly, to the use of Java RMI, prevents the use of Jini on smaller devices such as iPAQs or PDAs. In this direction Psinaptic JMatos [54] has been developed, complying with the Jini Specification. JMatos does not rely on Java RMI for messaging and has a footprint of just 100 Kbytes.

**Salutation**

Salutation aims at platform and operating system independence. It focuses on interoperability of different services through a set of common standards for the specification of the service functionalities. The discovery of services is managed by Salutation Managers that interact with each others through RPC, exchanging service registration information. Salutation managers also direct the communication among different clients, notifying them when new data is arriving, for example. The concept of service is decomposed in sets of functional units, representing specific features of the services. Salutation managers also specify the format of the transmitted data implementing transport protocol independence.

In general, despite being the most complete systems in terms of discovery, these systems hardly provide any support of the other important non-functional requirements that would grant the word “middleware” to them. We believe a number of functionalities of the systems we have seen could be combined in an efficient middleware for mobile computing.
6 Future Research Directions

According to our model, a middleware for mobile computing should be lightweight as it must run on hand-held, resource-scarce devices; it should support an asynchronous form of communication, as mobile devices connect to the network opportunistically and for short periods of time; and it should be built with the principle of awareness in mind, to allow its applications to adapt its own and the middleware behaviour to changes in the context of execution, so as to achieve the best quality of service and optimal use of resources.

Furthermore, the variability between different mobile systems, ranging from pure ad-hoc to nomadic with only few roaming hosts, and the different network connectivity paradigms, add further parameters which make it very difficult to isolate a general purpose middleware solution.

We believe research in terms of mobile computing middleware still faces many challenges that might not be solvable adapting traditional middleware techniques.

We believe the future mobile networks will be heterogeneous in the sense that many different devices will be available on the market, with possibly different operating systems and user interfaces. The network connectivity will also be heterogeneous even if an effort towards complete coverage through different connection technologies will be made. For these reasons mobile computing middleware will have to adapt and be customisable in these different dimensions, both at start-up time (i.e., in case of adaptation to different operating systems) and at run-time (i.e., in case of adaptation to different connection technologies).

We also believe application dependent information could play an important role in the adaptation of the behaviour of the middleware and in the trade-off between scarce resource availability and efficient service provision. In this direction, the effort of presentation of the information to the application, and the gathering of application dependent policies is an important presentation layer issue that should be integrated in any mobile computing middleware.

Discovery of existing services is a key point in mobile systems, where the dynamicity of the system is, by orders of magnitude, higher than traditional distributed systems. Recently, interesting research advances in peer to peer systems [71,50] have focused on discovery issues, that might be applicable, at least partially, to mobile settings. However, considerations on the variability of the connection, of the load and of the resources might be different for mobile scenarios. Furthermore, the integration of quality of service consideration into the service advertisement and discovery might enable some optimisation in the service provision.

Another direction of research concerns security. Portable devices are particularly exposed to security attacks as it is so easy to connect to a wireless link. Dynamic customisation techniques seems somehow to worsen the situation. Reflection is a technique for accessing protected internal data structures and it could cause security problems if malicious programs break the protection
mechanism and use the reflective capability to disclose, modify or delete data. Security is a major issue for any mobile computing application and therefore proper measures need to be included in the design of any mobile middleware system.

7 Summary

The growing success of mobile computing devices and networking technologies, such as WaveLan [30] and Bluetooth [10], have called for the investigation of new middleware that deal with mobile computing challenges, such as sudden disconnections, scarce resource availability, fast changing environment, etc. During the last years, research has been active in the field of middleware, and a considerable number of new systems has been designed to support this new computational paradigm.

In this survey we have presented a reference model to classify distributed systems into traditional, nomadic and ad-hoc ones. We have highlighted their similarities and mainly their differences. We then listed a set of characteristics that seem to be effective in mobile computing middleware. This list has been helpful to describe some of the unsuitable aspect of traditional middleware systems in a mobile setting, and the principles that have driven towards a new set of middleware for mobile computing.

Several classes of middleware for mobile computing (i.e., reflective middleware, tuplespace-based middleware, context-aware middleware, data-oriented) have been identified, illustrated and comparatively discussed. Although addressing some of the issues related to mobility, none of these systems succeed in providing support for all the requirements highlighted by our framework.
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Abstract. This chapter is an overview of security requirements raised by multicast communications along with a survey of principal solutions. A detailed requirement analysis points out the characteristics of multicast in terms of security and scalability. The differences between unicast and multicast communications with respect to the design of authentication and confidentiality mechanisms are discussed. Main confidentiality proposals are analyzed in a detailed comparison survey based on the security and scalability criteria.

1 Introduction

This chapter addresses network security in the framework of multicast communications. Both security and multicast encompass a broad number of problems. We have chosen to deal with two most fundamental aspects of security in the context of multicast: confidentiality and authentication services for multicast applications. We start with an overview of IP-Multicast and we highlight the main security requirements of large scale applications which are built upon multicast mechanisms.

IP-Multicast was introduced by Steve Deering [Dee89] and describes a set of mechanisms which allow the delivery of a packet to a set of recipients rather than just one recipient as opposed to unicast communications. The set of recipients that receive the same multicast packets are considered members of a multicast group. In the multicast setting, the sender transmits a single copy of a packet and the network takes care of duplicating the packet at proper branching points in order for each recipient to receive a copy of the original packet. With this approach, only one copy of the original packet will be transmitted on most of the underlying network links, which saves resources compared to an equivalent set of unicast communications, as illustrated in the example of figure [1].

2 The Security of Multicast Applications

The integrity and accuracy of multicast routing information is important for the proper functioning of IP-Multicast. Adversaries may inject bogus routing
messages in the network to modify or even disrupt the routing mechanisms. This type of exposure on routing mechanisms however is not particularly different in multicast. There exist efforts to secure the multicast routing protocols themselves \cite{Moy94,Fen97} and we will not further address this issue in this chapter. The focus of this chapter is geared towards the security of applications which are built on top of IP-Multicast, regardless of lower layer security requirements.

Many large scale commercial applications such as video/audio broadcasting or stock quote distribution could benefit from IP-Multicast mechanisms to reach many receivers in a scalable way. In fact most prominent multicast applications have been confined to the enterprise level or for non-commercial uses such as IETF or NASA broadcasts\cite{MS97}. One of the factors behind the reluctance to the large scale deployment of commercial applications using multicast may well be security. Indeed, securing multicast applications turns out to be a challenge in many situations, mainly because existing unicast security solutions cannot be extended to the multicast setting.

2.1 An Application Scenario

One of the best ways to illustrate the difficulty of securing multicast applications is to use a simple application scenario as an illustration.

\textit{Scenario Description.} Consider for example a large financial news broadcaster who wants to create a business by providing financial data and market analysis to a large set of customers on the Internet through multicast. These customers are expected to pay for accessing the broadcast content for variable lengths of time, ranging from less than an hour to several days, depending on their needs.

\textit{Security Issues.} This financial news broadcaster is faced with two main security issues related to the distribution of its commercial content over the Internet:
Confidentiality: the content should only be accessible to the clients who payed for the service, and only for the duration corresponding to the payment.

Authentication: the content provider needs to prevent its impersonation by another entity who could try to generate content on its behalf, possibly harming its image and credibility.

Adapting Unicast Solutions. In unicast communications, two efficient techniques are frequently used to address these issues: symmetric encryption [BDJR97] and MACs (Message Authentications Codes) [BCK96]. To refer to these mechanisms informally, we will denote the symmetric encryption of a plaintext message $M$ with a key $K$ as $C \leftarrow E_K(M)$ and the corresponding decryption as $M \leftarrow D_K(C)$. We will write $\sigma \leftarrow T_{K_{mac}}(M)$ the algorithm which takes a message $M$ and a MAC key $K_{mac}$ to produce a MAC tag $\sigma$ and we denote $\{1, 0\} \leftarrow V_{K_{mac}}(M, \sigma)$ the corresponding verification algorithm which returns 1 if $\sigma = T_{K_{mac}}(M)$ and 0 otherwise. Informally speaking, it should be computationally infeasible for an adversary who sees $m$ pairs $\{M_i, \sigma_i\}$ to generate a new pair $\{M', \sigma'\}$ which verifies $V_{K_{mac}}(M', \sigma')$ such that $\{M', \sigma'\} \neq \{M_i, \sigma_i\}$ for $i = 1, ..., m$ without the knowledge of $K_{mac}$.

Confidentiality. If the multicast data is encrypted with a single key $K$ common to all recipients who paid for the service then it should prevent others from accessing the data. However, when the subscription time of one of the clients $R_j$ expires then $K$ must be updated with a new value $K'$ in order to prevent the client $R_j$ from further accessing the data. Without loss of generality, we can assume in our scenario that each client $R_i$ shares a private encryption key $K_i$ with the source. If $K$ is the only secret shared between the source and the recipients, in our setting there is no simple way to exclude a client from the recipient group other than sending: $E_{K_i}(K')$ for all $i \neq j$. This approach is clearly unscalable in anything but relatively small groups.

Restricting access to the multicast data through the use of encryption poses another more subtle problem: containing security exposures. Indeed, in a large group there is a non negligible chance that one recipient will be compromised and that its keys will be exposed. Let us suppose for example that the key $K$ we used above to encrypt data is exposed on a web page or in a public newsgroup; this allows anyone within the scope of the multicast group to access the data. Unlike in unicast communications, the adversary does not need to be connected to the link or to corrupt the routing protocol between the communication endpoints, since multicast data is forwarded automatically to him if he requests to join the group. Consequently, we need to provide mechanisms that limit the impact of such exposures.

Authentication. In the multicast setting, if we construct a Message Authentication Code or MAC [BCK96] for each packet with a common MAC key $K_{mac}$ shared between the recipient clients and the source, it will disallow non-clients
who do not possess $K_{mac}$ to forge packets that will appear to originate from the source. Since a MAC is computed efficiently using symmetric cryptographic techniques, each packet can be verified independently, thus, lost packets will not affect the ability to authenticate others. But this approach has one big drawback: any client can impersonate as the source, by generating a message $M$ and a valid tag $\sigma = T_{K_{mac}}(M)$ from the key $K_{mac}$. Since the MAC key $K_{mac}$ is common to all clients and the source, there is no way to distinguish a packet generated by the source from a packet generated by a client.

An alternative is to have a different key $K_{mac_i}$ for each recipient $R_i$ and append a list of the corresponding MACs to each packet as:

$$M, \sigma_1 = T_{K_{mac_1}}(M), \sigma_2 = T_{K_{mac_2}}(M), ..., \sigma_n = T_{K_{mac_n}}(M)$$

This approach is clearly impractical in a large group since the overhead per packet will increase linearly with the group size.

A third alternative is to replace the MAC with a digital signature (Digital signatures also provide non-repudiation of origin which was not a requirement in our scenario). However, this solution also has its drawbacks because digital signatures are based on asymmetric techniques that introduce a significantly higher computational cost and a non-negligible communication overhead, making this alternative impractical in most scenarios.

### A Clash between Security and Scalability

Though the previous example is somewhat simplified, it highlights some of the main difficulties associated with the design of security protocols for multicast in large groups. There seems to be an inherent clash between multicast and security. In the case of confidentiality, there is a conflict between multicast scalability mechanisms and security. Indeed, multicast relies on a single group address to identify the set of recipients rather than explicitly listing them. This anonymous identification is the primary mechanism which allows multicast to scale to virtually any group size. On the other hand, confidentiality requires us to identify explicitly the entities which send or receive data in order to provide them with the right keys to access the encrypted multicast data. In the case of authentication, the problem is not related to the group size explicitly but rather to the requirement of an efficient asymmetric mechanism to disallow receivers from impersonating the sender. Additionally, since most multicast protocols are implemented over a best effort channel, these authentication mechanisms need to tolerate losses.

### 3 Multicast Confidentiality

The sequel of the chapter focuses on multicast confidentiality. We first present a detailed analysis of the problem that helps us draw the main requirements for multicast confidentiality in large groups in terms of security and scalability.
Based on these requirements we then present an overview of existing multicast confidentiality proposals.

To clarify our discussion of encryption in the context of multicast we will use the following naming conventions:

Source: We call source an entity that wishes to transmit a certain content to a selected set of chosen recipients using multicast.

Content: We always use the words multicast content to refer to the actual cleartext data that the source wishes to transmit securely over a multicast channel.

Recipient: We call recipient any entity capable of receiving multicast packets from a certain group, regardless of its capacity to actually decrypt the multicast packets to access the content. The only limit to the set of recipients is dictated by multicast routing protocol restrictions, mainly the scope of the multicast group which is limited by the TTL selected by the source.

Member: We call member, a selected recipient which has been given cryptographic keys that enable it to access the content of the received multicast packets.

Membership Manager: A membership manager describes the entity (or entities) which grants or refuses membership to recipients.

The main focus of this section is to analyze and propose methods that allow a dynamic set of members to access the multicast content transmitted by a source while disallowing other recipients to do so.

Typical large scale multicast application scenarios which require confidentiality services are:

- Pay-per-view TV,
- High quality streaming audio,
- The distribution of software updates,
- News feeds and stock quote distribution,

All these scenarios involve one of very few sources and potentially a very large amount of members or clients. In this paper we have chosen to put an emphasis on solutions geared towards these scenarios. In particular we do not deal with dynamic peer groups [BD95,STW96,STW98] which involves secure n-to-n communications in much smaller groups through the cooperation of the entities in the group. Though this work deals with a selective broadcasting medium, we do not either aim to provide a solution to the problem of broadcast encryption [FN93] where each message is encrypted for an arbitrary and potentially disjoint subset of a larger known group. In particular, in our setting, the set of potential members is not necessarily known a priori. Consequently, we assume at least a minimal unicast back channel between the recipients and a membership manager. This channel is used at least once when a recipient sends a request to a membership manager to become a member of the group.
4 The Security of Dynamic Groups

We qualify the set of members as *dynamic* because we consider the general case where the set of members evolves through time as members are *added* or *removed* from the group during a session. We define *add* and *remove* operations as follows:

**Add:** When a *recipient* becomes a *member* of the secure multicast group by receiving proper cryptographic access parameters, we say that he is *added* to the group. To be added to a group, recipients need to contact a membership manager through a secure authenticated unicast channel. If the recipient is allowed to become a member then it receives keys and other related parameters necessary to start accessing the multicast content. The membership policy is application dependent and may be subordinated to other issues such as payment and billing, which are all beyond the scope of this chapter.

**Remove:** We say that a *member* is removed from the group, when its ability to access the encrypted multicast content is suppressed by the membership manager. A membership manager can decide to remove a member from the group at any time during the session or at least on a certain interval boundary that is application dependent (a packet, a frame, a quantity of bytes or time...).

In many publications, add and remove operations are referred as *join* and *leave* operations, respectively. We prefer the former terminology because it highlights more clearly the fact that providing access to the multicast content is ultimately the decision of a membership manager rather than the recipient itself. We will restrict the terms *join* and *leave* for multicast routing, to describe the fact that an entity requests or relinquishes receiving multicast packets, independently of any security concerns.

All the application scenarios we described in the previous section involve dynamic groups where members are added or removed from the member group. A dynamic set of members implies two security requirements that are not found in traditional secure unicast communications:

- *backward secrecy*
- *forward secrecy*.

*Backward secrecy* defines the requirement that an added member should be able to access multicast content transmitted before it became a member. This means that if a recipient records encrypted multicast data send prior to the time it is added to the group, it should not be able to decrypt it once it becomes a member. Similarly, *forward secrecy* defines the requirement that a member leaving the group should not be able to further access multicast content.

---

1 The term “forward secrecy” is used here in the context of multicast security and should not be confused with *perfect forward secrecy* in unicast communication, which deals with the security of past sessions when a session key is compromised.
5 Algorithmic Requirements

The forward and backward secrecy requirements have a immediate consequence: the parameters of the encryption algorithm that protects the multicast content must be changed each time a member is added or removed from the group. We must simultaneously allow members to infer the new parameters used to access the multicast data while disallowing other recipients to do so. This parameter change must be done in a scalable way, independently of the group size, which can be a real challenge, as illustrated by the simple financial content provider scenario in section 2.1. The scalability issues related to multicast key management in dynamic groups were first highlighted in the IOLUS\cite{Mittra} framework by S. Mittra, who identified two generic problems:

1. The “one does not equal n” failure which occurs when the group cannot be treated as a whole but instead as a set of individuals with distinct demands.
2. The “one affects all” failure which occurs when the action of a member affect the whole group.

Our experience with many multicast proposals has prompted us to refine these definitions to propose the following two requirements:

**Processing scalability**: The cost supported by an individual component, be it the source, an intermediary forwarding component or a member, should scale to any potential group size and membership duration.

**Membership robustness**: Members should be able to access the content of received multicast packets as soon as they are received.

The processing scalability requirement was informally illustrated by our sample scenario in section 2.1 where we tried to use unicast techniques in a multicast setting to provide confidentiality. To remove a member from a group of $N$ members it required the source (or the membership manager) to send out a new global key encrypted with $(N-1)$ different private keys to replace the previous global key used to access the content in order to assure forward secrecy. Clearly, this method does not offer processing scalability.

The best effort nature of the Internet is a potential factor that greatly affects membership robustness. Consider a scenario in which the membership manager is required to broadcast a single value $R$ to the whole group each time a member is removed or added, in order for members to update their decryption parameters to continue accessing the multicast content. Several multicast applications can tolerate packet losses. However, if some members experience the loss or the delay of $R$ they will not be able to update the keys needed to access the multicast content, thus the newly received content packets will be worthless. Consequently, in such a scenario, add and remove operations may impair membership robustness.
6 Collusion, Containment, and Trust

While the main goal of multicast encryption in a dynamic group is to come up with a protocol which satisfies both the security requirements and the algorithmic requirements, this is still not quite sufficient to provide security in a large group. A factor that is often overlooked in most secure multicast proposals is the potential compromise of a member. Indeed, as the member group becomes larger, the probability of member key exposure increases. In a sufficiently large group, there is no doubt that an exposure will occur. These exposures may be done intentionally by a member: it could send its security parameters to another recipient, or they may be unintentional: a “hacker” may steal the parameters held by a member and publish them in a newsgroup or on a web page. Thus, one of the important concepts we put forward in this chapter is that, since we cannot avoid security exposures, we need to limit the impact of such exposures, a property that we call containment.

A second issue is collusion: if a few members collude together they should not be able to elevate their privileges beyond the sum of their own privileges. For example, consider a scenario where each member holds secret keys that allow them temporary access to the group. If these members are able to achieve unlimited access by exchanging their secrets and making some computations, then the scheme is clearly weak and will be subverted quickly in a large group.

Some multicast schemes use intermediate elements in the network, such as routers, subgroup servers or proxies as participants in the security protocol. These elements are external to the member group and most likely not always fully controlled by the content provider, the members or a membership manager. In fact, it is quite possible that these intermediary elements will be shared between several secure multicast groups with different member sets. Moreover, in some situations, these elements are numerous enough such that the compromise of one or a few of these entities is probable. Consequently, while it is quite reasonable to assume that the source as well as the few other entities such as a membership manager are secure, this is not realistic for other network resources. Thus we need to limit the trust placed in these intermediate elements if they are involved used in security protocols.

7 Requirement Summary

Confidentiality brings out significantly more requirements in the multicast setting than in the unicast setting. We summarize these requirements here as a reference for the analysis of current multicast proposals in the following sections.

Security Requirements:

Requirement 1 Data Confidentiality: the multicast content should be only accessible to members.
Requirement 2 Backward and Forward Secrecy: A new (resp. past) member should not have access to past (resp. future) data exchanged by the group members.

Requirement 3 Collusion Resistance: A set of members which exchange their secrets cannot gain additional privileges.

Requirement 4 Containment: The compromise of one member should not cause the compromise of the entire group.

Requirement 5 Limited Intermediary Trust: Intermediary elements in the network should not be trusted with the security of the group.

Strictly speaking, the latter requirement (5) is only relevant to protocols which use intermediary elements to actively participate in the security of the group.

Algorithmic Requirements:

Requirement 6 Processing Scalability: The cost supported by an individual component, be it the source, an intermediary forwarding component or a member, should scale to any potential group size and membership duration.

Requirement 7 Membership Robustness: Members should be able to access the content of received multicast packets as soon as they are received.

8 Overview of Multicast Confidentiality Algorithms

This part of the chapter includes the description of three different multicast confidentiality algorithms: the Logical Key Hierarchy, the re-encryption trees of IOLUS, and the MARKS\[Bri99\] approach. In the sequel of this chapter, we denote \(E_K(x)\) as the encryption of message \(x\) with key \(K\) with a standard symmetric encryption technique\[BDJR97,oST01\].

9 LKH: The Logical Key Hierarchy

The Logical Key Hierarchy was independently proposed by WONG ET AL. \[WGL98\] and WALLNER ET AL. \[WHA98\].

9.1 Construction

Consider a set of \(n\) members \(\{R_1, ..., R_n\}\). We build a balanced (or almost balanced) binary tree with \(n\) leaves, with a one to one correspondence between a leaf \(L_i\) and a member \(R_i\). A random key \(k_j\) is then attributed to each vertex \(j\) in the tree, including the root and the leaves themselves. This construction that we will call logical key hierarchy (LKH) is illustrated on figure 2 with a small set of 7 recipients.
Setup. Each member \( R_i \) receives the set of keys corresponding to the path from the root of the tree to its corresponding leaf \( L_i \). The root of the tree which is known by all members is called the Traffic Encryption Key (TEK) and represents the symmetric encryption key used to protect the content distributed over the multicast channel. The remaining keys in the tree are often called Key Encryption Keys and are used to update the TEK to guarantee backward and forward secrecy. Referring to our example in figure 2, member \( R_1 \) would receive the key set \( \{ k_0, k_1, k_3, k_8 \} \) where \( k_0 \) represents the TEK and \( \{ k_1, k_3, k_8 \} \) the KEKs.

9.2 Usage

Let us denote \( \mathcal{L}(k_i) \) (respectively \( \mathcal{R}(k_i) \)) the predicate which returns true if the node representing key \( k_i \) has a left child (respectively a right child). Further more we will denote \( \mathcal{L}(k_i) \) the key held in the left child of the node representing \( k_i \) if it exists, and we similarly define \( \mathcal{R}(k_i) \) for the right child.

To remove a member \( R_i \) from the group: All keys representing the path from the root to the the leaf \( L_i \) corresponding to departing member \( R_i \) are invalidated. The leaf \( L_i \) corresponding to the departing member is removed from the tree. All the remaining invalidated keys \( \{ k_1, ..., k_l \} \) in the path from the root to the former leaf are replaced with new random values \( \{ k'_1, ..., k'_l \} \). For convenience consider \( \{ k'_1, ..., k'_l \} \) to be ordered by decreasing depth in the tree. To allow the remaining members in the tree to update their keys, the membership manager proceeds as follows:

Algorithm 11 LKH update

For \( i = 1, ..., (l - 1) \) do
- if \( \mathcal{L}(k'_i) \) then multicast \( E_{\mathcal{L}(k'_i)}(k'_{i-1}) \)
- if \( \mathcal{R}(k'_i) \) then multicast \( E_{\mathcal{R}(k'_i)}(k'_{i-1}) \)
None of the keys that are used for encryption in the previous algorithm are known by the removed member. However, all the remaining members will be able to recover enough keys to update their own key set.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** LKH: A member leaving the group.

As illustrated on figure 3 if member $R_4$ leaves, then the membership manager needs to broadcast $E_{k_{10}}(k'_4)$, $E_{k_5}(k'_1)$, $E_{k'_4}(k'_1)$, $E_{k'_1}(k'_0)$ and $k_{k_2}(k'_0)$.

**To add a member to the group:** When a member is added to the group, the tree is extended with an additional node. If all leafs in the tree are already attributed we can take a leaf $L_i$ and create two children: the left child is assigned to the member associated with the former leaf $L_i$ and the right child is assigned to the newly added member. Alternatively, we can simply design the tree to be deep enough to accommodate the potential maximum number of members.

Assuming that the new member corresponds to leaf $L_i$, the sender makes all the keys in the nodes on the path from $L_i$ to the root invalid. A random key is assigned to $L_i$ and transmitted to the added member with a secure unicast channel. All other nodes in the path are updated with the same algorithm that was used above to remove a member from the group.

**Key Usage Summary.** The scheme distinguishes two type of keys: a TEK and KEK. The TEK is the encryption key that protects the multicast content. It is changed each time a member is added or removed from the group. The KEKs are used to distribute and update the TEK for all members. Until a valid KEK set is explicitly invalidated by the membership manager, it can be maintained in a valid state provided that all update messages are received. Consequently a valid KEK set represents membership in a group and provides long term access to the group, while the TEK itself only represents a short term access to the content.
9.3 Algorithmic Properties of the Scheme

Considering a set of at most \( n \) members, the basic LKH scheme requires each recipient to store \( \lceil \log_2(n) \rceil + 1 \) keys. Each addition or removal of a member requires the broadcast of \( 2 \cdot \lceil \log_2(n) \rceil - 1 \) messages (alternatively a single message with all key update messages grouped together). Thus, the processing load of the components and the key message sizes increase logarithmically with the group size, which allows to achieve good processing scalability (req. 6).

However, if a member fails to receive just a single key update message because of a network loss, then it cannot decrypt the new content. Losses have a worsened impact because subsequent key updates will often depend on previous ones. Consequently a member cannot always resynchronize its parameters on a new key update message if it lost one of the previous key update messages. A member who didn’t receive a KEK update message might have to re-register with the membership manager through an authenticated secure unicast channel to receive the proper keys. If many members do this at the same time we may run into scalability issues. Consequently in this basic version of the scheme, both add and remove operations do not provide membership robustness (req. 7) in the presence of losses or strong key update delays.

9.4 Improvements

The basic scheme we described previously has been constantly improved by several authors. We summarize these contributions here.

No-message Member Addition. An interesting improvement was proposed by Caronni et al. [CWSP98] which eliminates the need to multicast a key update message when a member is added to the group. In their proposal, the set \( \{k_1, ..., k_l\} \) of invalidated keys represented on the path from the root of the tree are replaced with a set \( \{k'_1, ..., k'_l\} \) where each key \( k'_i \) is the result of a one way function applied to the previous key, that is \( k'_i = F(k_i) \) where \( F \) is a publicly known one-way function. This allows members to compute the new keys from the previous ones, and the one-way property of \( F \) disallows the new member to compute the previously used keys. The set \( \{k'_1, ..., k'_l\} \) is transmitted to the newly added member through a secure unicast channel. In their work Caronni et al. use a counter (a sub-version number) for the TEK and KEKs as ancillary information in the multicast data packets to keep track of the number of times the one-way function was applied (this naturally adds a few bytes of overhead to each packet). Since adding a member does not require the transmission of a multicast message anymore, membership robustness (req. 4) is always assured during this operation, and the problem is now restricted to the removal of a member.

Halving the Update Overhead. McGrew and Sherman were the first to propose a method to halve the communication overhead of add and remove
operations, with a construction called OFT (One Way Function Trees, [MS98]). This further increases the processing scalability of the protocol. We will not describe the OFT construction here, instead we will focus on the more recent ELK approach presented below, which shares some similarity with OFT.

More recently Canneti et al. have proposed a method [CGI+99] that achieves the same reduction and that is compatible with the “no-message-member-addition” we described above. We will describe the core idea behind their protocol here. Assume that \( f \) is a one way function, and let \( f^k(x) \) denote \( k \) successive applications of \( f \) to \( x \), where \( f^0(x) = x \). As usual, when a member is removed from the group, the remaining keys \( \{k_1, ..., k_l\} \) represented on the path from the root to the departing leaf need to be changed to a new set \( \{k'_1, ..., k'_l\} \).

Here, instead of choosing all these keys at random, the membership manager chooses only one random value \( r \) and sets

\[ k'_1 \leftarrow r, \quad k'_{(l-1)} \leftarrow f^1(r), \quad k'_{(l-2)} \leftarrow f^2(r), \quad ..., \quad k'_1 \leftarrow f^{(l-1)}(r) \]

The membership manager then encrypts each \( k'_i \) with the key represented by the child node of \( k'_i \) that is not in the invalidated path. Thus each individual \( k'_i \) is encrypted only once as opposed to the original LKH protocol in algorithm 11 which encrypted each key with both child node keys. Because of the relationship between the keys created by \( f \), the nodes can still reconstruct the set of keys they need by applying \( f \).

**Example:** Recall figure 3 in which member \( R_4 \) is removed from the group, the membership manager will compute a random value \( r \) and send \( E_{k_{10}}(r), E_{k_3}(f^1(r)), E_{k_2}(f(f(r))) \).

- Member \( R_3 \) decrypt \( k'_{10} = r \) and computes \( k'_4 = f(k'_{10}), \quad k'_1 = f(f(k'_{10})) \) as well as \( k'_0 = f(f(f(k'_{10}))) \).
- Members \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) decrypt \( k'_1 \) and compute \( k'_0 = f(k'_1) \).
- Members \( R_5, R_6, R_7 \) decrypt \( k'_0 \).

Assuming that the tree is balanced, the communication overhead is at most \( \lceil \log_2(n) \rceil \) keys instead of \( \lceil 2 \log_2(n) - 1 \rceil \) keys as in the original LKH construction.

**Increasing Reliability.** Clearly, if the network was perfectly reliable over the whole multicast group the removal of a member would not introduce any membership robustness issues in the LKH scheme (req. 7). However, multicast uses an unreliable transport protocol such as UDP. Consequently, increasing the reliability of the leave operation is crucial if we want to reduce membership robustness issues (req. 7).

Wong and Lam implemented their LKH [WCL98] protocol over IP-Multicast in Keystone [WL00], and use FEC (Forward Error Correction) to increase the reliability of the addition and removal operations (since they do not use the no-message-member-addition method). Recall that when a member is added or removed from the group in the basic scheme, a set of keys \( \{k'_1, k'_2, ..., k'_l\} \)
is encrypted with other keys in the tree and transmitted to the group. In the Keystone scheme, these encrypted keys are represented over \( s \) packets to which we add \( r \) parity packets. The receiver may reconstruct the encrypted key set if he recovers any subset of \( s \) packets out of the \((s + r)\) transmitted packets. Since we do not have an absolute guaranty that \( s \) packets out of \((s + r)\) packets will always arrive, they combine this mechanism with a unicast re-synchronization mechanism that allows a member to contact a “key cache” server in order to update its keys if losses exceed the correction capacity of the FEC. In their work, they consider a 10-20\% loss rate and they show that adding redundancy can substantially increase the likelihood that a member will be able to update its keys. However, as noted by Perrig et al. [PST01] in criticism of the Keystone scheme, the authors assume independent packet losses to compute the key recovery probabilities, while it has been shown that Internet losses occur in bursts.

Perrig et al. proposed a protocol called ELK [PST01] which combines previously proposed ideas such as “no message member addition” and halving the update overhead, with new tricks to increase the reliability of the KEK update operation. The main idea of their work stands in two points:

- First, send a key update message \( U \) with reduced communication overhead.
- Second, send many small hints that allow a member to recover updated keys if \( U \) is lost. The hints are smaller than \( U \) but require a much higher computational cost from the recipient.

We will give a slightly simplified description of their protocol, omitting some cryptographic key derivation issues that are described in detail in their work [PST01] but are not useful to understand the methods employed here.

Reducing the communication overhead. To reduce the communication overhead of a key update they construct new keys based on contributions from the two children nodes. Consider for example a node containing the key \( k_i \) on the path from the root to a leaf representing a removed member which needs to be updated to a new value \( k_i' \). Let \( k_R \) (resp. \( k_L \)) define the key held by the right (resp. left) child of the node associated to \( k_i \). Denote \( F_k(x) \) as a pseudo-random function which takes a \( p \) bit value \( x \) as input and outputs \( m \) bits using a key \( k \). In the ELK construction, the keys in a node are \( p \) bits long and are derived from \( p_1 \) bits of the left child and \( p_2 \) from the right child. To update \( k_i \) to \( k_i' \) we first derive the right and left contributions \( C_R \) and \( C_L \) from the old key \( k_i \) as follows:

\[
C_L \leftarrow F_{k_L}^{(p_1)}(k_i)
\]

\[
C_R \leftarrow F_{k_R}^{(p_2)}(k_i)
\]

Now we compute the new key \( k_i' \) by assembling these two contributions to derive \( k_i' \):
\( k'_i \leftarrow F^{(p \rightarrow p)}_{(C_L||C_R)}(k_i) \)

Consequently, to derive \( k'_i \) from \( k_i \) the members find themselves in two possible situations:

- They know \( k_L \) and thus \( C_L \), and they need to receive \( C_R \) to compute \( k'_i \), or,
- They know \( k_R \) and thus \( C_R \), and they need to receive \( C_L \) to compute \( k'_i \).

Consequently, the membership manager will send \( E_{k_L}(C_R) \) and \( E_{k_R}(C_L) \) to the group where \( E \) denotes a stream cipher rather than a block cipher (using the old root key or TEK as Initial Vector). Using a stream cipher allows the membership manager to send \( \langle E_{k_L}(C_R), E_{k_R}(C_L) \rangle \) over exactly \( p_1 + p_2 \) bits. A full key update will thus require the broadcast of \( \log_2(n) \) chunks of \( p_1 + p_2 \) bits. Considering \( p_1 + p_2 \leq p \) this amounts to having at most 50% of the communication overhead of the original LKH protocol.

**Using Hints to increase reliability.** Consider the case where \( p_1 < p_2 \) and where in fact \( p_1 \) is small enough such that computing \( 2^{p_1} \) symmetric cryptographic computations remains feasible in a reasonably short time. In this situation it’s possible to construct an even smaller key update procedure that the authors of ELK call a hint, which is defined as the pair \( \{V_{k'_i}, E_{k_L}(h)\} \) where \( V_{k'_i} \) is a \( p_3 \) bit cryptographic checksum computed as follows:

\[ V_{i}' \leftarrow F^{(p_2 \rightarrow p_3)}_{k'_i}(0) \]

With \( \text{LSB}^{(p_2 - p_1)}(x) \) being the function which returns the \( (p_2 - p_1) \) least significant bits of \( x \), \( h \) is defined as:

\[ h \leftarrow \text{LSB}^{(p_2 - p_1)}(F^{(n \rightarrow p_2)}_{k_R}(k_i)) = \text{LSB}^{(p_2 - p_1)}(C_R) \]

The hint \( \{V_{k'_i}, E_{k_L}(h)\} \) of which the second member \( h \) is encrypted with \( k_L \), is broadcasted to the group after the initial key update we described previously. The hint \( \{V_{k'_i}, E_{k_L}(h)\} \) can be used to recover the value \( k'_i \) in a node. Again, depending on left or right considerations, there are two ways to use the hint:

- Members who know \( k_L \) can decrypt \( h \), thus they can recover the \( (p_2 - p_1) \) least significant bits of \( C_R \). Since they also know \( C_L \) they have to make and exhaustive search for the \( n_1 \) missing bits of \( C_R \) to recover a value of the form \( C_L||C_R \). For each candidate \( C_L||C_R \) they compute the corresponding \( k'_i \) as \( k'_i \leftarrow F^{(p \rightarrow p)}_{(C_L||C_R)}(k_i) \) and use the checksum \( V_{k'_i} \) to verify that the candidate is good, otherwise they continue the exhaustive search.

- Members who know \( k_R \) will perform an exhaustive search through the \( 2^{n_1} \) values that \( k_L \) can take. For each potential \( k_L \) value they compute the corresponding candidate for \( k'_i \). They use the checksum \( V_{k'_i} \) to validate the right candidate.
In practice the authors of ELK suggested in an example to use the values $p_1 = 16$, $p_2 = 35$, $p_3 = 17$ and $n = 64$ using the RC5 cipher \cite{Riv95} both for encryption and also to construct a CBC-MAC based pseudo random function. The authors of ELK implemented this example on a 800Mhz Pentium machine to achieve a high number of computational operations per second.

**Aggregating Member Additions and Removals.** It should be clear from the description of the LKH algorithm that frequent membership changes increase the workload of all the members of the group and require the membership manager to broadcast a proportional number of key update messages. In situations where the group has a highly dynamic set of member, the membership manager will have to deal with both membership changes and re-synchronization messages for recipients who failed to update their keys correctly, which creates a potential bottleneck. Consequently several authors \cite{CEK99,LYGL01} have proposed methods to reduce this problem by combining several removal operations into one to achieve a lower communication overhead than the sum of these individual removal operations. In a related but more theoretical approach, \cite{PB99} proposes to organize members in the tree according to their removal probability to increase the efficiency of batch removals and additions.

### 9.5 LKH: Summary and Conclusion

The LKH construction is an interesting approach, which satisfies the following requirements of multicast confidentiality:

- **Data confidentiality** (req. 1).
- **Backward and forward secrecy** (req. 2).
- **Collusion Resistance**\(^2\) (req. 3).
- **Processing scalability** (req. 6).

Beyond classical multicast forwarding mechanisms, it does not require any additional contribution from the intermediary elements in the network, which clearly also satisfies requirement 5. While some authors have tried to increase the processing scalability of the scheme, the main concern about LKH scheme is membership robustness. Indeed, each time a member is added or removed from the group, all the members need to receive a key update message. If that message is not received by some members, it will disallow them to access the multicast content and it may also disallow them to access further key update messages. The Keystone framework \cite{WL00} uses FEC to increase the likelihood that the key update message will be received by the members, while the ELK framework relies on small “hints” that can be used by a member to derive missing keys in combination with computational tradeoffs.

\(^2\) An exception is the flat key management scheme presented in \cite{CWSP98}, which can be defeated by a coalition of only 2 members.
There remains one requirements that none of the LKH protocol addresses: Containment (req. 4). Indeed, each set of keys held by a member can be used anywhere in the network within the scope of the multicast group to access the encrypted content.

10 Re-encryption Trees

In 1997, Mittra proposed the Iolus framework, which partitions the group of members into many subsets and creates a tree hierarchy between them. Each subset of members is managed by an distinct entity called a Group Security Intermediary (GSI). The central or top-level subgroup in the hierarchy contains the central group manager called Group Security Center (GSC), as illustrated on the example on figure 4.

![Fig. 4. IOLUS](image)

10.1 Basic Scheme

The GSC produces data encrypted with a key $K_1$ and multicasts it to a chosen group address $G_{A1}$. The GSI entities that are direct children of the GSC in the hierarchy then decrypt the data and re-encrypt it with another key $K_i$, and broadcast it to their own multicast group $G_{Ai}$. This mechanism is applied recursively all the way down the tree hierarchy. Consequently, this construction
can be viewed as a tree network where each node decrypts data received from its parent and re-encrypts it for its children. In this chapter we refer to this type of approach as “re-encryption trees”.

Each node or GSI only needs to know the key from its parent in the hierarchy and its own subgroup key. Members in a subgroup are managed by a single GSI and only know the GSI’s key $K_i$.

**Removing a member.** When a member is removed from a subgroup, the GSI chooses a new subgroup key $K_i'$ and uses several authenticated secure unicast channels to send the new key to the remaining members in the subgroup (alternatively one long multicast message corresponding to the concatenation of these unicast messages).

**Adding a member to the group.** When a member is added to a subgroup we can proceed in a similar way as we did to remove a member, except that we also send the new subgroup key $K_i'$ to the added member. An improvement in terms of overhead is to encrypt the new subgroup key $K_i'$ with the old one $K_i$ and multicast the message $E_{K_i}(K_i')$ to the subgroup while transmitting $K_i'$ to the added member on a separate authenticated secure unicast channel. However, this improvement is less secure because it creates a potential chain between subsequent keys, thus the exposure of a single key has a potentially stronger impact.

10.2 Key Distribution

The transformations in an hierarchical tree we describe above operate directly on the encryption of the multicast content. As an alternative, S. Mittra also suggests to use the IOLUS framework to distribute a global short term key. This key is used to encrypt content to be transmitted on a separate autonomous multicast channel, which can be based on a different multicast routing scheme.

Hardjono et al. proposed a re-encryption tree for key distribution in IGKMP [HCD00], the Intra-Domain Group Key Management Protocol. This protocol essentially describes a 2 level re-encryption tree that is used to distribute a common group key $K$ to the group.

10.3 Analysis

This scheme provides Data Confidentiality (req. 1) as well as backward and forward secrecy (req. 2). Since keys in each subgroup are chosen independently, colluding members do not seem to gain additional privileges beyond the sum of their own access, thus this scheme is collusion resistant (req. 3).

In his work on IOLUS, S. Mittra did not specify a limit to the size of a subgroup. In practice, however, we need to assume that a subgroup contains no more than $M$ members, otherwise processing scalability issues will arise in subgroups. The benefit of IOLUS is precisely to divide a large multicast group into
subgroups that are small enough so that they do not exhibit the scalability issues of a large multicast group. If subgroups are small enough then this scheme will provide processing scalability, since computations and communication overhead will depend on $M$ and not on the full group size.

A second benefit of subgrouping is that it provides stronger membership robustness (req. 7). When a member is added or removed from the group it only affects the other members which depend from the same GSI. Members in other subgroup are not even aware that a member was added or removed from the group. Consequently, the impact of a membership change is restricted to a subgroup of at most $M$ members.

The third benefit of subgrouping is containment (req. 4). Since only at most $M$ members of the same multicast group use the same key $K_A$ to access the multicast data then the exposure of $K_A$ will only have a local impact, limited to the subgroup $G_A$ that uses the same key $K_A$. If the attacker is in another subgroup $G_B$, out of scope of $G_A$ than the exposed key $K_A$ will be useless unless he also manages to forward traffic from $G_A$ to $G_B$.

The main drawback of this scheme is that it fully trusts all the intermediary elements to access the multicast content, which is contrary to requirement 5. Good processing scalability, membership robustness and containment all depend on a reasonably small value of $M$, the size of the subgroup. But if $M$ is small than it increases the number of Groups Security Intermediaries needed. For large multicast groups, this means that each content provider will need to construct a large network of trusted intermediaries. This adds a significant cost for the content provider.

11 MARKS

The MARKS scheme was proposed by Briscoe in [Bri99], and features a subscription based approach to multicast confidentiality. Consider a content divided in $n$ segments $\{S_1, \ldots, S_n\}$ each encrypted with a different key $\{k_1, \ldots, k_n\}$: the source simply broadcasts $E_{k_i}(S_i)$ for each $1 \leq i \leq n$. To provide access to a member $R$ for segments $S_j$ through $S_{(j+l)}$ the membership manager needs to provide $R$ with the keys $\{k_j, k_{(j+1)}, \ldots, k_{(j+l)}\}$. Simply sending the list of keys creates an overhead which linearly increases with $l$, which does not provide processing scalability (req. 6). In his work, BRISCOE provides a method to get around this limitation by constructing a one-way hash tree as follows.

11.1 The Hash Tree

Let $n$ define the number of keys or segments used in the broadcast where $n = 2^d$. Let $L$ and $R$ define two one-way functions. For example, we can choose $L$ (resp. $R$) to be the left (resp. right) half of of a pseudo-random generator which doubles its input, or we can use two independently keyed hash functions [BCK96]. We initially choose a random value $u_0$ and we construct a balanced binary tree as follows:
– assign \( u_0 \) to the root.
– if a node is assigned a value \( u_i \) we assign to the left child of \( u_i \) the value \( \mathcal{L}(u_i) \) and to the right child the value \( \mathcal{R}(u_i) \).

The leaves of the tree ordered from left to right represent the keys \( \{k_1, \ldots, k_n\} \) used to encrypt the segments \( \{S_1, \ldots, S_n\} \).

![Fig. 5. MARKS with an eight segment stream.](image)

The advantage of this construction is that any sequence \( \{k_j, k_{j+1}, \ldots, k_{j+l}\} \) of \( l \) consecutive keys in \( \{k_1, \ldots, k_n\} \) can be represented with at most \( 2 \log_2(n) - 1 \) values. Indeed, instead of describing a sequence of \( l \) keys by listing them in a sequential order, we can simply provide the points in the tree that can be used to derive the needed keys (and only those keys) by applying \( \mathcal{R} \) and \( \mathcal{L} \). This problem is quite similar to finding IP network aggregations in CIDR [FLYV92]. Consider the example on Figure 5, where a member subscribes for segments 4 to 8. He receives \( u_2 \) and \( u_{10} \), next he can efficiently compute \( k_4 = u_{10}, k_5 = u_{11} = \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{L}(u_2)), k_6 = \mathcal{R}(\mathcal{L}(u_2)), k_7 = \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{R}(u_2)), k_8 = \mathcal{R}(\mathcal{R}(u_2)) \).

11.2 Analysis and Conclusion

In the MARKS approach, once the membership manager provides a member with access to \( l \) consecutive segments \( S = [S_{j+1}, \ldots, S_{j+l}] \), it cannot revoke this access unless it redistributes new keys to all other members whose segments intersect with \( S \). In practice it would require the construction of a new key tree.
over the segments of the stream. Revocation is not possible here without running into strong processing scalability issues. However, there are some multicast applications that will be satisfied with a non revocable subscription based approach. Consider, for example, some Pay-per-view TV applications where the content length is known in advance and the clients pay before the show is broadcasted. For such applications MARKS offers benefits such as:

- Data confidentiality, backward and forward secrecy, collusion resistance and no intermediary trust.
- Processing Scalability.
- Perfect membership robustness.

The last characteristic is the strongest point of MARKS: it does not require any message to be broadcasted to anybody when a recipient’s membership expires in the group. When a member is added to the group, he only needs to receive the keys corresponding to his subscription, which can be transmitted to him in advance.

Similarly to LKH, this scheme does not provide any containment. In terms of key exposure, the LKH has a little advantage over MARKS, because the membership can invalidate an exposed key easily, while MARKS by definition does not provide any practical way to do this.

12 Multicast Confidentiality Summary

The three types of multicast confidentiality schemes reviewed in this chapter all suffer from some limitations. The LKH scheme does not offer containment and has some membership robustness issues though some progress has recently been made in that area. The re-encryption tree approach relies on a potentially large infrastructure of fully trusted intermediary elements. Finally the MARKS scheme does not allow member revocation prior to the end of their subscription, neither does it offer any form of containment.

13 Conclusion

Security in multicast raises genuinely new authentication and confidentiality requirements that are not met by classical network security mechanisms. At the core of multicast confidentiality, membership management is a complex issue involving membership managers which communicate on a bidirectional channel with members in different situations. Specific membership management issues are rarely mentioned in multicast confidentiality frameworks, however we believe that these issues would deserve to be explored in future research. For example, in large commercial applications, distributed membership management will become a key requirement. One reason is scalability. Indeed, in a very large multicast group, a single membership manager serving all requests, would quickly become a bottleneck. The second reason is related to laws and regulations. Different
countries have different commercial laws and sometimes different cryptography regulations. It makes sense to distribute several membership managers according to these constrains. Re-encryption trees are well suited for distributed membership management, and the MARKS subscription approach is even better. However, it seems that a construction such as LKH is inherently hard to distribute. Besides, multicast confidentiality as described in this chapter is faced with a dilemma. Approaches based on a shared key a common key among members do not offer any form of containment and piracy will greatly hinder the use of such schemes in large groups. On the other hand, the schemes that provide containment require the existence of active intermediate elements in the network with a significant deployment cost. It is thus not clear yet what type of solution will emerge for confidentiality in large scale multicast applications. Some solutions will possibly rely on a combination of re-encryption trees for inter-domain communications in with an LKH approach for intra-domain communications. Moreover, content providers recently have shown a strong concern in protecting the content they distribute beyond the notion confidentiality we described in this chapter. As in the example of the highly publicized lawsuit [USDC99] that opposed the RIAA to Napster, the mp3 audio download service, issues such as copy protection and copyright have become paramount for content distributors. Architectures that provide these additional services typically rely on several cooperating tamper-proof hardware components achieving end to end protection of the content between the source and the ultimate video or audio playback hardware (see for example, CPRM, [http://www.4Centiy.com/tech/cprm/]). Future commercial multicast confidentiality frameworks will potentially rely on such tamper-proof hardware platforms.
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1 Computing Infrastructure as a Critical Business Resource

Modern e-business environments tightly link the customer and supplier systems with the internal computing infrastructure. Hence the performance of the end-to-end business processes becomes critically dependent on the availability of the underlying computing infrastructure. From an economic perspective, the efficient cost-effective and resource-optimized provision of the required services is an argument in many organizations to justify the tight grip on the deployed computing assets and their usage [16].

Classical methods for asset and inventory management quickly reach their limit in today’s dynamic environments: Periodic physical inventories (“wall-to-wall”) have the clear advantage of identifying the actual location of the devices but require costly human visits (“sneaker net”) and can detect neither mobile, currently out-of-office equipment nor the existence and use of contained logical assets. Financial asset

¹ An e-Business definition can be found at
http://searchebusiness.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid19_gci212026,00.html
tracking, while being an accepted process in its own right, cannot detect additional equipment brought into or remotely accessing the resources of an organization. Periodic self-assessment questionnaires to be filled out by individual end users or their cost-center managers are another and often complementary approach. Apart from the human effort they require and the inaccurate incomplete data that results, most forms pose questions the answer of which could be easily read out of the infrastructure itself.

Well-managed computing infrastructures typically equip servers and end-user devices with software daemons for the tracking of resources and the system as well as for application performance monitoring [29][30]. There are many situations, however, in which this cannot be assumed and used. In many organizations, there are a fair number of devices that are brought in ad-hoc and are not instrumented accordingly, for which instrumentation is not available, or on which instrumentation has been disabled. After a merger/acquisition, for example, we can hardly assume to find an encompassing management environment in place across the entire holding organization. However, a good understanding of the provided infrastructure and its users is essential, actually already prior to the acquisition or while negotiating an outsourcing contract. Such investigations to gather the data required allowing more accurate service cost predictions and reducing the risk of unforeseen contractual responsibilities are often called Due Diligence or Joint Verification.

In this paper, we argue that it is no longer sufficient to keep a static inventory of information technology (IT) assets, but that the online tracking and categorization of resource usage based on observed communication patterns provide a much richer information base and enables faster and more accurate decisions in today’s evolving e-business environment. For example, some typical workstation hardware could well be used in server role. While the maintenance of higher security and availability levels is essential for servers, this increases the IT cost. Hence early server-role detection is key to operational planning and financial compensation. In general, detailed asset configuration and usage records enable integrated Infrastructure Resource Management (IRM) processes, with value propositions ranging from network management, over help desk services, asset tracking and reporting, software distribution and license metering, service contract and warranty information, to the support of leasing, procurement, acquisition, and migration services.

Section 1 of this paper surveyed the business rationale for detailed assets inventory and monitoring in a networked world. Section 2 reviews current network-based discovery techniques, while Section 3 analyses information found in common network and application log files. Sections 4 and 5 then propose how to warehouse and compute aggregated activities to prepare for the data mining to categorize assets and users. Section 6 concludes with a validation of the log analysis techniques on a small campus network.
2 Network-Based Asset Discovery and Tracking Techniques

An increasingly popular inventory method is to collect information using the network itself. Network-based inventories can significantly reduce the time and cost of an IT audit and can also make regularly scheduled inventories feasible, providing more up-to-date information [2]. Building an accurate inventory of computing assets in an unknown systems and networking environment is a challenging task. Redundant sources of information may be desirable to build reliable algorithms and tools addressing largely heterogeneous environments. Accounting records, physical inventory baselines, end-system configurations, traffic monitors, networking services, and historic network and application server logs all represent valid sources of information (see Figure 1). The ultimate goal is to integrate all incoming records into a consistent model of what is out there and how it is being used [16].

Network-based asset discovery and tracking techniques can be classified into “online” methods (to determine the actual state of end-systems, network and services) and “historic” log information processing (to analyze recorded network and services usage traces). Although online monitoring may also keep historic information, it cannot see into the past, i.e. into events that happened prior to its start. If the time period available for asset discovery is limited, i.e. too short to see all sporadically connecting devices, or if it is difficult to obtain sufficiently broad and deep administrative access to the overall infrastructure, it is attractive to reconstruct the global picture of computing assets and their usage from historic and redundant log information [10].

Before focusing on the analysis of log information in the subsequent chapters, the following section surveys currently known techniques for online discovery. As described in [27], there is no single technique that can perform an exhaustive network discovery, as every network has some peculiarity (e.g. some network parts are protected by firewalls, whereas others are accessible only from a few selected hosts) and also because not all networks run the same set of network protocols. In addition,
Network interface cards for mobile computers can easily be shared (plug-n-play) and swapped, and more and more portables are already equipped with wireless network interfaces, making these devices difficult to track and identify as they can move and change link and network addresses during their lifetime.

Network-based online discovery techniques can be further classified into methods that (i) passively listen and map the network, (ii) actively talk and walk the network and services, and (iii) interact and footprint individual hosts and target application services. The following sections highlight and position various techniques used by the authors to explore an unknown networking environment.

2.1 Passive Network Mapping

Passive network mapping enables the discovery and identification of network assets in a purely passive fashion, i.e. without generating any kind of traffic that stimulates target machines in order to discover their presence.

Network Packet Sniffing

Packet sniffing consists of capturing packets that are received by one or more network adapters, and does not interfere with normal network operations as the packet capture application (network probe) generates no traffic whatsoever. As modern networks make intensive use of switches for filtering out unnecessary traffic, a probe can see only traffic directed to the host in which the probe is running and broadcast/multicast traffic. The network administrator’s reaction to switched networks is to adopt techniques such as ARP poisoning (MAC layer address-resolution protocol interaction to enable “man in the middle” attacks) and port mirroring (a network debugging feature assigning a port from which to copy all frames, and a port to which to send those frames) to avoid duplicating probes on each sub-network to be monitored. Packet capture is location dependent; hence the probe should be placed where the traffic actually flows, which can pose quite a challenge. The probe needs to have decoders for each of the protocols the network administrator is interested in. As network traffic can be quite bursty, probes must be fast enough to handle all traffic in quasi real-time and to avoid losing track of the ongoing traffic sessions. Applications that belong to this category include [24] and [9].

Subscription to Network and Syslogs

As most of the network devices and services store activity reports in log files which can easily get enabled for incremental remote forwarding via syslog, it is quite common to subscribe to such log file events for tracking network activities. In particular, log file data can be very useful in the case of dial-in modem servers, corporate VPN gateways, mobile users, and WAP gateways. Some drawbacks of using logs are that their format is usually fixed and not customizable by network administrators, that it is necessary to periodically read the logs as they can wrap and hence overwrite historical information, and that access typically requires administrator privileges.
2.2 Active Network Mapping

There are several different techniques that can be employed for actively mapping network assets. They all share the principle that the network needs to be exhaustively explored from a starting point using a repetitive algorithm that walks the entire network up to an endpoint or until the entire IP address range has been exhausted.

**SNMP Walking of Network Topology**

Starting point: the current default route of the host that performs the mapping. Recursive propagation algorithm: using SNMP [1] contact all adjacent routers, learn all their current interfaces, and read their ARP table for learning all local hosts. Applications that belong to this category include [21]. Specific MIBs can also provide hardware-related configuration information, e.g. allow the algorithm to drill down to racks, frames, and individual plugs in wiring closets. Termination condition: recurs until network closure or until a limited access authorization (SNMP community string) blocks walking. The technique is potentially hazardous for networks as SNMP traffic is not suitable for large networks and can interfere with normal operations. For security reasons, network administrators may deny remote SNMP GET operations. Moreover, SNMP can be either disabled or misconfigured.

**Network-Wide IP Ping Sweeps**

Starting point: the host that performs the mapping. Contact all hosts of the network being explored, e.g. using ICMP ECHO (a.k.a. ping). Terminate when all addresses have been tried or when a firewall/router blocks the traffic. Evaluation: End-to-end method that works in many situations where SNMP router walking is blocked. NAT and firewall devices block inbound IP ping sweeps, whereas unmanaged IP addresses can still talk to most servers, even in other network segments. Hence the starting point for ping sweeps should be selected carefully. Ping typically works as long as end systems have an inherent business need to communicate. The generation of ICMP traffic may interfere with normal operations. ICMP ECHO can be (partially) disabled for security reasons. Other techniques [22] [31] may produce better results in terms of efficiency and accuracy.

**DNS Network Domain Name-Space Walking**

Starting point: the local DNS server. Algorithm: walk the DNS space by performing a zone transfer in order to know all known hosts and DNS servers. Recurs until network closure or until a DNS forbids the zone transfer. Evaluation: technique can produce misleading data as some DNS servers may be out of synchronization with the actual network state. Typically provides good information about stable network services and applications; naming conventions may allow further conclusions on intended main host usage (DNS, Notes, Mail Exchange, etc.). DNS walking is useless in non-IP networks of course, and fails on networks in which names have not been configured. Its results need to be carefully analyzed in particular when dynamic address protocols (e.g. BOOTP and DHCP) are in use.
DHCP Lease Information
Starting point: the local DHCP service or administrative access to the corresponding server. There is no standardized access across products. Microsoft’s Win/NT Resource Kit contains utilities to find DHCP servers and list clients. Resulting data contains the currently assigned IP addresses with associated MAC address as key to client information. The value of this technique lies in particular in the tracking of devices connected only sporadically with the network.

Windows and Novell Network-Domains, LDAP, and Active Directory
Starting points: the local directory services of LDAP and the corresponding Microsoft and Novell application networking. This technique nicely complements DNS walking on IP-based networks. On networks in which dynamic DNS is implemented results can partially overlap owing to misconfigurations; directories tend to have richer data [18].

2.3 Host and Service Mapping
As hosts get discovered, the procedure typically continues by drilling down on each active host. We may want to employ specialized tools to learn about the currently running operating system (OS) and the services the host provides. One of the principles of network mapping is that the more we know about a host the more we can find out. The easiest way to learn the OS is to parse the logon banners a server returns when opening TCP/IP ports. Unfortunately, not all hosts offer such services. However, a large class of workstations provides further Windows-specific data. If both approaches fail, the ultimate resort is to use advanced techniques to directly analyze the TCP/IP stack.

TCP/IP Stack Analysis and OS Detection
The standardized TCP/IP protocols allow a certain degree of local-system freedom. Such local choices may impact the system tuning and application performance. Hence different stack implementations feature slightly differing behavior, especially when challenged with peculiar protocol situations such as bogus flags, out-of-scope packets, or windowing information. The current internet-shared database contains fingerprints for more than 500 IP implementations. The most popular tool is [22]. The results of stack-based OS analysis must be carefully interpreted as they are based on heuristics that can produce vague or even wrong results. Moreover, care must be exercised when interacting with some - typically old and badly maintained - hosts as the odd requests against the stack may crash the host currently being mapped.

UDP/TCP Port Scans
Port scanning is the technique that tries to communicate with remote ports, and map the TCP/IP services available from a host. Access can be tried by using either a small list of well-known ports (such as TELNET, FTP, HTTP and POP3), the entire range of named services, or by scanning the entire 64K-large port range. In addition, access can stop when granted (early close) or continue (full open) until the banners are
displayed. The former can be an alternative to ping in network environments that block ICMP packets. There are also various tools available to security analysts that further scan for possible security vulnerabilities [23]. To reduce the impact on end-systems and visibility in intrusion-detection systems, “stealth” modes are commonly available to sequence randomly across IP addresses and ports. Unfortunately port scan is a potentially hostile activity, hence it needs to be used carefully and only after that the local network administrators have been informed. There is a growing list of personal tools that are able to detect port scans.

Remote Windows Fingerprinting
For Windows systems, there are specialized scanners that connect to the remote interfaces of Windows systems management. In particular, and especially with proper credentials, this yields a wealth of information on the hardware, networking, and software configuration of the remote host. An example is WinFingerprint [33].

In the literature and in our experience, all the techniques described above produce good results although none is accurate by itself. In fact, to improve mapping accuracy it is necessary to combine various techniques and filter out results using advanced data-mining techniques. This is the approach we use for mapping network hosts and services. The following chapter explains which techniques enabled the authors to extend the map to mobile computers and learn more about asset usage in general.

3 Processing Logs to Track Assets and Their Usage
The ability to access information virtually anywhere - at any time - is transforming the way we live and work. Pervasive computing encompasses the dramatically expanding sphere of computers from small gadgets to computers embedded within and intrinsically part of larger devices. Such devices are characterized as not always powered on, and may not always be connected to a network. Not each pervasive device is a wireless terminal. Some connected devices are not IP networked. Pervasive devices typically have a shorter life cycle than classical workstations do [15]. Together, these effects make asset management hard.

Roaming individuals may remotely access corporate resources from corporate and third-party devices, using various network access points. While this renders the borderline of an organization fuzzier, the tracking of corporate assets and resource usage remains a business-critical issue. The network discovery methods described, which typically poll a tightly connected network and systems environment, tend to fall short in what they observe in this case. It may not be feasible to subscribe to network access servers and events in real time. As in the case of tracking shy deer that visit the watering holes only at night, we may have to live with after-the-fact analysis. Even if the device has already disappeared, there is still a wealth of traces recorded at always-on servers. Analyzing server logs actually allows computers to be tracked via communication traces over extended periods in much shorter time.

Consider, for example, polling access-specific gateways, IP address lease records, processing packet/session logs of firewalls and VPN servers, and analyzing application-specific logs from Intranet web, mail, and other subsystems. Figure 2 shows a model of the data contained in log files from the following network services: SOCKS network proxy gateways, DNS name servers, HTTP web servers, POP/IMAP email access and SMTP mail submission servers. Despite the many differences among the various protocols and log entry formats, there are some obvious commonalities with respect to referencing external objects such as hosts, ports, and users (depicted as self-contained entities in the center of the picture).

In summary, the growing complexity and dynamics of a typical IT environment are counterbalanced by the wealth of log information all around. While physical inventories are costly and can hardly face the dynamics of the growing number and diversity of end-user devices, substituting online methods is aligned with the trend to
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This does not prevent - indeed, may require - tight control of the use of the organization’s resources. We anticipate that in the long run the gathering of usage information from the various network and application subsystems is the most cost-effective asset and usage management scheme. Being the best method for pervasive devices, it may actually become standard usage also for the management of other, more static hosts, always-on workstations and servers. In the following, we focus on investigating this approach.

4 Warehousing Asset Usage Records

Again, our proposed overall approach is to complement basic network-based discovery with the combined log information from network and application servers, and then to compute an aggregate picture of assets and categorize their usage with data-mining techniques. Figure 3 depicts the stages for warehousing the log information in a relational database.

![Fig. 3. Parsing, Cleaning, Coding, and Aggregating Log Information](image)

Log files from selected network and application servers are first normalized into a denser data representation which we call usage records. This step also allows abstracting from the specific application server products and log-file formats. In a second stage (described in Section 5) related usage records from multiple network and application protocols and observation points are aggregated into a server-independent perception of activities. Usage and activity records are then input to analytic processing and data mining.

In our study we focused on log information related to services that are most widely used by network users today. We processed HTTP web and SMTP/POP/IMAP mail application logs, and analyzed TCPDUMP network packet logs. We will show how we can benefit from this redundancy of data belonging to several servers that manage different protocols. For example, if we see an HTTP activity originating from a particular host and would like to associate this with a user, we can search for email activities that originated from the same host in the same interval.

4.1 HTTP Logs and Usage Records

The W3 Consortium has standardized HTTP log file formats; in addition there is the basic Common Log File Format and the Extended Common Log File Format, which adds Referer and UserAgent information fields [32]. Fortunately, most web server products follow these formats. Deviations can be absorbed with a regular-expression-
based parsing front end. The following shows an example of the original web server log file entries for accessing the root web page (index.html) on host 131.114.4.XX:


The corresponding consolidated single usage record stored into the database looks as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Record Type</th>
<th>StartTime</th>
<th>EndTime</th>
<th>Initiating User</th>
<th>Initiating Host</th>
<th>Target User</th>
<th>Target Host</th>
<th>Global Ref</th>
<th>Local Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data Pkt</th>
<th>Data Vol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 4.2 SMTP Logs and Usage Records

Unfortunately in this case there is no standard log file format across email server products [26] [19], although they all relate to RFC821 [28]. Parsing of specific log file formats can be simplified with regular-expression-based frontends. The following shows an example from Sendmail Version 8 for the case of user Rossi@di.unipi.it sending an email to local user Verdi@di.unipi.it and to remote user Bianchi@informatik.uni-freiburg.de.

Jun 18 09:26:37 apis sendmail[30933]: JAA14975: from=<rossi@di.unipi.it>, size=1038, class=0, pri=61038, nrcpts=2, msgid=<005101c0f7ee554c3664055b027283@kdd>, proto=SMTP, relay=pc-rossi [131.114.2.91]

Jun 18 09:27:06 apis sendmail[30934]: JAA14975: to=<verdi@di.unipi.it>, ctlladdr=<rossi@di.unipi.it> (15124/110), delay=00:00:29, xdelay=00:00:00, mailer=local, stat=Sent

Jun 18 09:27:06 apis sendmail[30934]: JAA14975: to=<bianchi@informatik.uni-freiburg.de>, ctlladdr=<rossi@di.unipi.it> (15124/110), delay=00:00:29, xdelay=00:00:28, mailer=esmtp, relay=mailgateway1.uni-freiburg.de. [132.230.1.211], stat=Sent (OK id=15Bxv-0005Xy-00)

The corresponding usage records stored into the database look as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Record Type</th>
<th>StartTime</th>
<th>EndTime</th>
<th>Initiating User</th>
<th>Initiating Host</th>
<th>Target User</th>
<th>Target Host</th>
<th>Global Ref</th>
<th>Local Ref</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data Pkt</th>
<th>Data Vol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MsgSending</td>
<td>2001-06-18 09:26:37</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rossi</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pc@di.unipi.it">pc@di.unipi.it</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LclForwarding</td>
<td>2001-06-18 09:27:06</td>
<td>2001-06-18 09:27:06</td>
<td>Verdi</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pc@di.unipi.it">pc@di.unipi.it</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RmtForwarding</td>
<td>2001-06-18 09:27:06</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bianchi</td>
<td>mailgateway1.uni-freiburg.de</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that we chose not to compress the data into a single record in order to maintain easy access to the individual destinations in the usage table.
4.3 POP Logs and Usage Records

Post Office Protocol Version 3 (POP) is an Internet protocol that allows a client to download email from a server to his or her Inbox on the local host, where messages are then managed. This is the most common protocol, and works well for computers that are unable to maintain a continuous connection to a server. Internet Mail Access Protocol Version 4 (IMAP) enables a client to access email on a server rather than downloading it. The following is an example where user Rossi starts a POP session from his host pc-rossi.di.unipi.it in order to download all emails that arrived since the last poll:

Jun 18 09:26:49 apis ipop3d[733352]: pop3 service init from 131.114.2.91
Jun 18 09:26:50 apis ipop3d[733352]: Auth user=Rossi host=pc-rossi.di.unipi.it [131.114.2.91] nmsgs=32/32
Jun 18 09:26:51 apis ipop3d[733352]: Logout user=Rossi host=pc-rossi.di.unipi.it [131.114.2.91] nmsgs=27 ndele=5

The corresponding usage record stored into the database looks as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record Type</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Initiating User</th>
<th>Initiating Host</th>
<th>Target User</th>
<th>Target Host</th>
<th>Global Ref</th>
<th>Local Ref</th>
<th>Data Packets</th>
<th>Data Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pop Session</td>
<td>2001-06-18 09:26:49</td>
<td>2001-06-18 09:26:51</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Rossi@di.unipi.it">Rossi@di.unipi.it</a></td>
<td>pc-rossi.di.unipi.it</td>
<td>popserver.di.unipi.it</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 TCPDUMP Packet Logs and Usage Records

Network packet logs definitely provide the largest volume of data with an immediate need for compression. Aggregating all entries referring to the same TCP connection into a single usage record was not sufficient (tcpdump compression tool www.tcptrace.org), especially for HTTP V1 clients that keep multiple connections to the same server open at the same time. Therefore, we decided to aggregate all data of all simultaneous connections between two hosts into a single usage record. Each such connection is considered closed when the time elapsed since receipt of the last packet is greater than a fixed gap time period. After an idle gap, further packets between the same pair of hosts result in the creation of a new usage record. We obtained best results with gap values of approx. 1 min. The following example shows a situation in which host 131.114.2.1XY has a POP session with server 217.58.130.18, followed by another host 131.114.4.1ZZ having an HTTP session with a web server on 212.48.9.22 using two simultaneous connections on ports 2099 and 2100, respectively:

999598392.171337 > 131.114.2.1XY.45316 > 217.58.130.18.pop3: S
3331168056:3331168056(0) win 5840 <mss 1460,sackOK,timestamp 364005685 0,nop,wscale 0> (DF)
...
The corresponding usage record stored into the database looks as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Record Type</th>
<th>StartTime</th>
<th>EndTime</th>
<th>Initiating User</th>
<th>Initiating Host</th>
<th>Target User</th>
<th>Target Host</th>
<th>Global Ref</th>
<th>Local Ref</th>
<th>Data Packet</th>
<th>Data Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>HTTP Session</td>
<td>2001-09-04 11:57:06</td>
<td>2001-09-04 11:57:51</td>
<td>131.114.4.1ZZ</td>
<td>212.48.9.22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the columns shown, each usage record also contains Tmin, Tmax, Taverage and Tstddev fields that statistically describe the time relationships between the constituent log file entries of the usage record.

5 Computing Aggregated Activities to Prepare for Data Mining

As described above, log file entries were first consolidated into denser usage records. As a next step, usage records originating from multiple protocols and observation points are aggregated into a server-independent perception of activities. We continue with our example of sending an email to a local and a remote user. Usage record 1 computed from the network packets between pc-rossi and mailserver gets combined with usage records 2-4 derived from the mail server log.
The result is just one activity record. Note that further usage records from other network observation points and mail servers would just confirm this single activity record with global perspective. The relationship between activities and their constituent usage records is maintained in a separate table. Auxiliary tables are also used to index the hosts and users involved in activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>UsageRecords</th>
<th>Activity Hosts</th>
<th>Activity Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID: 1</td>
<td>HostName: pc-rossi.di.unipi.it</td>
<td>1: <a href="mailto:Rossi@di.unipi.it">Rossi@di.unipi.it</a></td>
<td>1: <a href="mailto:Bianchi@informatik.unifreiburg.de">Bianchi@informatik.unifreiburg.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: 2</td>
<td>HostName: mailserver.dii.unipi.it</td>
<td>2: <a href="mailto:Verdi@di.unipi.it">Verdi@di.unipi.it</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: 3</td>
<td>HostName: mailgateway1.unifreiburg.de</td>
<td>3:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these aggregation algorithms, continuous web surfing originating at a particular host results in a single activity record. A new activity is created after an inactivity period of 60 min. An activity ends with the last end time of the constituent usage records. Concurrent web surfing and email processing result in separate activities of different types. Sending and checking/receiving email also result in separate activities of different types. When not exceeding the 1-hour inactivity period, sending multiple emails results in a single activity. A background daemon frequently checking for arriving email also results in a single activity.

### 6 Process Validation on a University Network

To validate the process of combining log information from network and application servers to compute an aggregate picture of computers and users according to detected communication patterns, we tested it with the Computer Science departmental staff network of the University of Pisa. This network of 512 possible IP addresses is rather heterogeneous and mostly unprotected, with the exception of a few systems used for accounting purposes that are shielded by a packet filter firewall. There exist a total of approx. 300 hosts (50 servers and 250 workstations). Under a confidentiality agreement we were able to get access to a full 7-day week of real traffic logs from the departmental web and mail servers and the gateway to the rest of the university networks. The validation playground is depicted in Figure 4.
A significant problem tackled by the authors is the large amount of data to parse. The first week in September in the setup described corresponds to a total of 13 GB uncompressed raw TCPDUMP, 46 MB HTTP, and 8+7 MB POP/SMTP log files. The warehousing of usage records by means of a small Java program took several hours, parsing approx. 100,000,000 log entries, directly filtering out 30% as not-studied protocols, and creating 335,000 usage records. The usage records distribute as follows over the protocols studied: 64% HTTP, 19% SMTP, 14% POP, 3% IMAP. The distribution of the usage-record log source: 68% Net, 10% Web, 22% Mail. In other words, most usage records correspond to Internet web surfing logged by the network gateway.

Finally, the usage records were aggregated into 6,700 activities, as consolidated input for the following data analysis.

Details of the validation work to test both the warehousing software and the concepts for categorizing hosts and users can be found in [10]. Some extracts from our findings are summarized here. The protocol used most in terms of usage records (with 1 min.
as usage gap) is definitively HTTP with 64%. As aggregated activities (with 60 min as activity gap) web surfing still represent 23%, whereas email sending and downloading activities are at 53% and 24%, respectively. 51% of the hosts analyzed are used by a single user, hence can be considered private workstations. Most of the traffic occurs during working hours (10AM – 6PM). The total number of activities increases with overall traffic, and the activity duration increases with the activity traffic. Most of the hosts that generate web traffic also send out emails. Most of the hosts generate less than 50 MB of traffic per day. Web activities usually last at least 10 min. 25 of the 79 identified users trigger email downloading explicitly; the others download emails periodically with a polling time above 10 min. For an example of a more advanced data exploration attempt, refer to Figure 5, which categorizes users with at least one personal host according to the total weekly web and email data volume generated by his/her hosts.

Eventually, we would like to derive conclusions such as: "Computer A is used by a secretarial person 5/7 days a week in the morning. Computer B probably is a student-lab workstation, shared by users X, Y and Z.” The lessons learned during the validation process are that (i) there is hope to achieve this – eventually – but (ii) it is of utmost importance to minutely parse, clean, code, and compress the original data sources, and (iii) there is no way around having a baseline sample population of users and computers to establish a data-mining model allowing OLAP predictions in newly discovered environments.

7 Conclusion

In today’s dynamic information society, organizations critically depend on the underlying computing infrastructure. Tracking computing devices as assets and their usage helps in the provision and maintenance of an efficient, optimized service. Building an accurate inventory of computing assets is especially difficult in unknown heterogeneous systems and networking environments without prior device instrumentation. User mobility and mobile, not-always-signed-on, computing devices add to the challenge. We therefore propose to complement basic network-based online discovery techniques with the combined historic log information from network and application servers to compute an aggregate picture of assets, and to categorize their usage with data-mining techniques according to detected communication patterns.

In this paper we outlined the process of warehousing and analyzing network and application server logs to track assets and their usage. Given our initial validation, we hope to establish the potential of integrating the consolidated historic knowledge residing in access-specific gateways, firewalls, VPN servers, and network proxies, and the growing wealth of application-specific servers. We anticipate that in the long run the gathering of usage information from the various network and application subsystems will prove to be the most cost-effective asset and usage management scheme. Having already been established as the best method for pervasive devices, it may actually become standard usage for unknown heterogeneous environments and nicely complement the management of other, more static hosts, always-on workstations and servers.
8 Future Work

The authors are aware that this work is not complete as there are open problems and challenges in categorizing computing assets. Referring to the lessons learnt during the validation process, the value of the warehoused data increases with more careful cleaning and coding. A baseline population of assets and users is then essential as further input for OLAP processing to establish a data-mining model allowing later predictions in unknown environments. In particular, this work also needs to be extended in order to categorize accurately mobile and pervasive devices that can roam across different networks and be active only for a limited period of time.

Network intrusion-detection and customer-relationship management are established fields that benefit from OLAP techniques. We hope to promote the use of similar forms of data mining also as techniques for corporate asset management and to establish a flexible and dynamic management infrastructure for e-business services. Figure 6 proposes a chain of processing steps, starting with the classical network discoveries, adding log analysis for usage categorization, that may eventually allow questions about the cost, utility, and risk associated with individual assets to be answered on the one hand, and the computation of associated values on the other.

Additional ideas include the following: Associate a geographical location [20] with the categorized assets to facilitate the tasks of physically upgrading, replacing, and accounting. Enhance the proposed system with an accounting application that allows tracking the service usage, its users, and its availability. Study how to generate alarms (e.g. SNMP traps) when an asset modifies its behavior (e.g. if a computer that is known not to handle mail at some point routes emails, it means that something has changed or that a virus is running on the asset).

Acknowledgments. The proposed approach was investigated as part of a Diploma Thesis [10] and validated against real network traffic and application logs provided by the University of Pisa. In particular the authors acknowledge Prof. Maurizio Bonuccelli for his help in accessing this data, samples and statistical findings, which were also used in this paper. We would also like to acknowledge the dedication of Chris Giblin and Matthieu Verbert, who helped design and prototype most the discovery techniques described here.
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Abstract. This paper describes selected problems and solutions for ad hoc networking, namely, for networking in absence of a fixed infrastructure. All nodes of an ad hoc networks move freely and communicate with each other only if they are in each other transmission range (neighboring nodes). This implies that in case two nodes are not neighbors, in order for them to communicate they have to rely on the forwarding services of intermediate nodes, i.e., each node is a router and the communication proceeds in multi-hop fashion. In this paper we are concerned with three aspects of ad hoc networking. The problem of accessing the wireless channel, i.e., the problem of devising Media Access Control (MAC) protocols. The problem of grouping the nodes of the network so to obtain a hierarchical network structure (clustering). The problem of setting up an ad hoc network of Bluetooth devices, i.e., of forming a Bluetooth scatternet.

1 Introduction

The ability to access and exchange information virtually anywhere, at any time, is transforming the way we live and work. Small, handheld untethered devices are nowadays at anybody’s reach, thus allowing new forms of distributed and collaborative computation. Among the several examples of this new form of communication we can mention what is often referred to as pervasive computing. The essence of pervasive computing is the creation of environments saturated with computing and wireless communication, yet gracefully integrated with human users. Numerous, casually accessible, often invisible computing devices, which are frequently mobile or embedded in the environment, are connected to an increasingly ubiquitous network structure.

The possible network architectures that enable pervasive computing fall into two main categories: Cellular networks and multihop wireless networks or, as commonly termed recently, ad hoc networks. In the first case, some specialized nodes, called base stations, coordinate and control all transmissions within their coverage area (or cell). The base station grants access to the wireless channels in response to service requests received by the mobile nodes currently in its cell. Thus the nodes simply follow the instruction of the base station: For this reason, the mobile nodes of a cellular network need limited sophistication and can request and achieve all the information they need via the base station that is currently serving them.
The primary characteristic of an ad hoc network architecture is the absence of any predefined structure. Service coverage and network connectivity is defined solely by node proximity and the prevailing RF propagation characteristics. Ad hoc nodes directly communicate with one another in a peer-to-peer fashion. To facilitate communication between distant nodes, each ad hoc node also acts as a router, storing and forwarding packets on behalf of other nodes. The result is a generalized wireless network that can be rapidly deployed and dynamically reconfigured to provide on-demand networking solutions.

In this work we are concerned about this second, more general, kind of network architecture, which is recently gaining more and more attention—both from the academia and industry.

While the generic architecture of ad hoc network certainly has its advantages, it also introduces several new challenges. All network control and protocols must be distributed. For any possible collaborative task, each ad hoc node must be aware of what is happening around them, and cooperate with other nodes in order to realize critical network services, which are instead realized by the base stations in a cellular environment. Considering that most ad hoc systems are fully mobile, i.e., each node moves independently, the level of protocol sophistication and node complexity is high. Power conservation is also of the essence, since most of the devices of upcoming ad hoc networks, such as handheld devices, laptops, small robots, sensors and actuators are battery operated. Finally, networks operations and protocols should be scalable, i.e., largely independent of the increasing number of networks nodes, or of their larger geographical distribution.

In this paper we describe some results that have been proposed in recent years on ad hoc networking. In particular here we focus on two main aspects, namely, Media Access Control (MAC) protocols, i.e., methods for successfully accessing the wireless channel, and clustering protocols, i.e., protocols for the grouping of nodes into clusters. As an application of clustering, we illustrate a protocol for the set up of an ad hoc network of Bluetooth devices, Bluetooth being a wireless technology that enables ad hoc networking. The important issue of routing and in general, of multipoint communication, are not dealt with in this paper. These issues have been widely covered in many comprehensive survey papers, such as [1] and [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the problem of accessing the wireless channel, and the proposed MAC protocols that solve this problem. In Section 3 we give an example of a clustering algorithm which is well suited for mobile ad hoc networks. We finally illustrate an application of the presented clustering algorithm for setting up ad hoc networks of Bluetooth devices (Section 4). Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Ad Hoc MAC Protocols

Ad hoc networks do not have the benefit of having predefined base stations to coordinate channel access, thus invalidating many of the assumptions held
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by MAC designs for the centralized (cellular) architecture. In this section, we focus our attention on MAC protocols that are specifically designed for ad hoc networks. (This section is based on the research performed with Dr. Andrew Myers, and can be more thoroughly found in [3]).

We start by exploring the physical constraints of the wireless channel and discuss their impact on MAC protocol design and performance.

Radio waves propagate through an unguided medium that has no absolute or observable boundaries and is vulnerable to external interference. The signal strength of a radio transmission rapidly attenuates as it progresses away from the transmitter. This means that the ability to detect and receive transmissions is dependent on the distance between the transmitter and receiver. Only nodes that lie within a specific radius (the transmission range) of a transmitting node can detect the signal (carrier) on the channel. This location dependent carrier sensing can give rise to so-called hidden and exposed nodes that can detrimentally affect channel efficiency. A hidden node is one that is within range of a receiver but not the transmitter, while the contrary holds true for an exposed node. Hidden nodes increase the probability of collision at a receiver, while exposed nodes may be denied channel access unnecessarily, thereby under utilizing the bandwidth resources.

Performance is also affected by the signal propagation delay, i.e., the amount of time needed for the transmission to reach the receiver. Protocols that rely on carrier sensing are especially sensitive to the propagation delay. With a significant propagation delay, a node may initially detect no active transmissions when, in fact, the signal has simply failed to reach it in time. Under these conditions, collisions are much more likely to occur and system performance suffers. In addition, wireless systems that use a synchronous communications model must increase the size of each time slot to accommodate propagation delay. This added overhead reduces the amount of bandwidth available for information transmission.

A possible taxonomy of ad hoc MAC protocols includes three broad protocol categories that differ in their channel access strategy: Contention protocols, allocation protocols, and a combination of the two (hybrid protocols).

Contention protocols use direct competition to determine channel access rights, and resolve collisions through randomized retransmissions. Prime examples of these protocols are ALOHA and CSMA (for a brief discussion on “core” MAC protocols such as ALOHA, slotted ALOHA, CSMA, TDMA, FDMA and CDMA the reader is referred to [3]). With the exception of slotted ALOHA, most contention protocols employ an asynchronous communication model. Collision avoidance is also a key design element that is realized through some form of control signaling.

The contention protocols are simple and tend to perform well at low traffic loads, i.e., when there are few collisions, leading to high channel utilization and low packet delay. However, protocol performance tends to degrade as the traffic loads are increased and the number of collisions rise. At very high traffic loads, a contention protocol can become unstable as the channel utilization drops. This
can result in exponentially growing packet delay and network service breakdown since few, if any, packets can be successfully exchanged.

Allocation protocols employ a synchronous communication model, and use a scheduling algorithm that generates a mapping of time slots to nodes. This mapping results in a transmission schedule that determines in which particular slots a node is allowed to access the channel. Most allocation protocols create collision-free transmission schedules, thus the schedule length (measured in slots) forms the basis of protocol performance. The time slots can either be allocated statically or dynamically, leading to a fixed and variable schedule length.

The allocation protocols tend to perform well at moderate to heavy traffic loads as all slots are likely to be utilized. These protocols also remain stable even when the traffic loads are extremely high. This is due to the fact that most allocation protocols ensure that each node has collision-free access to at least one time slot per frame. On the other hand, these protocols are disadvantaged at low traffic loads due to the artificial delay induced by the slotted channel. This results in significantly higher packet delays with respect to the contention protocols.

Hybrid protocols can be loosely described as any combination of two or more protocols. However, in this section, the definition of the term hybrid will be constrained to include only those protocols that combine elements of contention and allocation based channel access schemes in such a way as to maintain their individual advantages while avoiding their drawbacks. Thus the performance of a hybrid protocol should approximate a contention protocol when traffic is light, and an allocation protocol during periods of high load. (For details on hybrid protocols the reader is referred to [3].)

2.1 Contention Protocols

Contention protocols can be further classified according to the type collision avoidance mechanism employed. The ALOHA protocols make up the category of protocols that feature no collision avoidance mechanism, i.e., they simply react to collision via randomized retransmissions. Most contention protocols, however, use some form of collision avoidance mechanism.

The busy-tone multiple access (BTMA) protocol divides the entire bandwidth into two separate channels. The main data channel is used for the transmission of packets, and occupies the majority of the bandwidth. The control channel is used for the transmission of a special busy-tone signal that indicates the presence of activity on the data channel. These signals are not bandwidth intensive, thus the control channel is relatively small.

The BTMA protocol operates as follows. When a source node has a packet to transmit, it first listens for the busy-tone signal on the control channel. If the control channel is idle, i.e., no busy-tone is detected, then the node may begin transmitting its packet. Otherwise, the node reschedules the packet for transmission at some later time. Any node that detects activity on the data channel immediately begins transmitting the busy-tone on the control channel. This continues until the activity on the data channel ceases.
In this way, BTMA prevents all nodes that are two hops away from an active source node from accessing the data channel. This significantly lowers the level of hidden node interference, and therefore reduces the probability of collision. However, the number of exposed nodes is dramatically increased. The consequence being a severely underutilized data channel.

The receiver initiated busy-tone multiple access (RI-BTMA) protocol attempts to minimize the number of exposed nodes by having only the destination(s) transmit the busy-tone. Rather than immediately transmitting the busy-tone upon detection of an active data channel, a node monitors the incoming data transmission to determine whether it is a destination. This determination takes a significant amount of time, especially in a noisy environment with corrupted information. During this time, the initial transmission remains vulnerable to collision. This can be particularly troublesome in high speed systems where the packet transmission time may be short.

The wireless collision detect (WCD) protocol essentially combines the BTMA and RI-BTMA protocols by using two distinct busy-tone signals on the control channel. WCD acts like BTMA when activity is first detected on the main channel, i.e., it transmits a collision detect (CD) signal on the BTC. RI-BTMA behavior takes over once a node determines it is a destination. In this case, a destination stops transmitting the CD signal, and begins transmitting a feedback-tone (FT) signal. In this way, WCD minimizes the exposed nodes while still protecting the transmission from hidden node interference.

These busy-tone protocols feature simple designs that require only a minimal increase in hardware complexity. Because of its unique characteristics, the WCD protocol is the overall performance leader followed by RI-BTMA and BTMA, respectively. Furthermore, the performance of busy-tone protocols are less sensitive to the hardware switching time since it is assumed that a node can transmit and receive on the data and control channels simultaneously. However, wireless systems that have a limited amount of RF spectrum may not be able to realize a separate control and data channel. In such cases, collision avoidance using in-band signaling is necessary.

The multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA) protocol uses a handshaking dialogue to alleviate hidden node interference and minimize the number of exposed nodes. This handshake consists of a request-to-send (RTS) control packet that is sent from a source node to its destination. The destination replies with a clear-to-send (CTS) control packet, thus completing the handshake. A CTS response allows the source node to transmit its packet. The absence of a CTS forces a node to reschedule the packet for transmission at some later time.

Notice that a hidden node is likely to overhear the CTS packet sent by a destination node, while an exposed node is not. Thus by including the time needed to receive a CTS and packet in the respective RTS and CTS packets, we reduce the likelihood of hidden node interference and the number of exposed nodes simultaneously.
The MACAW protocol [8] enhances MACA by including carrier sensing to avoid collisions among RTS packets, and a positive acknowledgement (ACK) to aid in the rapid recovery of lost packets. To protect the ACK from collision, a source node transmits a data sending (DS) control packet to alert exposed nodes of its impending arrival. Improvements are also made to the collision resolution algorithm to ensure a more equitable sharing of the channel resources.

The MACA with piggyback reservations (MACA/PR) protocol [9] enhances MACA by incorporating channel reservations. This allows the system to support QoS sensitive applications. Each node maintains a reservation table (RT) that is used to record the channel reservations made by neighboring nodes. A source node makes a reservation by first completing a RTS/CTS exchange. It then sends the first real-time packet whose header contains the time interval specifying the interval in which the next one will be sent. The destination responds with an ACK carrying the equivalent time interval. Other nodes within range note this reservation in their RT, and remain silent during the subsequent time intervals. Thus the source node can send subsequent real-time packets without contention. To ensure proper bookkeeping, the nodes periodically exchange their RTs.

The MACA by invitation (MACA-BI) protocol [10] reverses the handshaking dialogue of MACA. In this case, the destination node initiates packet transmission by sending a request-to-receive (RTR) control packet to the source node. The source node responds to this poll with a packet transmission. Thus each node must somehow predict when neighbors have packets for it. This requires each node must maintain a list of its neighbors along with their traffic characteristics. In order to prevent collision, the nodes must also synchronize their polling mechanisms by sharing this information with their neighbors.

These MACA based contention protocols minimize collisions by reducing the negative effect of hidden and exposed nodes through simple handshaking dialogues. However, the exchange of multiple control packets for each data packet magnifies the impact of signal propagation delay and hardware switching time. To some extent the MACA/PR and MACA/BI protocols alleviate these problems reducing the amount of handshaking, yet the amount of state information maintained at each node can be substantial.

### 2.2 Allocation Protocols

There are two distinct classes of allocation protocols that differ in the way the transmission schedules are computed. Static allocation protocols use a centralized scheduling algorithm that statically assigns a fixed transmission schedule to each node prior to its operation. This type of scheduling is equivalent to the assignment of MAC addresses for Ethernet interface cards. Dynamic allocation protocols uses a distributed scheduling algorithm that computes transmission schedule in an on-demand fashion.

Since the transmission schedules are assigned beforehand, the scheduling algorithm of a static allocation protocols requires global system parameters as input. The classic TDMA protocol builds its schedules according to the maximum number of nodes in the network. For a network of $N$ nodes, the protocol
uses a frame length of \( N \) slots and assigns each node one unique time slot. Since each node has exclusive access to one slot per frame, there is no threat of collision for any packet type (i.e., unicast or multicast). Moreover, the channel access delay is bounded by the frame length. Because of the equivalence between system size and frame length, classic TDMA performs poorly in large scale networks.

The time spread multiple access (TSMA) protocol \([11]\) relaxes some of the strict requirements of classic TDMA to achieve better performance while still providing bounded access delay. The TSMA scheduling algorithm assigns each node multiple slots in a single frame, and permits a limited amount of collisions to occur. These two relaxations allow TSMA to obtain transmission schedules whose length scales logarithmically with respect to the number of nodes. Furthermore, TSMA guarantees the existence of a collision-free transmission slot to each neighbor within a single frame.

The source of this “magic” is the scheduling algorithm that makes use of the mathematical properties of finite fields. An excellent introduction to finite fields can be found in \([12]\). The scheduling algorithm is briefly outlined as follows. For a network of \( N \) nodes, the parameters \( q \) (of the form \( q = p^m \), where \( p \) is a prime and \( m \) an integer) and integer \( k \) are chosen such that \( q^{k+1} \geq N \) and \( q \geq kD_{\text{max}} + 1 \), where \( D_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum node degree. Each node can then be assigned a unique polynomial \( f \) over the Galois field \( GF(q) \). Using this polynomial, a unique TSMA transmission schedule is computed where bit \( i = 1 \) if \( (i \mod q) = f(\lfloor i/q \rfloor) \), otherwise \( i = 0 \).

As shown in \([11]\), that this TSMA scheduling algorithm provides each node with a transmission schedule with guaranteed access in each time frame. The maximum length of this schedule is bounded by:

\[
L = O \left( \frac{D_{\text{max}}^2 \log^2 N}{\log^2 D_{\text{max}}} \right).
\]

Notice that the frame length scales logarithmically with the number of nodes and quadratically with the maximum degree. For ad hoc networks consisting of thousands of nodes with a sparse topology (i.e., small \( D_{\text{max}} \)), TSMA can yield transmission schedules that are much shorter than TDMA. Table 1 compares the frame lengths of TDMA and TSMA for a network of \( N = 1000 \) nodes. For TSMA protocols a \( \Omega(\log n) \) lower bound has been proved for \( L \) in \([13]\). We notice that there is still a gap between the TSMA upper bound and the mentioned logarithmic lower bound. Therefore, there is still room for improvements (more likely on the lower bound side). Protocols TSMA-like have also been deployed as a basis for implementing broadcast (i.e., one-to-all communication) in ad hoc networks. Upper and lower bound for deterministic and distributed TSMA-based broadcast can be found in \([14,15]\) and \([16]\), respectively.

With mobile ad hoc networks, nodes may be activated and deactivated without warning, and unrestricted mobility yields a variable network topologies. Consequently, global parameters, such as node population and maximum degree, are typically unavailable or difficult to predict. For this reason, protocols that use only local parameters have been developed. A local parameter refers to information that is specific to a limited region of the network, such as the number of
Table 1. Frame lengths of classic TDMA vs. TSMA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$D = 2$</th>
<th>$D = 5$</th>
<th>$D = 10$</th>
<th>$D = 15$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDMA</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSMA</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nodes within $x$ hops of a reference node (referred to as an $x$-hop neighborhood). A dynamic allocation protocol then uses these local parameters to deterministically assign transmission slots to nodes. Because local parameters are likely to vary over time, the scheduling algorithm operates in a distributed fashion and is periodically executed to adapt to network variations.

Dynamic allocation protocols typically operate in two phases. Phase one consists of a set of reservation slots in which the nodes contend for access to the subsequent transmission slots. Lacking a coordinating base station, contention in this phase requires the cooperation of each individual node to determine and verify the outcome. Successful contention in phase one grants a node access to one or more transmission slots of phase two, in which packets are sent.

A great number of dynamic allocation protocols have been proposed. The protocols in [17]–[18] are just a few excellent examples of this two-phase design. The protocols in [17]–[19] use a contention mechanism that is based on classic TDMA. Essentially the nodes take turns contending for slot reservations, with the earliest node succeeding. This results in a high degree of unfairness which is equalized by means of a reordering policy. Although these protocols create transmission schedules that are specific to the local network topology, they still require global parameters.

In contrast, the five phase reservation protocol (FPRP) [18] is designed to be arbitrarily scalable, i.e., independent of the global network size. FPRP uses a complex frame structure that consists of two subframe types, namely reservation frames and information frames. A reservation frame precedes a sequence of $k$ information frames. Each reservation frame consists of $\ell$ reservation slots that correspond to the $\ell$ information slots of each information frame. Thus, if a node wants to reserve a specific information slot, it contends in the corresponding reservation slot. At the end of the reservation frame, a TDMA schedule is created and used in the following $k$ information frames. The schedule is then recomputed in the next reservation frame.

In order to accommodate contention, each reservation slot consists of $m$ reservation cycles that contain a five round reservation dialogue. A reservation is made in the first four rounds, while the fifth round is mainly used for performance optimization. The contention is summarized as follows. A node that wishes to make a reservation sends out a request using $p$-persistent slotted ALOHA (round 1), and feedback is provided by the neighboring nodes (round 2). A successful request, i.e., one that did not involve a collision, allows a node to reserve the slot (round 3). All nodes within two hops of the source node are then notified of the reservation (round 4). These nodes will honor the reservation and make no further attempts to contend for the slot. Any unsuccessful reservation attempts
are resolved through a pseudo-Bayesian resolution algorithm that randomizes the next reservation attempt.

In [18], FPRP is shown to yield transmission schedules that are collision-free, however the protocol requires a significant amount of overhead. Each reservation cycle requires a number of hardware switches between transmitting and receiving nodes. Each round of contention must also be large enough to accommodate the signal, propagation delay and physical layer overhead (e.g., synchronization and guard time). Add this together and multiply the result by \( m \) reservation cycles and \( \ell \) reservation slots, and the end result is anything but trivial. Furthermore, the system parameters \( k, \ell \) and \( m \) are heuristically determined through simulation and then fixed in the network. This limits the ability of FPRP to dynamically adapt its operation to suit the current network conditions which may deviate from the simulated environment.

3 Clustering for Ad Hoc Networks

Among the many ways to cope with the barriers and challenges posed by the ad hoc network architecture, here we describe a possible solution based on grouping the network nodes into clusters. This operation goes commonly under the name of clustering.

In this section, we describe a protocol for clustering set up and clustering maintenance in presence of node mobility. The cluster are characterized by a node that coordinates the clustering process (a clusterhead) and possibly few non-clusterhead nodes, that have direct access to only one clusterhead (one hop, non-overlapping clusters).

In the following description of the clustering protocol we consider an ad hoc network as an undirected graph \( G = (V, E) \) in which \( V, |V| = n \), is the set of (wireless) nodes and there is an edge \( \{u, v\} \in E \) if and only if \( u \) and \( v \) can mutually receive each others' transmission. In this case we say that \( u \) and \( v \) are neighbors. The set of the neighbors of a node \( v \in V \) will be denoted by \( \Gamma(v) \).

Due to mobility, the graph can change in time.

Every node \( v \) in the network is assigned a unique identifier (ID). For simplicity, here we identify each node with its ID and we denote both with \( v \). Finally, we consider weighted networks, i.e., a weight \( w_v \) (a real number \( \geq 0 \)) is assigned to each node \( v \in V \) of the network. For the sake of simplicity, here we stipulate that each node has a different weight. (In case two nodes have the same weight, the tie can be broken arbitrarily, e.g., by using the nodes’ ID.)

In this section, clustering an ad hoc network means partitioning its nodes into clusters, each one with a clusterhead and (possibly) some ordinary nodes. (Clusterhead and ordinary node ar the roles that each node may assume.) The choice of the clusterheads is here based on the weight associated to each node: the bigger the weight of a node, the better that node for the role of clusterhead. Each node constantly computes its weight based on what is most critical to that node for the specific network application (e.g., node mobility, its remaining battery life, and its connectivity degree, i.e., the number of its neighbors). For
instance, as introduced in [20,21,22], we assume the following expression for the computation of node $v$’s weight:

$$w_v = \sum_{i \in I} c_i P_i$$

where the $c_i$s are the (constant) weighing factors for the $|I|$ system parameters of interest $P_i$.

The protocol described in this section is a generalization of the Distributed Mobility-Adaptive Clustering (DMAC) originally presented in [23]. DMAC is a distributed algorithm for clustering set-up and maintenance in presence of node mobility that partition the nodes of the network into “one hop” clusters in such a way that no two clusterheads can be neighbors and so that whenever a “better clusterhead” moves into the neighborhood of an ordinary nodes, the ordinary node must affiliate to the new clusterhead. Here we relax these conditions allowing clusterheads to be neighbors and allowing ordinary nodes to choose whether to switch to a new neighboring clusterhead or not.

The process of cluster formation/maintenance is continuously executed at each node, and each node decides its own role so that the following three requirements (that we call “ad hoc clustering properties”) are satisfied:

1. Every ordinary node always affiliates with only one clusterhead.
2. For every ordinary node $v$ there is no clusterhead $u \in \Gamma(v)$ such that $w_u > w_{\text{Clusterhead}} + h$, where Clusterhead indicates the current clusterhead of $v$.
3. A clusterhead cannot have more than $k$ neighboring clusterheads.

Requirement number 1. ensures that each ordinary node has direct access to at least one clusterhead (the one of the cluster to which it belongs), thus allowing fast intra- and inter-cluster communications. This is the property that insures that this protocol is a “single hop” kind of clustering protocol. Also, since an ordinary node affiliates only to one clusterhead, the obtained clusters are not overlapping. The second requirement guarantees that each ordinary node always stays with a clusterhead that can give it a “guaranteed good” service. By varying the threshold parameter $h$ it is possible to reduce the communication overhead associated to the passage of an ordinary node from its current clusterhead to a new neighboring one when it is not necessary. Finally, requirement number 3. allows us to have the number of clusterheads that can be neighbors as a parameter of the algorithm. This, as seen for requirement number 2. allows us to consistently reduce the communication overhead due to the change of role of nodes.

The following description of the algorithm is based on the following two common assumptions:

- A message sent by a node is received correctly within a finite time (a step) by all its neighbors.
- Each node knows its own ID, its weight, its role (if it has already decided its role) and the ID, the weight and the role of all its neighbors (if they have already decided their role). When a node has not yet decided what its role is going to be, it is considered as an ordinary node.
The algorithm is executed at each node in such a way that at a certain time a node \( v \) decides (to change) its role. This decision is entirely based on the decision of the nodes \( u \in \Gamma(v) \) such that \( w_u > w_v \).

Except for the initial procedure, the algorithm is message driven: a specific procedure will be executed at a node depending on the reception of the corresponding message. We use three types of messages that are exchanged among the nodes: 

- \( \text{Ch}(v) \), used by a node \( v \in V \) to make its neighbors aware that it is going to be a clusterhead, \( \text{Join}(v, u) \), with which a node \( v \) communicates to its neighbors that it will be part of the cluster whose clusterhead is node \( u \in \Gamma(v) \), \( v, u \in V \), and \( \text{Resign}(w) \) that notifies a clusterhead whose weight is \( \leq w \) that it has to resign its role. In the following discussion and in the procedures we use the following notation:

- \( v \), the generic node executing the algorithm (from now on we will assume that \( v \) encodes not only the node’s ID but also its weight \( w_v \));
- \( \text{Cluster}(v) \), the set of nodes in \( v \)'s cluster. It is initialized to \( \emptyset \), and it is updated only if \( v \) is a clusterhead;
- \( \text{Clusterhead} \), the variable in which every node records the (ID of the) clusterhead that it joins. It is initialized to \text{nil};
- \( \text{Ch}(-) \), boolean variables. Node \( v \) sets \( \text{Ch}(u) \), \( u \in \{v\} \cup \Gamma(v) \), to \text{true} when either it sends a \( \text{Ch}(v) \) message \( (v = u) \) or it receives a \( \text{Ch}(u) \) message from \( u \) \((u \neq v, u \in \Gamma(v))\).

Furthermore:

- Every node is made aware of the failure of a link, or of the presence of a new link by a service of a lower level (this will trigger the execution of the corresponding procedure);
- The procedures of the algorithm (M-procedures, for short) are “atomic,” i.e., they are not interruptible;
- At clustering set up or when a node is added to the network its variables \( \text{Clusterhead} \), \( \text{Ch}(-) \), and \( \text{Cluster}(-) \) are initialized to \text{nil}, \text{false} and \( \emptyset \), respectively.

The following two rules define how the nodes assume/change their roles adapting to changes in the network topology.

1. Each time a node \( v \) moves into the neighborhood of a clusterhead \( u \) with a bigger weight, node \( v \) switches to \( u \)'s cluster only if \( w_u > w_{\text{Clusterhead}} + h \), where \( \text{Clusterhead} \) is the clusterhead of \( v \) (it can be \( v \) itself) and \( h \) is a real number \( \geq 0 \). This should happen independently of the current role of \( v \). With this rule we want to model the fact that we incur the switching overhead only when it is really convenient. When \( h = 0 \) we simply obtain that each ordinary nodes affiliates to the neighboring clusterhead with the biggest weight.

2. We allow a clusterhead \( v \) to have up to \( k \) neighboring clusterheads, \( 0 \leq k < n \). We call this condition the \( k \)-neighborhood condition. Choosing \( k = 0 \) we obtain that no two clusterheads can be neighbors (maximum degree of independence: In graph-theoretic terms, the resulting set of clusterhead is an independent set).
The parameters $h$ and $k$ can be different from node to node, and they can vary in time. This allows the algorithm to self-configure dynamically in order to meet the specific needs of upper layer applications/protocols that requires an underlying clustering organization. At the same time, different values of $h$ and $k$ allow our algorithm to take into account dynamically changing network conditions, such as the network connectivity (related to the average nodal degree, i.e., to the average number of the neighbors of the nodes), variations in the rate of the mobility of the nodes, etc.

The following is the description of the six M-procedures.

● **Init.** At the clustering set up, or when a node $v$ is added to the network, it executes the procedure *Init* in order to determine its own role. If among its neighbors there is at least a clusterhead with bigger weight, then $v$ will join it. Otherwise it will be a clusterhead. In this case, the new clusterhead $v$ has to check the number of its neighbors that are already clusterheads. If they exceed $k$, then a *Resign* message is also transmitted, bearing the weight of the first clusterhead (namely, the one with the $(k + 1)$th biggest weight) that violates the $k$-neighborhood condition (this weight is determined by the operator $\min_k$).

On receiving a message *Resign*($w$), every clusterhead $u$ such that $w_u \leq w$ will resign. Notice that a neighbor with a bigger weight that has not decided its role yet (this may happen at the clustering set up, or when two or more nodes are added to the network at the same time), will eventually send a message (every node executes the *Init* procedure). If this message is a *Ch* message, then $v$ could possibly resign (after receiving the corresponding *Resign* message) or affiliate with the new clusterhead.

**PROCEDURE Init:**

```
begin
  if \{z ∈ Γ(v) : w_z > w_v ∧ Ch(z)\} ≠ ∅
    then begin
      x := max_{w_z > w_v} \{z : Ch(z)\};
      send Join(v, x);
      Clusterhead := x
    end
  else begin
    send Ch(v);
    Ch(v) := true;
    Clusterhead := v;
    Cluster(v) := \{v\};
    if |{z ∈ Γ(v) : Ch(z)}| > k then
      send Resign(\min_k\{w_z : z ∈ Γ(v) ∧ Ch(z)\})
  end
end;
```

● **Link_failure.** Whenever made aware of the failure of the link with a node $u$, node $v$ checks if its own role is clusterhead and if $u$ used to belong to its cluster. If this is the case, $v$ removes $u$ from \(\text{Cluster}(v)\). If $v$ is an ordinary node, and $u$ was its own clusterhead, then it is necessary to determine a new role for $v$. To this aim, $v$ checks if there exists at least a clusterhead $z ∈ Γ(v)$ such that
\(w_z > w_v\). If this is the case, then \(v\) joins the clusterhead with the bigger weight, otherwise it becomes a clusterhead. As in the case of the \textit{Init} procedure, a test on the number of the neighboring clusterheads is now needed, with the possible resigning of some of them.

\begin{verbatim}
PROCEDURE Link_failure(u);
begin
  if Ch(v) and (u ∈ Cluster(v))
    then Cluster(v) := Cluster(v) \ {u}
  else if Clusterhead = u then
    if \{z ∈ Γ(v) : w_z > w_v ∧ Ch(z)\} ≠ ∅
      then begin
        x := max\{w_z : z ∈ Γ(v) \ Ch(z)\};
        send Join(v, x);
        Clusterhead := x
      end
    else begin
      send Ch(v);
      Ch(v) := true;
      Clusterhead := v;
      Cluster(v) := {v};
      if |\{z ∈ Γ(v) : Ch(z)\}| > k then
        send Resign(min\{|w_z : z ∈ Γ(v) \ Ch(z)\})
    end
  end;
\end{verbatim}

• \textit{New_link}. When node \(v\) is made aware of the presence of a new neighbor \(u\), it checks if \(u\) is a clusterhead. If this is the case, and if \(w_u\) is bigger than the weight of \(v\)'s current clusterhead plus the threshold \(h\), than, independently of its own role, \(v\) affiliates with \(u\). Otherwise, if \(v\) itself is a clusterhead, and the number of its current neighboring clusterheads is > \(k\) then the operator \text{min}_k is used to determine the weight of the clusterhead \(x\) that violates the \(k\)-neighborhood condition. If \(w_v > w_x\) then node \(x\) has to resign, otherwise, if no clusterhead \(x\) exists with a weight smaller than \(v\)'s weight, \(v\) can no longer be a clusterhead, and it will join the neighboring clusterhead with the biggest weight.

\begin{verbatim}
PROCEDURE New_link(u);
begin
  if Ch(u) then
    if (w_u > w_{Clusterhead} + h)
      then begin
        send Join(v, u);
        Clusterhead := u;
        if Ch(v) then Ch(v) := false
      end
  else if Ch(v) and |\{z ∈ Γ(v) : Ch(z)\}| > k then
    begin
      w := min\{w_z : z ∈ Γ(v) \ Ch(z)\};
      if w_v > w then send Resign(w)
    end
\end{verbatim}
else begin
    \( x := \max_{w_z > w_v} \{ z : \text{Ch}(z) \} \);
    send \text{Join}(v,x);
    \text{Clusterhead} := x;
    \text{Ch}(v) := \text{false}
end

\( x := \max_{w_z > w_v} \{ z : \text{Ch}(z) \} \);
send \text{Join}(v,x);
\text{Clusterhead} := x;
\text{Ch}(v) := \text{false}
\end

- On receiving \text{Ch}(u). When a neighbor \( u \) becomes a clusterhead, on receiving the corresponding \text{Ch} message, node \( v \) checks if it has to affiliate with \( u \), i.e., it checks whether \( w_u \) is bigger than the weight of \( v \)'s clusterhead plus the threshold \( h \) or not. In this case, independently of its current role, \( v \) joins \( u \)'s cluster. Otherwise, if \( v \) is a clusterhead with more than \( k \) neighbors which are clusterheads, as in the case of a new link, the weight of the clusterhead \( x \) that violates the \( k \)-neighborhood condition is determined, and correspondingly the clusterhead with the smallest weight will resign.

On receiving \text{Ch}(u);
begin
if \((w_u > w_{\text{Clusterhead}} + h)\) then begin
    send \text{Join}(v,u);
    \text{Clusterhead} := u;
    if \text{Ch}(v) then \text{Ch}(v) := \text{false}
end
else if \text{Ch}(v) and \(|\{z \in \Gamma(v) : \text{Ch}(z)\}| > k\)
then begin
    \( w := \min_k \{ w_z : z \in \Gamma(v) \land \text{Ch}(z) \} \);
    if \( w_v > w \) then send \text{Resign}(w)
else begin
    \( x := \max_{w_z > w_v} \{ z : \text{Ch}(z) \} \);
    send \text{Join}(v,x);
    \text{Clusterhead} := x;
    \text{Ch}(v) := \text{false}
end

- On receiving \text{JOIN}(u,z). On receiving the message \text{JOIN}(u,z), the behavior of node \( v \) depends on whether it is a clusterhead or not. In the affirmative, \( v \) has to check if either \( u \) is joining its cluster (\( z = v \) in this case, \( u \) is added to \text{Cluster}(v)) or if \( u \) belonged to its cluster and is now joining another cluster (\( z \neq v \) in this case, \( u \) is removed from \text{Cluster}(v)). If \( v \) is not a clusterhead, it has to check if \( u \) was its clusterhead. Only if this is the case, \( v \) has to decide its role: It will join the biggest clusterhead \( x \) in its neighborhood such that \( w_x > w_v \) if such a node exists. Otherwise, it will be a clusterhead. In this latter case, if the \( k \)-neighborhood condition is violated, a \text{Resign} message is transmitted in order for the clusterhead with the smallest weight in \( v \)'s neighborhood to resign.
On receiving $\text{Join}(u, z)$;
begin
if $\text{Ch}(v)$
then if $z = v$ then $\text{Cluster}(v) := \text{Cluster}(v) \cup \{u\}$
else if $u \in \text{Cluster}(v)$ then $\text{Cluster}(v) := \text{Cluster}(v) \setminus \{u\}$
else if $\text{Clusterhead} = u$ then
if $\{z \in \Gamma(v) : w_z > w_v \land \text{Ch}(z)\} \neq \emptyset$
then begin
$x := \max_{w_z > w_v} \{z : \text{Ch}(z)\}$;
send $\text{Join}(v, x)$;
$\text{Clusterhead} := x$
end
else begin
send $\text{Ch}(v)$;
$\text{Ch}(v) := \text{true}$;
$\text{Clusterhead} := v$;
$\text{Cluster}(v) := \{v\}$;
if $|\{z \in \Gamma(v) : \text{Ch}(z)\}| > k$ then
send $\text{Resign}(\min_k \{w_z : z \in \Gamma(v) \land \text{Ch}(z)\})$
end
end;
• On receiving $\text{Resign}(w)$. On receiving the message $\text{Resign}(w)$, node $v$ checks if its weight is $\leq w$. In this case, it has to resign and it will join the neighboring clusterhead with the biggest weight. Notice that since the M-procedures are supposed to be not interruptible, and since $v$ could have resigned already, it has also to check if it is still a clusterhead.

On receiving $\text{Resign}(w)$;
begin
if $\text{Ch}(v)$ and $w_v \leq w$ then begin
$x := \max_{w_z > w_v} \{z : \text{Ch}(z)\}$;
send $\text{Join}(v, x)$;
$\text{Clusterhead} := x$;
$\text{Ch}(v) := \text{false}$
end
end;

The correctness of the described protocol in achieving the ad hoc clustering properties listed above can be found in [21] along with simulation results that demonstrate the effectiveness of the protocol in reducing the overhead of role switching in presence of the mobility of the nodes.

4 Forming Ad Hoc Networks of Bluetooth Devices

In this section we illustrate the use of clustering as described in the previous section to define a protocol for scatternet formation, i.e., the formation of an ad hoc network of Bluetooth devices. The protocol outlined in this section is joint
research with Professor Chiara Petrioli and has been described more thoroughly in [24] and [25].

Bluetooth Technology (BT) [26] is emerging as one of the most promising enabling technologies for ad hoc networks. It operates in the 2.4GHz, unlicensed ISM band, and adopts frequency hopping spread spectrum to reduce interferences.

When two BT nodes come into each other’s communication range, in order to set up a communication link, one of them assumes the role of master of the communication and the other becomes its slave. This simple “one hop” network is called a piconet, referred in the following as a BlueStar, and may include many slaves, no more than 7 of which can be active (i.e., actively communicating with the master) at the same time. If a master has more than seven slaves, some slaves have to be “parked.” To communicate with a parked slave a master has to “unpark” it, while possibly parking another slave.

All active devices in a piconet share the same channel (i.e., a frequency hopping sequence) which is derived from the unique ID and Bluetooth clock of the master. Communication to and from a slave device is always performed through its master.

A BT device can timeshare among different piconets. In particular, a device can be the master of one piconet and a slave in other piconets, or it can be a slave in multiple piconets. Devices with multiple roles will act as gateways to adjacent piconets, resulting in a multihop ad hoc network called a scatternet.

Although describing methods for device discovery and for the participation of a node to multiple piconets, the BT specification does not indicate any methods for scatternet formation. The solutions proposed in the literature so far ([27], [28], and [29]), either assume the radio vicinity of all devices ([27] and [29]), or require a designated device to start the scatternet formation process. [28]. Furthermore, the resulting scatternet topology is a tree, which limits the efficiency and robustness of the resulting scatternet.

In this paper we present BlueStars, a new scatternet formation protocol for multi-hop Bluetooth networks, that overcomes the drawbacks of previous solutions in that it is fully distributed, does not require each node to be in the transmission range of each other node and generates a scatternet whose topology is a mesh rather than a tree.

The protocol proceeds in three phases:

1. The first phase, topology discovery, concerns the discovery of neighboring devices. By the end of this phase, neighboring devices acquire a “symmetric” knowledge of each other.
2. The second phase takes care of BlueStar (piconet) formation. By the end of this phase, the whole network is covered by disjoint piconets.
3. The final phase concerns the selection of gateway devices to connect multiple BlueStars so that the resulting BlueConstellation is connected.

These three phases are described in the following sections.
4.1 Topology Discovery

The first phase of the protocol, the topology discovery phase, allows each device to become aware of its one hop neighbors’ ID and weight. According to the BT specification version 1.1, discovery of unknown devices is performed by means of the *inquiry procedures*.

The problem of one-hop neighbors discovery in Bluetooth has been dealt with extensively in [27] (for “single hop” networks, i.e., networks in which all devices are in each other transmission range) and [30] (for multihop networks). The BT inquiry and paging procedures are used to set up two-node temporary piconets through which two neighboring devices exchange identity, weight and synchronization information needed in the following phases of the scatternet formation protocol. This information exchange allows a “symmetric” knowledge of one node’s neighbors, in the sense that if a node $u$ discovers a neighbor $v$, node $v$ discovers $u$ as well.

4.2 BlueStars Formation

In this section, we describe a distributed protocol for grouping the BT devices into piconets. Given that each piconet is formed by one master and a limited number of slaves that form a star-like topology, we call this phase of the protocol BlueStars formation phase.

Based on the information gathered in the previous phase, namely, the ID, the weight, and synchronization information of the discovered neighbors, each device performs the protocol locally. The rule followed by each device is the following: A device $v$ decides whether it is going to be a master or a slave depending on the decision made by the neighbors with bigger weight ($v$’s “bigger neighbors”). In particular, $v$ becomes the slave of the first master among its bigger neighbors that has paged it and invited it to join its piconet. In case no bigger neighbors invited $v$, $v$ itself becomes a master. Once a device has decided its role, it communicates it to all its (smaller) neighbors so that they can also make their own decision.

Let us call *init devices* all the devices that have the biggest weight in their neighborhood. If two nodes have the same weight, the tie can be broken by using the devices unique ID. Init devices are the devices that initiate the BlueStars formation phase. They will be masters. As soon as the topology discovery phase is over, they go to page mode and start paging their smaller neighbors one by one. All the other devices go in paging scan mode.

The protocol operations in this phase are described by the `initOperations()` procedure described below.

```plaintext
initOperations() {  
    if (for each neighbor $u$: myWeight > uWeight) {  
        myRole = ‘master’;  
        go to page mode;  
        send page($v$, master, $v$) to all smaller neighbors;  
        exit the execution of this phase of the protocol;  
    }
}
```
The following procedure is triggered at a non-init device \( v \) by the reception of a page. The parameter of the page are the identity of the paging device \( u \), its role (either `master` or `slave`) and, in the case the paging device \( u \) is a slave, the identity of the device to which it is affiliating. (In case \( u \) is a master this parameter is irrelevant and can be set to \( u \) itself.)

\[
\text{onReceivingPage}(\text{deviceId} \ u, \text{string role}, \text{deviceId} \ t) \{
\text{record that} \ u \ \text{has paged};
\text{record role}(u);
\text{if (role}(u) == \text{`slave'})
\text{master}(u) = t;
\text{if (myWeight} < \ uWeight) \{
\text{if (role}(u) == \text{`master'})
\text{if (myRole == \text{`none'})}
\text{join} \ u \text{'s piconet;}
\text{myMaster} = u;
\text{myRole} = \text{`slave';}
\text{else}
\text{inform} \ u \text{about myMaster’s ID;}
\text{if (some bigger neighbor has to page yet)}
\text{exit and wait for the following page;}
\text{else} \{
\text{switch to page mode;}
\text{if (all bigger devices are slaves) \{
\text{myRole} = \text{`master';}
\text{send page}(v, \text{master}, v) \text{to each neighbors}
\text{(smaller neighbors first);}
\text{exit the execution of this phase of the protocol; \}}
\text{else} \{
\text{send page}(v, \text{slave, myMaster}) \text{to each neighbors;}
\text{switch to page scan mode; \}}
\}}
\text{else}
\text{if (all neighbors have paged)}
\text{exit the execution of this phase of the protocol;}
\text{else}
\text{exit and wait for the next page;}
\}
\]

The procedure of recording the role of a device \( u \) includes all the information of synchronization, addressing, etc., that enable \( v \) to establish a communication with \( u \) at a later time, if needed.

Upon receiving a page from a device \( u \), device \( v \) starts checking if this is a page from a bigger neighbor or from a smaller one. In the former case, it checks
if the sender of the page is a master. If so, and $v$ is not part of any piconet yet, it joins device $u$’s piconet. If instead device $v$ has already joined a piconet, it informs device $u$ about this, also communicating the name of its master. Device $v$ then proceeds to check if all its bigger neighbors have paged it. If this is not the case, it keeps waiting for another page (exiting the execution of the procedure).

When successfully paged by all its bigger neighbors, device $v$ knows whether it has already joined the piconet of a bigger master or not. In the first case, device $v$ is the slave of the bigger master that paged it first. In the latter case device $v$ itself is going to be a master. In any case, device $v$ goes to page mode, and communicates its decision to all its smaller neighbors.

At this point, a master $v$ exits the execution of this phase of the protocol. If device $v$ is a slave, it returns to page scan mode and waits for pages from all its smaller neighbors of which it still does not know the role. Indeed, some of a slave’s smaller neighbors may not have decided their role at the time they are paged by the bigger slave. As soon as a device makes a decision on its role, it therefore pages its bigger slaves and communicates whether it is a master or a slave, along with its master ID (if it is a slave). This exchange of information is necessary to implement the following phase of gateway selection for obtaining a connected scatternet (see Section 4.3).

Notice that the outermost else is executed only by a slave node, since once it has paged all its neighbors, a master has a complete knowledge of its neighbors role and of the ID of their master and thus it can quit the execution of this phase of the protocol.

**Implementation in the Bluetooth Technology.** The protocol operations of this phase all rely on the standard Bluetooth paging procedures. However, the paging and paging scan procedure described above assume the possibility of exchanging additional information, namely, a device role and for slaves, the ID of their masters. These information cannot be included in the FHS packet which is the packet exchanged in the standard paging procedures.

Our proposal is to add an LMP protocol data unit (PDU), including fields to record the role of the sending device and the ID of its master, to easily exchange the information needed for scatternet formation while possibly avoiding a complete set up of the piconet.

Of course, whenever a slave joins a non-temporary piconet, a complete piconet set up has to be performed, after which the slave is put in park mode to allow it to proceed with the protocol operation (e.g., performing paging itself).

### 4.3 Configuring BlueStars

The purpose of the third phase of our protocol is to interconnect neighboring BlueStars by selecting inter-piconet gateway devices so that the resulting scatternet, a *BlueConstellation*, is connected whenever physically possible. The main task accomplished by this phase of the protocol is gateway selection and interconnection.
Two masters are said to be neighboring masters \((m\text{Neighbors}, \text{for short})\) if they are at most three hops away, i.e., if the shortest path between them is either a two-hops path (there is only one slave between the two masters) or a three-hops path (there are two slaves).

A master is said to be an init master, or simply an iMaster, if it has the biggest weight among all its mNeighbors. Therefore, the set of masters that results from the BlueStars formation phase is partitioned into two sets, the iMasters and the non-iMasters devices.

The connectivity of the scatternet is guaranteed by a result, first proven in [31], that states that given the piconets resulting from the BlueStars formation phase, a BlueConstellation—a connected BT scatternet—is guaranteed to arise if each master establishes multihop connections to all its mNeighbors. These connections are all needed to ensure that the resulting scatternet is connected, in the sense that if any of them is missing the scatternet may be not connected.

This result provides us with a criterion for selecting gateways that ensures the connectivity of the resulting scatternet: all and only the slaves in the two and three-hops paths between two masters will be gateways. If there is more than one gateway device between the same two masters they might decide to keep only one gateway between them, or to maintain multiple gateways between them.

Upon completion of the previous phase of the protocol a master \(v\) is aware of all its mNeighbors. It directly knows all its neighboring slaves which in turn are aware of (and can communicate to the master \(v\)) the ID of their master and of the master of their one-hop slave neighbors.

**Establishment of a connected scatternet.** We are finally able to establish all the connections and the needed new piconets for obtaining a BlueConstellation, i.e., a connected scatternet.

This phase is initiated by all masters \(v\) by executing the following procedure.

\[
m\text{InitOperations}() \{
  \text{if (for each mNeighbor } u: \text{myWeight } > \text{uWeight) } \{
    \text{myRole } = \text{‘iMaster’};
    \text{instruct all gateway slaves about which neighbors to page;}
    \text{go to page mode;}
    \text{page all the slaves which belong to a different piconet}
    \text{and have been selected as interconnecting devices;}
    \text{exit the execution of this phase of the protocol;}
  \}
  \text{else } \{
    \text{tell all gateway slaves to bigger mNeighbors}
    \text{to go to paging scan mode;}
    \text{if (there are bigger mNeighbors’ slaves in my neighborhood}
    \text{which will interconnect the two piconets)}
    \text{go to page scan mode;}
    \text{tell all gateway to smaller mNeighbors to go to paging mode}
  \}
\]
when the links to bigger mNeighbors are established;
if (there are smaller mNeighbors' slaves in my neighborhood
which will interconnect the two piconets)
go to page mode when the links to bigger mNeighbors are up; }
}

Every master $v$ starts by checking whether it is an iMaster or not. If it is an iMaster, then it instructs each of its gateway slaves to go into page mode and to page (if any):

- Its two-hop mNeighbors. In this case, as soon as $v$’s slave has become the master of an mNeighbor $u$, they perform a switch of roles, as described in the BT specification, so that $v$’s slave become also a slave in $u$’s piconet. In this case, no new piconet is formed and the slave in between $u$ and $v$ is now a slave in both their piconets, as desirable.
- The slaves of its three-hop mNeighbors (that are two-hops away from $v$). In this case $v$’s slave becomes also a master of a piconet whose slaves are also slaves to the three-hop mNeighbors, i.e., a new piconet is created to be the *trait d’union* between the two masters.

The iMaster $v$ itself can then go into paging mode to recruit into its piconet some of those neighboring slaves (if any) that joined some other piconets, so that these slaves can be the gateway to their original masters.

Notice that, given the knowledge that every master has about its “mNeighborhord,” an iMaster $v$ instructs each of its gateway slaves about exactly who to page, and the resulting new piconet composition. If, for instance, a slave is gateway to multiple piconets, iMaster $v$ knows exactly to which of the neighboring piconet its slave is going to be also a slave, and if it has to be master of a piconet that can have, in turn, multiple slaves.

When the gateway slaves of a non-iMaster device $v$ have set up proper connections toward bigger mNeighbors, they will go into page mode and page those of its two-hop mNeighbors and of the the slaves of its three-hop mNeighbors with which they have been requested by $v$ to establish a connection.

**Implementation in the Bluetooth Technology.** The mechanism described above can be easily implemented by means of the BT standard procedures for parking and unparking devices, and those for link establishment. In particular, upon completion of the second phase of the protocol, a slave asks its master to be unparked. The master will then proceed activating (unparking) different groups of slaves, and collecting from them all the information required for configuring the BlueConstellation. Based on this information, the master will then make a decision on which links to establish to connect with its mNeighbors, and will unpark the gateways in groups of seven to inform them of the piconets to which they are gateway. Each gateway will then run the distributed procedure for interconnecting neighboring piconets described in the previous section, at the end of which it will issue to the master a request for being unparked in order to communicate the list of links successfully established.
5 Conclusions

In this paper we have described some issues and solutions proposed for ad hoc networking. In particularly, we have illustrated leading MAC protocols, clustering protocols and we have shown how these protocols can be applied to networks of Bluetooth devices for the formation of Bluetooth scatternet.
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Abstract. The evolution of technology in support to the Knowledge Society of the years 2000s will be driven by three dominant trends: a) increase of richness and completeness of communications towards “Immersive Virtual Telepresence” (IVT), including an increased attention to the aspects of human perception and of person-machine interaction; b) increasingly relevant role of mobility starting from the UMTS ”Beyond 3rd Generation” (B3G); c) pervasive diffusion of intelligence in the space around us through the development of network technologies towards the objective of ”Ambient Intelligence” (AmI). This tutorial paper intends to provide an insight on some of the main technologies that will allow the development of this new perspective, as well as on perception issues and related human factors. The paper also provides information on ongoing and planned projects on virtual technologies and ambient intelligence technologies.

1 Introduction

The advent of the Knowledge Society of years 2000s and 2010s is destined to change the way people interact between themselves and with objects around them. A new role for the Information Technology (IT) is already visible, while technology’s focus is gradually shifting away from the computer as such to the user [1]. This change of paradigm has the objective to make communication and computer systems simple, collaborative and immanent. Interacting with the environment where they work and live, people will naturally and intuitively select and use technology according to their own needs. One first sign of this change has been the creation of totally new interactive communication environments, such as Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) and Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW). Appeared around twenty years ago, these communication environments are now very common in offices, just behind word processing applications [2].

The evolutionary technology scenarios in support of the Knowledge Society of the years 2000s will be driven by three dominant trends:
- increase of richness and completeness of communications, through the development of multimedia technologies, towards "Immersive Virtual Telepresence" (IVT), including an increased attention to the aspects of human perception and of person-machine interaction;

- increasingly relevant role of mobility, through the development of mobile communications, moving from the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) "Beyond 3rd Generation" (B3G);

- pervasive diffusion of intelligence in the space around us, through the development of network technologies towards the objective of the so-called "Ambient Intelligence" (AmI).

The next IT "wave" will determine the convergence of IVT technologies, B3G mobile communications and ambient intelligence technologies (Figure 1). This convergence will produce the advent of ubiquitous 3-D telecommunications and the appearance of intelligent environments in which complex multimedia contents integrate and enrich the real space. The most ambitious objective is Mixed Reality (MR) to seamlessly integrate computer interfaces into the real environment, so that the user can interact with other individuals and with the environment itself in the most natural and intuitive way. Mixed reality requires the concurrent development of different disciplines ranging from engineering to ergonomics, from communications to psychology.

In the paper we attempt to outline the link between technology and human factors, to identify the main avenues of the development of virtual technologies for telecommunications, and to report on some of the most important research projects going on and planned.
2 Presence and Telepresence in Virtual Communications

2.1 From Teleoperator to Immersive Telepresence

In the area of CMC and CSCW, a very interesting application is the teleoperator. A teleoperator is a robotic device that is controlled by a human operator through sensors and actuators to function in remote, inaccessible or hazardous, environments. Common to all teleoperation systems is a human operator in a manual or supervisory control loop overseeing performance of remote task. Application areas include operations in radioactive, underwater, space, surgical, disability assistive and "clean room" environments.

In teleoperator systems, the remote manipulator system can be augmented with semiautonomous functions which can either be preprogrammed, taught by demonstration or self-learning. An operator interface at the local site supports human sensory information processing and decision-making. Augmentation at the operator interface could include graphic, multimedia or Virtual Reality (VR) display, text or animation, all presented in an intuitive manner [3].

The development of teleoperators is a key point in the evolution of the person-computer interaction [4]. Teleoperation produces a relationship between the user and the computer, in which technology provides a prosthesis to the user, extending his/her capabilities.

A step forward in the person-computer interaction is telepresence. Telepresence can be described as the ideal of collecting sufficient information through computer means and communicating this to a person in a sufficiently natural way, so that he/she feels to be physically present at the remote site [3].

Even though the most used CMC application is e-mail, technology is allowing the development of more advanced communication environments. Virtual Reality (VR) can be considered as the leading edge of a general evolution of present communication interfaces like telephone, television and computer. The ultimate objective of this evolution is the full immersion of the human sensorimotor channels into a vivid and global communication experience [5].

But what is virtual reality? VR is sometimes described as a particular collection of technological hardware. People identify VR with a collection of devices: a computer capable of 3D real-time animation, a head-mounted display, data gloves equipped with one or more position trackers, etc. However, this exclusive focus on technology is certainly disappointing [6,7]. As noted by Steuer this approach "fails to provide any insight into the processes or effects of using these systems, fails to provide a conceptual framework from which to make regulatory decisions and fails to provide an aesthetic from which to create media products" [8].

If VR cannot be simply reduced to a collection of hardware, where should we look to identify its "essence"? According to Bricken [9] the essence of VR is the inclusive relationship between the participant and the virtual environment, where direct experience of the immersive environment constitutes communication.
2.2 Concepts of Presence and Telepresence

Following this approach, VR can be defined in terms of human experience as "a real or simulated environment in which a perceiver experiences telepresence," where telepresence can be described as the "experience of presence in an environment by means of a communication medium" [8].

For researchers working on Virtual Environments (VEs) or Teleoperation Systems (TSs) a clear definition of presence and telepresence may be useful to orient their work. Most researchers in these fields share the current meaning assigned to these concepts, which are defined by Schloerb as follows: physical presence designates "...the existence of an object in some particular region of space and time. For example, this text (in some form) is physically present in front of you now". According to Schloerb, physical presence supports subjective presence, consisting of the perception of being located in the same physical space in which a certain event occurs, a certain process takes place, or a certain person stands [10].

Following this approach, the key difference between presence and telepresence is that the former is a "natural" fact, whereas the latter is a fact produced by technology, an artifact. This difference also occurs in the definition of Slater and Wilbur [11], according to whom presence "...is both a subjective and objective description of a person's state with respect to an environment". Particularly, objective description is defined as "...an observable behavioral phenomenon, the extent to which individuals behave in a VE similar to the way they would behave in analogous circumstances in everyday reality" [11].

Even if these definitions seem very intuitive to us, their effects are not. In fact, there continues to be contention and general disagreement on the role of presence and telepresence in a VE. Specifically, this position has an important implication for the design of a VE: the adequacy of a telepresence system depends on the fidelity in recreating conditions that allow us to perceive ourselves, or other people or objects, as physically present in the "real" environment. Most of the research tries to improve presence of a VE by providing to the user a more "realistic" experience, such as adding physical attributes to virtual objects. For instance, Hoffman et al. published the results of two experiments in which they tried to verify if adding olfactory cues and tactile feedback to a VE may improve the sense of presence [12].

But is it really so important this focus on the physical characteristics of a VE? According to [13], more than on the richness of available images sense of presence depends on the level of interaction/interactivity which actors have both in the real environment and in the simulated environment. When it is used for real world applications, VE is effective when the user is able to navigate, select, pick up, move and manipulate objects much more naturally.

The roots of this new position are in Heidegger’s philosophy and in the theory of perception of J. Gibson [14]. According to these authors, the environment does not provide undifferentiated information, ready-made objects equal for everyone. It offers different opportunities according to the actors and their needs.
Affordances are not "things which are outside" simply waiting for someone to come and take a photograph of them. They are resources, which are only revealed to those who seek them. What has all this to do with presence, telepresence and virtual environments? Zahoric and Jenison [14] explain it clearly: "presence is tantamount to successfully supported action in the environment" (italics in the original).

These considerations led Mantovani and Riva to propose a cultural concept of presence as a social construction [15]. Lying at the basis of this view are two elements which promise a high sense of presence: a cultural framework and the possibility of negotiation of actions and of their meaning [16]. Tracing a surprising parallel between the task of VR designers and that of phone sex workers - two figures who have the task of making the human body visible by means of extremely narrow channels of communication and who succeed in their task to the extent in which they use powerful, shared, cultural codes - Stone [17] describes the context, as composed mainly of symbolic references which allow actors to orient and coordinate themselves. Within this view, experiencing presence and telepresence does not depend so much on the fidelity of the reproduction of ’physical’ aspects of ’external reality’, as it depends on the capacity of simulation to produce a context in which social actors may communicate and cooperate [16].

Following this approach a new definition of presence can be proposed that (a) recognizes the mediated character of every possible experience of presence; (b) always conceives experience as immersed in a social context; (c) stresses the component of ambiguity inherent in everyday situations; (d) highlights the function of explanation which culture (artifacts and principles) plays. Breaking down this idea into simple formulations, we may say that [16]:

- presence is always mediated by both physical and conceptual tools which belong to a given culture: ”physical” presence in an environment is no more ”real” or more true than telepresence or immersion in a simulated virtual environment;
- the criterion of the validity of presence does not consist of simply reproducing the conditions of physical presence but in constructing environments in which actors may function in an ecologically valid way: we accept the emphasis of ecological approach or the primacy of action on mere perception;
- action is not undertaken by isolated individuals but by members of a community who face ambiguous situations in a relatively coordinated way: to be able to speak of an actor’s presence in a given situation, freedom of movement must be guaranteed, both in the physical environment (locomotion) and in the social environment, composed of other actors involved in the same situation, in whatever way and for whatever reason.

The main consequence of this approach for the design and the development of VR systems is that the users’ presence in an environment exists if and only if they can use VR to interact. To allow interaction in a given situation, the user’s freedom must be guaranteed, both in the physical and in the social environment.
2.3 Virtual Immersive Cooperative Environments

The first step to achieving mixed reality is the implementation of genuinely effective, Virtual Immersive Cooperative Environments (VICEs). The main feature which distinguishes a VICE from a normal Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is the use of a Shared Space which represents both the users of the environment and the data they are manipulating [18].

In this setting the metaphor of "the computer as a window" though which users can see objects and other users gives way to the concept of virtual reality as a "flexible shared space" [19]. VICEs offer their users a digital environment which can be populated with users replicas and objects. Users cybernetic replicas are called avatars. In this form they are free to navigate, meet other users and manipulate data usually represented in the form of three dimensional objects. At the same time they can use audio and video channels to interact with other users using both verbal and non-verbal forms of communication.

The designer of a VICE aims at building tools that make it possible for users - individually or in small groups - to work autonomously. At the same time the tools should monitor the effectiveness of the interaction. This implies that the virtual environment has to allow changes in the way in which the user is represented, allowing monitoring what is going on in the environment and moving rapidly from place to place [20]. If I am working on my own I do not want to be disturbed. The other users should know this - otherwise they might send me messages and receive no reply. I want to be able to work in those areas of the environment including the information which interests me. Churchill and Snowdon [18] point out that "the majority of current systems are rather clumsy in monitoring the transition from one form of interaction or one mode of use to another; navigation systems do not allow users to move in the same way they would move in the 'real world'".

Let us look at one example. In early VICEs the main system for navigation and interaction was a glove. If the user pointed in a particular direction the avatar would move in that direction. By clenching the fist or moving fingers together the user could grasp or modify an object. In theory this was very simple. Users’ actual experience showed, however, that this was not always so [21]. As a start it was necessary to go through a complex calibration procedure every time the system was used by a new user: adapting the sensitivity of the tool to the needs of the individual user is not easy. Many first time users, for instance, prefer to move slowly while they are getting used to the new experience; an expert user, on the other hand, often prefers to move at maximum speed, reaching the needed information in as little time as possible.

The search for solutions to these problems is a very active field of research. Researchers at the University of Caen have recently produced a conversational agent that allows a user to navigate a VICE using voice commands [22], [23]. This system, called Ulysses, has achieved good results in experimental tests. In particular, the syntactic and semantic analysis system managed to understand complex orders such as: "get into the car in front of the house" or "walk past the
flag and go into the house”. This allowed users not only to move but to engage in simple forms of interaction with the objects present in the virtual environment.

If the internal organization of the environment, as perceived by the user, depends on a shared interpretation of its ”meaning”, the designer has to bear in mind that cooperation is always ”situated” and that it is continually influenced by specific circumstances and by the interests of specific actors. This has five key ergonomic consequences:

– Any model of a VICE has to allow actors to develop shared interpretations of its meaning [24].

Decision making depends on a negotiated reduction in the gap between different actors’ individual frames of reference.

– Any model of cooperation within a VICE is tightly dependent on the specific application area for which the system has been developed [25].

The designer has to create a model in such a way as to reflect the characteristics of the situation and the goals of the actors.

– Any model of cooperation will influence the way in which users interact with the system [26].

When VICE systems introduce new cooperative technologies they inevitably modify interactive processes. As we have already seen on several occasions new technologies are never transparent to users. The designer of a VICE has to realize that the first thing users will do is to try to give a sense to the artifacts they find there. In general terms the users of an VICE face two problems: on the one hand they have to perform their work within the group; on the other hand they have to grip the new technology and learn how to use it appropriately.

– Any model of cooperation has to make users aware of situations where the model is no longer adequate to lead the interaction [27].

In many VICEs individual users receive only a limited degree of feedback. This implies that they are not always capable of evaluating their own performance and the way in which this performance contributes to their general goals. For this reason it is essential that the cooperation model informs users about the way that the system is responding adequately to the situation.

– Any model of cooperation has to be able to predict the phases in which individual users will organize their work [28].

A number of studies have shown how collaborative work in daily life involves alternating phases of group work, individual activity and work in restricted sub-groups. Given that users do not always share the same activities, skills and interests, VICE designers have to provide users with tools to approach group activities in a modular fashion. It is particularly important to create tools to allow individual users or small groups of users to carry out their activities autonomously.

In the Appendix we collect some of the main research activities in Europe in the area of VICE developments.
3 Mobile Radio Technologies

3.1 Evolution Path within 3G

To better understand the basic features expected from B3G systems, and their relationships with virtual technologies and ambient intelligence technologies, we initially depict the main characteristics of 3G evolution. Table 1 collects the main characteristics of mobile systems generations, as they are known till 3G.

Although there is a tendency to refer to the future "beyond 3G" (B3G) as 4G or even 5G, there is a significant discontinuity in aims and modalities in the expected development of technology. In fact, 1G, 2G and 3G have been based on the approach of defining and standardizing "monolithic" systems having a certain degree of internal rigidity. On the contrary, B3G is being conceived to be characterized by flexible, reconfigurable and scalable system elements and by the seamless integration of different systems, both mobile and fixed systems.

Flexibility in network interconnection and evolution in network system features will have a limited extent within 3G. Starting from 3GPP (3G Partnership Program) Rel.99 issuing of specifications, a possible evolution path will include at least two additional steps (Figure 2) [29]:

- 3GPP Rel.04, still with separate transport and signaling control paths, but with unified "Media Gateways" to jointly process circuit switched and packet switched traffic;
Table 1. Wireless generations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Data rate</th>
<th>Main characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>2G</td>
<td>1980-1990</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>- analogue voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>2G</td>
<td>1990-2000</td>
<td>Few ten kbps</td>
<td>- digital voice&lt;br&gt; - low rate data&lt;br&gt; - limited roaming capability between networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>3G</td>
<td>2000-2010</td>
<td>2 Mbps (fixed terminals)&lt;br&gt;144 kbps (vehicular terminals)</td>
<td>- multimedia services&lt;br&gt; - Internet access for mobile terminals&lt;br&gt; - worldwide roaming between mobile networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond</td>
<td>B3G</td>
<td>2010-</td>
<td>≥ 10-20 Mbps (fixed terminals)&lt;br&gt;≥ 2 Mbps (vehicular terminals)</td>
<td>- integration of systems based on different technologies (not only cellular)&lt;br&gt; - high mobility (radio, network)&lt;br&gt; - seamless coverage&lt;br&gt; - scalability, reconfigurability&lt;br&gt; - terminals involving functionalities for natural interaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
– 3GPP Rel.05, with full network integration of transport and control signals, merging into a single IP paradigm.

This evolutionary approach is suggested by a combination of business and technical reasons.

One of the main concepts in UMTS is that the network establishing connections is separated as much as possible from the network parts creating and maintaining services. To implement this concept 3GPP Rel.99 introduces network components, known as service capabilities. In 3GPP Rel.99 service capabilities are still proprietary and can be vendor-dependent, and there is no common service creation environment. This is overcome with 3GPP Rel.04 and Rel.05 with the Open Service Architecture (OSA). Figure 3 collects some service capabilities already defined in 3GPP Rel.99 (they will be expanded within Rel.04/05):

– WAP (Wireless Application Protocol), to offer to the end user a web browser tailored to the wireless environment;
– LCS (Location Communication Services), to provide other service capabilities with the user position information;

![Fig. 3. 3GPP Open Service Architecture.](image-url)
- MExE (Mobile station application Execution Environment), to provide other service capabilities with information about the ability of the terminal to handle information;
- USAT (UMTS SIM Application Toolkit), to offer the tools required for SIM card handling.

A further service capability of special importance is CAMEL (Customized Applications for Mobile network Enhanced Logic). Within 3G the concept of Intelligent Network (IN) will evolve. The concept of IN is derived directly from the PSTN/ISDN network environment, and thus has some deficiencies when adapted to a mobile network environment. Originally, IN allows transfer of user service information within the user’s own home network, but this is not adequate when he/she can roam between different networks. CAMEL is therefore the service capability necessary to transfer service information between networks: it acts as a “service interconnection point” and serves other service capabilities. The objective is to allow completion of transactions involving different networks transparently to the user.

One example of CAMEL implementation is through the concept of VHE (Virtual Home Environment): thanks to VHE the user is provided with the same personalized set of services, no matter through which UMTS network gets connected. This concept is depicted in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4. 3GPP concept of Virtual Home Environment.](image-url)
3.2 Merging Mobile Communications and Virtual Technologies

According to the Book of Visions 2001 elaborated by the WWRF (Wireless World Research Forum) "During its first century of existence, the development of communication systems has experienced a serious degradation of end user’s ease of use." [30]. In fact, the increasing complexity of technology heavily impacts on user friendliness of telecommunications networks.

Conversely, the fast penetration of wireless communications has put into evidence the user’s need to get easily connected anywhere and anytime at an affordable price. On the one hand, wireless communications clearly proved that the most a technology provides simple access means, added to freedom of movement and increased security, the most the user is willing to accept it. On the other hand, the most a technology is complex and costly, the less the user is prone to accept it, in spite of possibly large potential advantages, which are generally not reachable by the average user not interested in spending time and energies in acquiring the underlying technology fundamentals. As a consequence, the successful systems of the future will adhere to the paradigm of "disappearing technologies", both valid for communications and computing, and will provide improved ease-of-use at the expense of an increased, but invisible to the user, complexity of the underlying systems and networks necessary to transport and process the information in the different multimedia forms and usage contexts.

As the user must be firmly put at the "center of the universe of technologies", it is clear that the elaboration of a purely technical vision of the future of telecommunications and computing is not only insufficient but even dangerous. Rather, any viable technical solutions must be put into a much wider perspective. According to [30] we mainly need:

– a solid user-centered approach, looking carefully at the new ways users will interact with the wireless systems,
– innovative services and applications made possible with the new technologies,
– new business models and value chain structures overcoming the traditional "user - network provider - service provider" chain.

It is expected that the major innovative thrust will come from new ways of interaction with the wireless system and among systems. The emerging need is bridging the user’s real world and virtual world and to continuously put them in contact. The challenge for technology is therefore seamless communication amongst individuals, things, and cymans (our synthetic counterparts in the cyberworld - a sort of autonomous avatars) to provide the citizen of the future with a natural enhanced living environment. It is generally considered feasible that this vision may enter into effect around 2010 [30,31].

In the novel user-centric approach being developed for B3G there are clearly four main issues to be covered:

– integration of mobile technologies,
– user modeling,
– interaction applications,
– interaction interfaces.
Integration of mobile technologies. It is useful to rely upon a reference model for the interaction between the user and surrounding technologies. In Figure 5 we show a conceptual layering of the individual space, where we recognize the following main elements:

- **Body area network (BAN):** for the friendly management of sensors and interfaces in contact with the body and around it;
- **Personal area network (PAN):** for downloading of information on personal and shared peripherals;
- **Local area network (LAN):** for the nomadic access to fixed and mobile networks, and to the Internet;
- **Wide area network (WAN):** for the access and routing with full mobility and the desired degree of QoS (includes mobile and fixed networks);
- **"The Cyberworld":** where users avatars and cymans seamlessly interact.

All the layers must be integrated to cooperate in service provision to the user. The outmost layer represents the cyberworld, where avatars of the users can stay in touch with other synthetic agents, so to get services and perform transactions. Wireless technologies are the key elements for allowing this seamless interaction inside the real world and between it and the cyberworld. WWRF is elaborating the so-called MultiSphere Reference Model, with similar structure as the model referred above [30].

**User modeling.** Most of the system and application design today is technology-driven only because we do not have yet the tools to incorporate
user behavior as a parameter in system design and product development. A strong effort must be made in the direction of user modeling to achieve in user understanding the same level of confidence we have reached in modeling technology.

The main workhorse has been identified in the development of user scenarios. This is an activity very marginally involving engineering skills: rather, the focal competencies can be provided by a wide set of professional categories (including psychologists, movie directors, science fiction writers, etc.). The logical flow for assessment of viable scenarios is depicted in Figure 6.

![Logical flow for scenarios modeling. (From [30])](image)

Scenarios must be designed to encompass societal, economic as well as technology developments and form a logical framework in which use cases can be fitted. The European Commission and research organizations, such as the WWRF, encourage scenario-based approaches for pushing the research in the right way [30]. Experts have to analyze the scenarios drawing consequences and future research topics. The main output of these modeling efforts will consist in the "pieces of technology" needed to provide the functionalities envisaged within the reference scenarios.

One main result of user modeling efforts is the user-centric context definition. Much more than simple "user profiling" and "service profiling", abstract user context definition will provide the description of different observable dimensions (i.e. attributes) characterizing a situation in which the user is immersed.
The context oriented systems will be able to answer questions, such as: Where are you? Whom are you with? What resources are close to you? What is your mood today? Defining abstract context types, the "context metadata" (such as home, office, travel, distress, etc.), will help assisting the user in different environments. Dynamical management of context metadata will be based on creation of a database of common abstract context types. Needed context information will be also a function of local culture and on society organization.

**Interaction applications.** According to [32] the following are some human-cyberworld interaction applications:

- Smart signs added to the real world;
- Information assistant (or "virtual guide");
- AR combined with conversational multimedia.

Smart signs overlaid on user real world may provide information assistance and advertisement based on user preferences.

The virtual guide knows where the user is, his/her heading, as well as the properties of the surrounding environment; interaction can be through voice or gestures, and the virtual guide can be an animated guide and provide assistance in different scenarios based on location and context information.

Conversational multimedia can be also added to a VR scenario, as shown in Figure 7, where a user can see the avatar of another user coming into the scene and a 3-D video conference is carried on.

In the future the terminal will be able to sense the presence of a user and calculate his/her current situation. Throughout the environment, bio-sensing

![Fig. 7. A scenario of augmented reality combined with 3-D video conference (from [32])](image)
will be used not only for entertainment and medical reasons, but also to enhance person-to-person and person-to-device communications. Biometrics technology will be used to enhance security by combining static (facial recognition) and dynamic information (voice and lip movement, uncontrolled user gestures), as well as user’s habits, which the network will be able to acquire and maintain.

**Interaction interfaces.** Recent advances in wearable computing and intelligent fabrics promise to realize truly ubiquitous communication and computing. While technology used in everyday life is increasingly complex, the basic human capabilities evolve very slowly. In developing new interaction technologies limitations in sensory and motion ability, in short and long term memory, as well as in brain processing power must be taken into account. In order to fully exploit the technology offer we need to extend the interaction with more senses (touch, smell, and taste) and at the same time make better use of the senses used today (hearing and vision) by also exploring peripheral vision and ambient listening. With even a longer perspective we may consider combining perception through multiple senses and "amplifying" them with new technology protheses.

In the short term the increase of efficient use in human interaction interfaces will be the first step, essentially extending to communication and computing the most intuitive and well assessed means of use of senses and of elementary devices of common use. In the following we present two examples of new interaction interfaces. The first is the phone glove of the Ericsson Research Usability and Interaction Lab, which provides an intuitive extension of the touch sense to communications (Figure 8) [30,33].

![Fig. 8. The phone glove: intuitive use of a sense. (From [30])](image)

The second example refers to extension of functionalities through objects of common use. The pen in Figure 9 at first glance is a conventional pen to write on a piece of paper.

However, it contains a video camera that picks up and transmits the written text. It also contains a set of sensors able to feel how much the nib is being pressed, and the way the pen is handled. If used on a special paper containing invisible identification it is able to associate what is written with the location of writing [34,35].
IVT technologies and wireless technologies will play a fundamental role in developing the AmI vision to cope with the need for natural user interfaces and for ubiquitous communication. The former will enable the citizen to interact with the AmI and to control it in a natural and personalized way through voice and gestures. The latter will provide the underlying network and will also enable electronic devices to communicate with each other and with the user.

ISTAG identified a series of necessary characteristics that will permit the eventual societal acceptance of AmI. AmI should [36]:

- facilitate human contact;
- be orientated towards community and cultural enhancement;
- help to build knowledge and skills for work, better quality of work, citizenship and consumer choice;
- inspire trust and confidence;
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- be consistent with long term sustainability both at personal, societal and environmental levels;
- be controllable by ordinary people - i.e. the 'off-switch' should be within reach (these technologies could very easily acquire an aspect of 'them controlling us'!).

Since the AmI vision is a long-term vision, as previously discussed the elaboration of scenarios is considered the most appropriate approach to identify the technology individual steps and challenges, and the bifurcations in technology development.

According to [36], "Scenarios are not straightforward extrapolations from the present, but offer provocative glimpses of futures that can (but need not) be realized. Each scenario has a script that is used to work out the key developments in technologies, society, economy, and markets necessary to arrive at the scenario. With the time-scale of significant changes in the ICT industry now shorter than one year, scenario planning provides one of the few structured ways to get an impression of the future."

Among different AmI scenarios which have been built up by several working groups in the US and in Europe, one very well known set of scenarios is the one by ISTAG. In [36] four scenarios have been described. We summarize them in Table 2.

4.2 Ambient Intelligence Technology Requirements

Using IVT technologies for communications means that interfaces have to be integrated with the real environment in such a way that user access to location-related content, including content concerning "virtual" locations, is as natural and intuitive as possible. Achieving this goal requires solutions to a number of technical and scientific problems. The IMSC of University of Southern California identified the following key issues [37]:

- current human-machine interfaces are in most cases inefficient, ineffective, one-way tools of communication, and there are currently no effective methodologies for managing, accessing, understanding and sharing integrated, distributed databases;
- real-time distribution and storage of multimedia content is complex and expensive;
- integration between multimedia technology and specific application contexts is poor, and this prevents the end user from making effective and productive use of these technologies;
- in areas such as medicine, commerce, communication and manufacturing industry, the lack of standard technologies and procedures implies that design, implementation and evaluation of modular multimedia solutions is costly, both in terms of time and of human resources.

In spite of this poor staring point, the AmI objective is to interface the environment with an individual who is communicating in natural language and through
Table 2. ISTAG scenarios for Ambient Intelligence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Key technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARIA (“Road warrior”)</td>
<td>An indoor environment of &quot;augmented objects&quot;, controlled via a wrist-worn personal communications device</td>
<td>Support for highly mobile professionals</td>
<td>- Voice-commanded radio frequency transmitter/receiver supporting different wireless protocols (GSM, UMTS, Bluetooth, 802.11b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Personalized 'Key of Keys' (e.g. biometric characteristics of the user)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Flexible &quot;ad hoc&quot; network management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- A micro-sized, network-independent device with integrated data acquisition capabilities. The device should have the ability to recognize the emotions of a speaker and provide ad hoc wireless communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Wireless LAN (e.g. Bluetooth) integrated with Wide Area Networks (WAN) (e.g. the cell-phone network)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIMITRIOS (“Digital Me”)</td>
<td>An outdoor environment where the user is supported by a Personal Digital Assistant (D-ME). The device engages in decision-making, virtual communications and exchanges of information with other D-ME devices</td>
<td>Support for the development and maintenance of social relations. Oriented to mass-market use</td>
<td>- Dynamically reconfigurable network devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Multifunctional, reconfigurable sensor networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Integration between Personal Area Networks (PAN), Vehicle Area Networks (VAN) e Wide Area Networks (WAN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARMEN (“Traffic, sustainability, e-commerce”)</td>
<td>An outdoor environment including an intelligent system for vehicle traffic management and goods delivery. The individual user is supported by a Personal Area Network</td>
<td>Support for personal and professional activities.</td>
<td>- Identification of individual users, groups of users and objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Networking between objects and users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNETTE &amp; SOLOMON (“Environment for social learning”)</td>
<td>An indoor environment realized through interaction between far apart spaces</td>
<td>Support for study groups</td>
<td>- Realization and management of virtual environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Smart interfaces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
gestures. Appendix accounts for some of the main research projects, already on-going and planned, in the area of ambient intelligence.

A key problem is how to break through the barrier between the individual and the network, so realizing efficient person-machine interfaces. Achieving ever high degrees of integration between users and the AmI implies the existence of connections between electronic and telecommunications devices the user wears and the surrounding environment. An advanced network to allow the interconnection of a range of different wearable devices would constitute a Body Area Network (BAN) [38,39]. A BAN is a heterogeneous network which meets at least the following requirements:

- is capable of connecting both complete devices and individual device components in an easy and reconfigurable way;
- supports a range of different connection technologies - using both wired and wireless techniques including radio, infrared, and optical;
- is easy to use and to configure;
- supports a range of different classes of data (real time audio and video, Internet, etc.);
- allows the user to connect to the outside world;
- ensures security with respect to connections with the outside world.

As the BAN has to support interoperability between devices from different manufacturers it is necessary to define a common communications protocol. In this setting a BAN device could be either a complete piece of equipment (for example a cell-phone) or a single component (such as an earphone or a keyboard). BANs do not usually have to communicate over distances greater than 1-2 metres.

Personal Area Networks (PANs) are very similar to BANs. A PAN is defined as a short range (about 10 m) wireless network allowing the creation of ad-hoc, configurable connections to/from the outside world. While BANs provide local management of devices worn by the user PANs create a network around the user. Typical applications for a PAN include a range of personal computational services provided via laptops, PDAs and mobile phones. A PAN, might, for instance, provide access to a printer located in the vicinity of the user or Internet access via a local port.

BANs and PANs will be able to follow the user wherever he/she goes. Strong interactions between BAN/PAN and the environment will allow AmI to get accurate perception of the user. Strong and advanced forms of interaction between the PAN and the BAN will allow the user to receive richer feedback from the surrounding AmI.

The underpinning technologies required to construct the AmI landscape cover a broad range of ICT technologies. In the following we highlight some of the required technologies.

4.3 Enabling Technologies

The realization of the AmI vision requires the development of a number of enabling technologies: some of them are today under study, and a few are sketched
in the following. We only concentrate below on interface technologies and mobile communications technologies. The former are focal to the development of IVT technologies. The latter aim to cope with the requirements of flexibility, scalability and efficient spectrum usage.

**Vision technologies.** Human vision is based on perception, a complex hypothesis testing mechanism grounded on the two optical images provided by the eyes. Today’s 3-D vision technologies are two: stereoscopy and holography. The former are more developed and are based on the parallax effect, exploited by the human vision system to perceive depth. Brain attempts to overlap the two different retinal images as much as possible by rotating the eyeballs towards a single focal point. The IMAX-3D [41] movie vision system is based on stereoscopy. The scene is filmed with two orthogonally polarized cameras located 6.5 cm apart (approximately the eyeball distance). The two images are then projected on one single movie theater screen. The spectator wears the IMAX-3D visor with polarized lenses matched to the two incoming waves.

Holography is a means to create an image without lenses. Differently from photography, in addition to the intensity of the light wave, holography memorizes its phase. Today it is still difficult to provide holographic moving images, so this technology is considered suitable for applications in a perspective beyond a ten year vision.

A number of other vision technologies are under study: this is one technology area in which some main breakthroughs will certainly happen: 3-D computer displays [42], miniaturized cameras for direct injection of images into the eye, etc. Another related technology is eyeball tracking.

**Smart dust.** ”Smart dust” [43] is a cloud of tiny speckles, each one of millimeter dimension, of active silicon: the prototype under development at Berkeley University is shown in Figure 10. Mote senses, communicates and is self-powered. Each mote converts sunlight into electricity, locally elaborates information, localizes itself, both in absolute and relative to other particles, communicates with other ones within a few meters; furthermore, they jointly act as a coordinated array of sensors, a distributed computer, and as a communications network.

A similar technology is ”smart painting”, a random network of wall-painted computers studied at the MIT [44].

---

1 ”Perception is not determined simply by the stimulus patterns; rather it is a dynamic searching for the best interpretation of the available data. ... The senses do not give us a picture of the world directly; rather they provide evidence for checking hypotheses about what lies before us. Indeed, we may say that a perceived object is a hypothesis, suggested and tested by sensory data. The Necker cube is a pattern which contains no clues as to which of two alternative hypotheses is correct. The perceptual system entertains first one then the other hypothesis, and never comes to a conclusion, for there is no best answer. Sometimes the eye and brain comes to wrong conclusions, and then we suffer hallucinations or illusions.” [40]
Some features of smart dust are: free-space communication at optical frequencies, bit rates in the order of kilobits per second, power consumption of a few milliwatts, adoption of power management strategies, directional transmission within a narrow beam.

**Radio reconfigurability.** Radio reconfigurability (also known as "software radio") [45] is a set of techniques and rules aiming at allowing the radio system reconfiguration through software downloading, so that the system can readapt to different standards. The ideal software radio system is a single wireless platform configured in software to support any wireless standards for any use, in any place, at any time.

Expected impacts of software radio on system design are widespread: from base stations to terminals, and to network infrastructures, from standards definitions to spectrum regulation issues, etc. This will be a fundamental technology to reach the objective of flexibility at equipment level, the objective of scalability at system level, and that of optimum use of frequency spectrum.

**Smart antennas.** Smart antennas aim at dynamically controlling interference produced into the system and external interference captured from it [46]. In transmission a smart antenna ideally radiates power only towards the desired user. In reception it ideally captures power only from the desired user. These antennas are now already considered in cellular system base station designs.
for inclusion as an option within 3G systems. In the future, their use will be extremely widespread, as spectrum efficiency will be one major target in system design.

**Stratospheric platforms.** Stratospheric platforms, also known as High Altitude Local Orbiters (HALOs), are among possible new system developments to provide direct and immediate WAN access to telecommunications resources [47]. They are quasi-geostationary platforms located at an altitude around 25 km above ground operating at millimeter wave frequencies.

HALOs can provide cellular coverage in line-of-sight. Their very large elevation angles (more than 60 deg) promise visibility much better than that achievable with geostationary satellite systems; the usage of millimeter wave frequencies can allow use of very large bandwidths, which can result in system capacity much larger than achievable with cellular systems.

Main expected applications are last mile interactive multimedia services distribution to low cost rooftop terminals. Each stratospheric platform acts as the highest tower in town, providing high density, high capacity, high speed services, with low power requirements, and no latency, mainly to metropolitan and suburban areas. On-board switching is adopted for direct connection between subscribers within the same platform coverage area. Traffic for subscribers outside the stratospheric platform coverage area will be routed through ground stations and/or by means of inter-platform links.

**Ultra wide band communications.** Ultra wide band (UWB) communication (also known as ”Impulse radio”) [48] is a technique to spread the signal bandwidth over an exceptionally large bandwidth (well beyond those of 3G CDMA systems), starting from frequencies close to baseband and with cancellation of the continuous wave. Through the use of extremely narrow pulses (duration of a few nanoseconds) the r.f. bandwidth is in excess of 1 GHz. UWB allows large capacity multiple access, very large values of individual bit rates (e.g. 100 Mbit/s), and very low power spectral densities. Furthermore, the intrinsic diversity provided by the ultra wide bandwidth, combined with the use of RAKE receiver structures, allows multipath fading immunity and better and stable transmission quality. Finally, the usage of low frequencies provides improved penetration of radio waves through walls.

UWB will allow spectrum coexistence of different signals for different services overcoming the present problem of inefficient use of large portions of spectrum, permanently and exclusively allocated and poorly used. Main expected applications are indoor interactive multimedia communications, localization and distance measurements. UWB is therefore one possible technology candidate to wirelessly distribute multimedia services provided through last mile technologies, such as e.g. HALOs. Presently, the Federal Communications Commission in the U.S. started the standardization procedure to allow commercial use of UWB [49].
5 Conclusions

This tutorial papers aimed at highlighting some main issues related to the development of virtual technologies, wireless communications technologies and ambient intelligent technologies. These three sectors will be central to the development of a new technology perspective which is expected to materialize in the 2010s.
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Appendix: Research on Virtual Technologies

European VICE Projects

**Distributed Virtual Environment (DIVE).** DIVE is a virtual immersive cooperative environment (VICE) created by the Swedish Institute of Computer Science. The goal is to build a modular environment which can be easily adapted to specific situations [50]. The environment consists of a structured family of objects that allows a programmer to separate different phases in data processing and to manage complex interactions without need for specific control routines. This makes it relatively easy to create applications for specific environments. As a result programmers created a number of environments sharing the same structure and interface. One of these is VR-VIBE, a VICE designed to facilitate literature
search and the display of search results [18]. In this environment information is represented as a set of colored polygons whose color depends on the kind of search performed by users. When users have their search completed, they can navigate through the environment. When they wish to consult complete literature information they interact with individual polygons. Users who have worked with VR-VIBE generally find it satisfactory. However, test results show that the shared use of the environment by multiple users can lead to difficulties. One of the most critical of these is the definition of shared search criteria. The attempt to solve this problem has led to the creation of the COllaborative Virtual ENvironment (COVEN), with the goal to design and implement new DIVE tools able to facilitate multi-user interaction. COVEN is devoting special attention to the features provided by avatars, to ways in which users can modify their viewpoint to adapt to other actors, and to the implementation of voice-based communications [51].

Model Architecture and System for Spatial Interaction in Virtual Environments (MASSIVE). MASSIVE has been implemented by researchers from the University of Nottingham, UK [20]. Like DIVE, MASSIVE allows adopting a scalable approach to environment implementation. In particular, the system makes it possible to build separate "worlds" connected by "foyers". What differentiates MASSIVE from DIVE is the decision to use a spatial interaction model based on the concepts of "aura", "focus" and "nimbus". Aura denotes an area of space surrounding each of the actors and objects within the virtual environment. Interactions take place within auras. Two individuals can interact only when their auras collide. The concepts of focus and nimbus make it possible to define actors' awareness during the interaction. To be more specific, focus allows to communicate one actor's level of awareness to another actor or to an object. Nimbus allows an actor to modify the way in which he/she is perceived when enters another actor's aura. The spatial model has been recently extended [52] by introducing "third-party objects" with the ability to alter actors' levels of awareness. In this way, for example, a designer can create isolated rooms which are impenetrable to external auras. The use of a spatial interaction model should be considered as a step forward towards the implementation of a genuine collaborative environment. By modifying the aura, the focus and the nimbus, actors can define "zones of interest". This makes it possible to modularize group activities and to use MASSIVE in a range of situations involving collaborative work.

MAintenancE System based on Telepresence for Remote Operators (MAESTRO). This project, coordinated by Thomson CSF/LCR, has developed a distributed system based on augmented reality for maintenance and repair and for training of maintenance workers. The user interacts with the malfunctioning equipment via a video-screen where real images are merged with multimedia information and scenes describing the equipment under test. The MAESTRO
platform integrates a number of different technologies: a 3-D tracker (to localize bodies in space), special navigation and manipulation peripherals, 3-D modelling, voice recognition, synchronized rendering of hybrid environments (video sources, audio, 3-D models, images, documents), multimedia streaming over networks with guaranteed QoS.

**Avatar based conferencing in virtual worlds for business purposes (AVATAR CONFERENCE).** AVATAR CONFERENCE is a toolkit for the set-up and administration of virtual online conferences in which users are represented as avatars. The system provides means for spontaneous and intuitive communications between partners, through a multimedia multi-user real-time communication, speech and voice recognition facilities, online translation services, user representation within virtual worlds, multi-user 3D-manipulation and whiteboard, application sharing facilities on PC.

**European Ambient Interaction Projects**

**Theatre of Work Enabling Relationships (TOWER).** TOWER is a e-Work project aiming at developing a new cooperative environment and workspace to enable new ways of working over a distance for synchronous, as well as asynchronous working modes. It intends to augment existing groupware systems through sensors and agents, which recognize awareness information.

**A new paradigm for high-quality mixing of real and virtual (ORIGAMI).** This European research project is about the development of new methodologies for the seamless mixing of real and virtual elements. This is applied to cinema and TV production, including both interactive and diffusive services. A digital analysis of reality with advanced real-time feedback to control movement and position. The project involves three European universities, three big production companies for cinema, TV and advertisement (BBC, Framestore, China Town) and an Italian company that develops software for special effects in cinema applications.

**Advanced Distributed for sensor network Architecture (ADA).** The project deals with the sensing devices and data collection parts of the environmental monitoring systems. The project aims in to define an architecture for supporting data transmission combined with the promising innovations in the areas of intelligent sensors and intelligent terminals.

**Virtual Immersive COMmunications (VICOM).** (funding approval from the Italian research ministry in progress) VICOM aims to study and develop techniques, protocols and applications leading to the implementation and evaluation of two major demonstrators in the field of VIT. The demonstrators have
been chosen to represent complementary needs in terms both of applications scenarios and technologies (infrastructure platforms, development systems, support terminals). With this goal in mind the demonstrators will deal respectively with mobility in immersive environments and with immersive tele-training. Both these environments will require the study of enabling technologies - in particular mobile and fixed telecommunications networks and distributed information processing.

Research at MIT MediaLab

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Medialab [44] hosts several research groups that are investigating on specific aspects of AmI. Some main activities of these groups are referred below:

**Affective Computing.** The Affective Computing research group aims to bridge the gap between computational systems and human emotions. Their research addresses machine recognition and modeling of human emotional expression, machine learning of human preferences as communicated by user affect, intelligent computer handling of human emotions, computer communication of affective information between people, affective expression in machines and computational toys, emotion modeling for intelligent machine behavior; tools to help develop human social-emotional skills, and new sensors and devices to help gather, communicate, and express emotional information. As an example, one project (“Recognizing Affect in Speech”) aims at building computational models for the automatic recognition of affective expressions in speech.

**Context-Aware Computing.** The Context-Aware Computing group is interested in using "context knowledge" such as what we do, what we have done, where we are and how we feel about it, in order to interact with the environment around us. By understanding and using the contextual reality of a situation, they aim at redefining person-computer interaction. One example is a project (“Disruption”) attempting to make a computer intelligent enough to select the appropriate sensorial modality based on the user’s preferred perceptual channel. This project investigates which modality is the most efficient and at the same time, the least disruptive. Five interruption modalities are studied: heat, smell, sound, vibration, and light. An important observation is that subjects are affected differently by each of the modalities. Subjects’ reactions depended on their previous exposure to a specific modality. They will build a notification system that finds a user’s preference of interruptions, adapts to those preferences, and uses them to interrupt the user in an incremental way. The system will then be a self-adaptive interface. Another example is a system (“Eye-aRe Eye-aRe”) designed to detect and communicate the intentional information conveyed in eye movement. A glasses-mounted wireless device stores and transfers information based on users’ eye motion and external IR devices, thus promoting an enriched
experience with their environment. The system measures eye motion and utilizes this as an implicit input channel to a sensor system and computer. Eye motion detection can be used to recognize a users’ gaze. When the person’s eyes are fixed the system infers that he is paying attention to something in the environment and then it attempts to facilitate an exchange of information in either direction on the user’s behalf.

**Tangible Media.** We live between two worlds: our physical environment and the cyberspace. Tangible Media group’s focus is on the design of seamless interfaces between humans, digital information, and the physical environment. People have developed sophisticated skills for sensing and manipulating our physical environments. However, most of these skills are not employed by traditional graphical user interfaces. The Tangible Media group is designing a variety of ”tangible interfaces” based on these skills by giving physical form to digital information, seamlessly coupling the two worlds. In this framework the ”ComTouch” project explores interpersonal communication by means of haptic technology. Touch as an augmentation to existing communication may provide and enhance existing audio and video media. ComTouch is a hand-held device that allows the squeeze under each finger to be represented as vibration. This haptic device aims at enabling users to transmit thoughts, feelings, and concepts to each other remotely. The form factor is designed to fit on the back of a cellular phone; as users talk on the cell phone, they can squeeze and transmit a representation of their touch. Another project (“inTouch”) explores new forms of interpersonal communication through touch. Force-feedback technology is employed to create the illusion that people, separated by distance, are interacting with a shared physical object. The ”shared” object provides a haptic link between geographically distributed users, opening up a channel for physical expression over distance.

**Research at Washington University HIT Lab**

The Human Interface Technology (HIT) Lab at Washington University is engaged in a number of projects on Mixed Reality [53]. In the follow we present two of them.

**Shared Space.** The Shared Space interface intends demonstrating how augmented reality can enhance both face-to-face and remote collaboration. For face-to-face collaboration, it allows users to see each other and the real world at the same time as 3-D virtual images between them, supporting natural communication between users and intuitive manipulation of the virtual objects. For remote collaboration, the system allows life-sized live virtual video images of remote user to be overlaid on the local real environment, supporting spatial cues and removing the need to be physically present at a desktop machine to conference.
Multimodal Interfaces. This project involves the development of software libraries for incorporating multimodal input into human computer interfaces. These libraries combine natural language and artificial intelligence techniques to allow human computer interaction with an intuitive mix of voice, gesture, speech, gaze and body motion. Interface designers will be able to use this software for both high and low level understanding of multimodal input and generation of the appropriate response.
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Abstract. In this half-day tutorial, we present the current state-of-the-art in optical networks. We begin by discussing the various optical devices used in optical networks. Then, we present wavelength-routed networks, which is currently the dominant architecture for optical networks. We discuss wavelength allocation policies, calculation of call blocking probabilities, and network optimization techniques. Subsequently, we focus on the various protocols that have been proposed for wavelength-routed networks. Specifically, we present a framework for IP over optical networks, MPLS, LDP, CR-LDP, and GMPLS. Next, we discuss optical packet switching and optical burst switching, two new emerging and highly promising technologies.

1 Introduction

Over the last few years we have witnessed a wide deployment of point-to-point wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) transmission technology in the Internet infrastructure. The corresponding massive increase in network bandwidth due to WDM has heightened the need for faster switching at the core of the network. At the same time, there has been a growing effort to enhance the Internet Protocol (IP) to support traffic engineering \cite{1,2} as well as different levels of Quality of Service (QoS) \cite{3}. Label Switching Routers (LSRs) running Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) \cite{4,5} are being deployed to address the issues of faster switching, QoS support, and traffic engineering. On one hand, label switching simplifies the forwarding function, thereby making it possible to operate at higher data rates. On the other hand, MPLS enables the Internet architecture, built upon the connectionless Internet Protocol, to behave in a connection-oriented fashion that is more conducive to supporting QoS and traffic engineering.

The rapid advancement and evolution of optical technologies makes it possible to move beyond point-to-point WDM transmission systems to an all-optical backbone network that can take full advantage of the available bandwidth. Such a network consists of a number of optical cross-connects (OXC) arranged in an arbitrary topology, and its main function is to provide interconnection to a number of IP/MPLS subnetworks. Each OXC can switch the optical signal coming in on a wavelength of an input fiber link to the same wavelength in an output fiber link. The OXC may also be equipped with converters that permit it to switch the optical signal on an incoming wavelength of an input fiber to
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some other wavelength on an output fiber link. The main mechanism of transport in such a network is the lightpath (also referred to as $\lambda$-channel), an optical communication channel established over the network of OXCs which may span a number of fiber links (physical hops). If no wavelength converters are used, a lightpath is associated with the same wavelength on each hop. This is the well-known wavelength continuity constraint. Using converters, a different wavelength on each hop may be used to create a lightpath. Thus, a lightpath is an end-to-end optical connection established between two subnetworks attached to the optical backbone.

Currently, there is tremendous interest within both the industry and the research community in optical networks in which OXCs provide the switching functionality. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is investigating the use of Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) \cite{6} and related signaling protocols to set up and tear down lightpaths. GMPLS is an extension of MPLS that supports multiple types of switching, including switching based on wavelengths usually referred to as Multi-Protocol Lambda Switching (MP$\lambda$S). With GMPLS, the OXC backbone and the IP/MPLS subnetworks will share common functionality in the control plane, making it possible to seamlessly integrate all-optical networks within the overall Internet infrastructure. Also, the Optical Domain Service Interconnection (ODSI) initiative (which has completed its work) and the Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) are concerned with the interface between an IP/MPLS subnetwork and the OXC to which it is attached as well as the interface between OXCs, and have several activities to address MPLS over WDM issues \cite{7}. Optical networks have also been the subject of extensive research \cite{8} investigating issues such as virtual topology design \cite{9,10}, call blocking performance \cite{11,12}, protection and restoration \cite{13,14}, routing algorithms and wavelength allocation policies \cite{15,16,17}, and the effect of wavelength conversion \cite{18,19,20}, among others.

The tutorial is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic elements of the optical network architecture, and Section 3 presents the routing and wavelength assignment problem, the fundamental control problem in optical networks. Section 4 discusses standardization activities under way for optical networks, with an emphasis on control plane issues. Section 5 discusses a framework for IP over optical networks, MPLS, the signaling protocols LDP and CR-LDP, and GMPLS. Section 6 describes optical packet switching, and finally, Section 7 describes an emerging technology, optical burst switching.

2 Wavelength Routing Network Architecture

The architecture for wide-area WDM networks that is widely expected to form the basis for a future all-optical infrastructure is built on the concept of wavelength routing. A wavelength routing network, shown in Figure 1, consists of optical cross-connects (OXCs) connected by a set of fiber links to form an arbitrary mesh topology. The services that a wavelength routed network offers to attached client subnetworks are in the form of logical connections implemented
using *lightpaths*. Lightpaths are clear optical paths which may traverse a number of fiber links in the optical network. Information transmitted on a lightpath does not undergo any conversion to and from electrical form within the optical network, and thus, the architecture of the OXCs can be very simple because they do not need to do any signal processing. Furthermore, since a lightpath behaves as a literally transparent “clear channel” between the source and destination subnetwork, there is nothing in the signal path to limit the throughput of the fibers.

The OXCs provide the switching and routing functions for supporting the logical data connections between client subnetworks. An OXC takes in an optical signal at each of the wavelengths at an input port, and can switch it to a particular output port, independent of the other wavelengths. An OXC with $N$ input and $N$ output ports capable of handling $W$ wavelengths per port can be thought of as $W$ independent $N \times N$ optical switches. These switches have to be preceded by a wavelength demultiplexer and followed by a wavelength multiplexer to implement an OXC, as shown in Figure 2. Thus, an OXC can cross-connect the different wavelengths from the input to the output, where the connection pattern of each wavelength is independent of the others. By appropriately configuring the OXCs along the physical path, logical connections (lightpaths) may be established between any pair of subnetworks.

![Fig. 1. Optical network architecture](image)

As Figure 1 illustrates, each OXC has an associated *electronic* control unit attached to one of its input/output ports. The control unit is responsible for control and management functions related to setting up and tearing down lightpaths;
these functions are discussed in detail in Section 4. In particular, the control unit communicates directly with its OXC, and is responsible for issuing configuration commands to the OXC in order to implement a desired set of lightpath connections; this communication takes place over a (possibly proprietary) interface that depends on the OXC technology. The control unit also communicates with the control units of adjacent OXCs or with attached client subnetworks over single-hop lightpaths as shown in Figure 1. These lightpaths are typically implemented over administratively configured ports at each OXC and use a separate control wavelength at each fiber. Thus, we distinguish between the paths that data and control signals take in the optical network: data lightpaths originate and terminate at client subnetworks and transparently traverse the OXCs, while control lightpaths are electronically terminated at the control unit of each OXC. Communication on the control lightpaths uses a standard signaling protocol (e.g., GMPLS), as well as other standard protocols necessary for carrying out important network functions including label distribution, routing, and network state dissemination. Standardization efforts are crucial to the seamless integration of multi-vendor optical network technology, and are discussed in Section 4.

Client subnetworks attach to the optical network via edge nodes which provide the interface between non-optical devices and the optical core. This interface is denoted as UNI (user-to-network interface) in Figure 1. The edge nodes act as the terminating points (sources and destinations) for the optical signal paths; the communication paths may continue outside the optical network in electrical form. In Figure 1, only the label switching routers (LSRs) of the two IP/MPLS subnetworks which are directly attached to an OXC implement the UNI and may originate or terminate lightpaths. For the remainder of this chapter we will make the assumption that client subnetworks run the IP/MPLS protocols. This assumption reflects the IP-centric nature of the emerging control architecture for
optical networks [21]. However, edge nodes supporting any network technology (including ATM switches and SONET/SDH devices) may connect to the optical network as long as an appropriate UNI is defined and implemented.

In [22,23], the concept of a lightpath was generalized into that of a light-tree, which, like a lightpath, is a clear channel originating at a given source node and implemented with a single wavelength. But unlike a lightpath, a light-tree has multiple destination nodes, hence it is a point-to-multipoint channel. The physical links implementing a light-tree form a tree, rooted at the source node, rather than a path in the physical topology, hence the name. Light-trees may be implemented by employing optical devices known as power splitters [24] at the OXCs. A power splitter has the ability to split an incoming signal, arriving at some wavelength $\lambda$, into up to $m$ outgoing signals, $m \geq 2$; $m$ is referred to as the fanout of the power splitter. Each of these $m$ signals is then independently switched to a different output port of the OXC. Note that due to the splitting operation and associated losses, the optical signals resulting from the splitting of the original incoming signal must be amplified before leaving the OXC. Also, to ensure the quality of each outgoing signal, the fanout $m$ of the power splitter may have to be limited to a small number. If the OXC is also capable of wavelength conversion, each of the $m$ outgoing signal may be shifted, independently of the others, to a wavelength different than the incoming wavelength $\lambda$. Otherwise, all $m$ outgoing signals must be on the same wavelength $\lambda$.

An attractive feature of light-trees is the inherent capability for performing multicasting in the optical domain (as opposed to performing multicasting at a higher layer, e.g., the network layer, which requires electro-optic conversion). Such wavelength routed light-trees are useful for transporting high-bandwidth, real-time applications such as high-definition TV (HDTV). Therefore, OXCs equipped with power splitters will be referred to as multicast-capable OXCs (MC-OXCs). Note that, just like with converter devices, incorporating power splitters within an OXC is expected to increase the network cost because of the need for power amplification and the difficulty of fabrication.

3 Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)

A unique feature of optical WDM networks is the tight coupling between routing and wavelength selection. As can be seen in Figure 1, a lightpath is implemented by selecting a path of physical links between the source and destination edge nodes, and reserving a particular wavelength on each of these links for the lightpath. Thus, in establishing an optical connection we must deal with both routing (selecting a suitable path) and wavelength assignment (allocating an available wavelength for the connection). The resulting problem is referred to as the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem [17], and is significantly more difficult than the routing problem in electronic networks. The additional complexity arises from the fact that routing and wavelength assignment are subject to the following two constraints:
1. **Wavelength continuity constraint**: a lightpath must use the same wavelength on all the links along its path from source to destination edge node.
2. **Distinct wavelength constraint**: all lightpaths using the same link (fiber) must be allocated distinct wavelengths.

The RWA problem in optical networks is illustrated in Figure 3, where it is assumed that each fiber supports two wavelengths. The effect of the wavelength continuity constraint is represented by replicating the network into as many copies as the number of wavelengths (in this case, two). If wavelength $i$ is selected for a lightpath, the source and destination edge node communicate over the $i$-th copy of the network. Thus, finding a path for a connection may potentially involve solving $W$ routing problems for a network with $W$ wavelengths, one for each copy of the network.

The wavelength continuity constraint may be relaxed if the OXCs are equipped with *wavelength converters* [13]. A wavelength converter is a single input/output device that converts the wavelength of an optical signal arriving at its input port to a different wavelength as the signal departs from its output port, but otherwise leaves the optical signal unchanged. In OXCs without a wavelength conversion capability, an incoming signal at port $p_i$ on wavelength $\lambda$ can be optically switched to any port $p_j$, but must leave the OXC on the same wavelength $\lambda$. With wavelength converters, this signal could be optically switched to any port $p_j$ on some other wavelength $\lambda'$. That is, wavelength conversion allows a lightpath to use different wavelengths along different physical links.
Different levels of wavelength conversion capability are possible. Figure 4 illustrates the differences for a single input and single output port situation; the case for multiple ports is more complicated but similar. Full wavelength conversion capability implies that any input wavelength may be converted to any other wavelength. Limited wavelength conversion \[25\] denotes that each input wavelength may be converted to any of a specific set of wavelengths, which is not the set of all wavelengths for at least one input wavelength. A special case of this is fixed wavelength conversion, where each input wavelength can be converted to exactly one other wavelength. If each wavelength is “converted” only to itself, then we have no conversion.

The advantage of full wavelength conversion is that it removes the wavelength continuity constraint, making it possible to establish a lightpath as long as each link along the path from source to destination has a free wavelength (which could be different for different links). As a result, the RWA problem reduces to the classical routing problem, that is, finding a suitable path for each connection in the network. Referring to Figure 4, full wavelength conversion collapses the \( W \) copies of the network into a single copy on which the routing problem is solved. On the other hand, with limited conversion, the RWA problem becomes more complex than with no conversion. To see why, note that employing limited conversion at the OXCs introduces links between some of the network copies of Figure 3. For example, if wavelength \( \lambda_1 \) can be converted to wavelength \( \lambda_2 \) but not to wavelength \( \lambda_3 \), then links must be introduced from each OXC in copy 1 of the network to the corresponding OXC in copy 2, but not to the corresponding OXC in copy 3. When selecting a path for the connection, at each OXC there is the option of remaining at the same network copy or moving to another one, depending on the conversion capability of the OXC. Since the number of alternatives increases exponentially with the number of OXCs that need to be traversed, the complexity of the RWA problem increases accordingly.
Wavelength conversion (full or limited) increases the routing choices for a given lightpath (i.e., makes more efficient use of wavelengths), resulting in better performance. Since converter devices increase network cost, a possible middle ground is to use sparse conversion, that is, to employ converters in some, but not all, OXCs in the network. In this case, a lightpath must use the same wavelength along each link in a segment of its path between OXCs equipped with converters, but it may use a different wavelength along the links of another such segment. It has been shown that implementing full conversion at a relatively small fraction of the OXCs in the network is sufficient to achieve almost all the benefits of conversion [11,19].

With the availability of MC-OXCs and the existence of multicast traffic demands, the problem of establishing light-trees to satisfy these demands arises. We will call this problem the multicast routing and wavelength assignment (MC-RWA) problem. MC-RWA bears many similarities to the RWA problem discussed above. Specifically, the tight coupling between routing and wavelength assignment remains, and even becomes stronger: in the absence of wavelength conversion the same wavelength must be used by the multicast connection not just along the links of a single path but along all the links of the light-tree. Since the construction of optimal trees for routing multicast connections is by itself a hard problem [26], the combined MC-RWA problem becomes even harder.

Routing and wavelength assignment is the fundamental control problem in optical WDM networks. Since the performance of a network depends not only on its physical resources (e.g., OXCs, converters, fibers links, number of wavelengths per fiber, etc.) but also on how it is controlled, the objective of an RWA algorithm is to achieve the best possible performance within the limits of physical constraints. The RWA (and MC-RWA) problem can be cast in numerous forms. The different variants of the problem, however, can be classified under one of two broad versions: a static RWA, whereby the traffic requirements are known in advance, and a dynamic RWA, in which a sequence of lightpath requests arrive in some random fashion. The static RWA problem arises naturally in the design and capacity planning phase of architecting an optical network, and is discussed in Section 3.1. The dynamic RWA problem is encountered during the real-time network operation phase and involves the dynamic provisioning of lightpaths; this issue is addressed in Section 3.2.

3.1 Static RWA

If the traffic patterns in the network are reasonably well-known in advance and any traffic variations take place over long time scales, the most effective technique for establishing optical connections (lightpaths) between client subnetworks is by formulating and solving a static RWA problem. Therefore, static RWA is appropriate for provisioning a set of semipermanent connections. Since these connections are assumed to remain in place for relatively long periods of time, it is worthwhile to attempt to optimize the way in which network resources (e.g., physical links and wavelengths) are assigned to each connection, even though optimization may require a considerable computational effort. Because off-line
algorithms have knowledge of the entire set of demands (as opposed to on-line algorithms that have no knowledge of future demands), they make more efficient use of network resources and project a lower overall capacity requirement.

**Physical Topology Design.** In this phase the network operator has a demand forecast and must decide on a topology to connect client subnetworks through OXCs. This step includes the sizing of links (e.g., determining the number of wavelength channels and the capacity of each channel) and OXCs (e.g., determining the number of ports), as well as the placement of resources such as amplifiers, wavelength converters, and power splitters. Moreover, to deal with link or OXC failures, it is desirable to ensure that there are at least two (or three) paths between any pair of OXCs in the network, i.e., that the graph corresponding to the physical topology of the optical network is two- or three-connected. Often, geographical or administrative considerations may impose further constraints on the physical topology.

If a network does not already exist, the physical topology must be designed from scratch. Obviously, the outcome of this step strongly depends on the accuracy of the demand forecast, and the potential for error is significant when designers have to guess the load in a new network. Therefore, many providers take a cautious approach by initially building a skeleton network and adding new resources as necessary by actual user demand. In this *incremental* network design, it is assumed that sets of user demands arrive over multiple time periods. Resources (e.g., OXCs, fiber links, wavelength channels) are added incrementally to satisfy each new set of demands, in a way that the additional capacity required is minimized.

A physical topology design problem was considered in [27]. Given a number of LSRs and a set of lightpaths to be set up among pairs of LSRs, the objective was to determine the two-connected physical topology with the minimum number of OXCs to establish all the lightpaths (this is a combined physical/virtual topology design problem in that the routing and wavelength assignment for the lightpaths is also determined). An iterative solution approach was considered, whereby a genetic algorithm was used to iterate over the space of physical topologies, and heuristics were employed for routing and wavelength assignment on a given physical topology (refer to the next subsection for details on RWA heuristics). The algorithm was applied to networks with up to 1000 LSRs and tens of thousands of lightpaths, and provided insight into the capacity requirements for realistic optical networks. For example, it was shown that the number of OXCs increases much slower than the number of LSRs, and also that the number of OXCs increases only moderately as the number of lightpaths increases by a factor of two or three. These results indicate that optical networks to interconnect a large number of LSRs can be built to provide rich connectivity with moderate cost.

Other studies related to capacity planning have looked into the problem of optimally placing network resources such as converters or power splitters (for multicast). The problem of converter placement was addressed in [11,28], and
optimal [28] (for uniform traffic only) or near-optimal greedy [11] algorithms (for general traffic patterns) were developed. While both studies established that a small number of converters (approximately 30% of the number of OXCs) is sufficient, the results in [11] demonstrate that (a) the optimal placement of converters is extremely sensitive to the actual traffic pattern, and (b) an incremental approach to deploying converters may not lead to optimal (or near-optimal) results. The work in [29] considered the problem of optimally allocating the multicast-capable OXCs (MC-OXCs) to establish light-trees, and a greedy heuristic was proposed. It was found that there is little performance improvement if more than 50% of the OXCs in the network are multicast-capable, and that the optimal location of MC-OXCs depends on the traffic pattern.

Overall, the physical topology design problem is quite complex because the topology, the link and OXC capacities, and the number and location of optical devices such as converters and amplifiers strongly depends on the routing of lightpaths and the wavelength assignment strategy. If we make the problem less constrained, allowing the topology, routing, wavelength assignment, link capacity, etc., to change, the problem becomes very hard because these parameters are coupled in complicated ways. In practice, the topology may be constrained by external factors making the problem easier to deal with; for instance the existence of a deployed fiber infrastructure may dictate the location of OXCs and the links between them. However, the area of physical topology design for optical networks remains a rich area for future research.

Virtual Topology Design. A solution to the static RWA problem consists of a set of long-lived lightpaths which create a logical (or virtual) topology among the edge nodes. This virtual topology is embedded onto the physical topology of optical fiber links and OXCs. Accordingly, the static RWA problem is often referred to as the virtual topology design problem [9]. In the virtual topology, there is a directed link from edge node \( s \) to edge node \( d \) if a lightpath originating at \( s \) and terminating at \( d \) is set up (refer also to Figure 1), and edge node \( s \) is said to be “one hop away” from edge node \( d \) in the virtual topology, although the two nodes may be separated by a number of physical links. The type of virtual topology that can be created is usually constrained by the underlying physical topology. In particular, it is generally not possible to implement fully connected virtual topologies: for \( N \) edge nodes this would require each edge node to maintain \( N - 1 \) lightpaths and the optical network to support a total of \( N(N - 1) \) lightpaths. Even for modest values of \( N \), this degree of connectivity is beyond the reach of current optical technology, both in terms of the number of wavelengths that can be supported and in terms of the optical hardware (transmitters and receivers) required at each edge node.

In its most general form, the RWA problem is specified by providing the physical topology of the network and the traffic requirements. The physical topology corresponds to the deployment of cables in some existing fiber infrastructure, and is given as a graph \( G_p(V, E_p) \), where \( V \) is the set of OXCs and \( E_p \) is the set of fibers that interconnect them. The traffic requirements are specified in a
traffic matrix $\mathbf{T} = \{p_{sd}\}$, where $p_{sd}$ is a measure of the long-term traffic flowing from source edge node $s$ to destination edge node $d$. Quantity $\rho$ represents the (deterministic) total offered load to the network, while the $p_{sd}$ parameters define the distribution of the offered traffic.

Routing and wavelength assignment are considered together as an optimization problem using integer programming formulations. Usually, the objective of the formulation is to minimize the maximum congestion level in the network subject to network resource constraints [9,10]. While other objective functions are possible, such as minimizing the average weighted number of hops or minimizing the average packet delay, minimizing network congestion is preferable since it can lead to linear programming (ILP) formulations. While we do not present the RWA problem formulation here, the interested reader may refer to [30,9,10]. These formulations turn out to have extremely large numbers of variables, and are intractable for large networks. This fact has motivated the development of heuristic approaches for finding good solutions efficiently.

Before we describe the various heuristic approaches, we note that the static RWA problem can be logically decomposed into four subproblems. The decomposition is approximate or inexact, in the sense that solving the subproblems in sequence and combining the solutions may not result in the optimal solution for the fully integrated problem, or some later subproblem may have no solution given the solution obtained for an earlier subproblem, so no solution to the original problem may be obtained. However, the decomposition provides insight into the structure of the RWA problem and is a first step towards the design of effective heuristics. Assuming no wavelength conversion, the subproblems are as follows.

1. **Topology Subproblem**: Determine the logical topology to be imposed on the physical topology, that is, determine the lightpaths in terms of their source and destination edge nodes.
2. **Lightpath Routing Subproblem**: Determine the physical links which each lightpath consists of, that is, route the lightpaths over the physical topology.
3. **Wavelength Assignment Subproblem**: Determine the wavelength each lightpath uses, that is, assign a wavelength to each lightpath in the logical topology so that wavelength restrictions are obeyed for each physical link.
4. **Traffic Routing Subproblem**: Route packet traffic between source and destination edge nodes over the logical topology obtained.

A large number of heuristic algorithms have been developed in the literature to solve the general static RWA problem discussed here or its many variants. Overall, however, the different heuristics can be classified into three broad categories: (1) algorithms which solve the overall ILP problem sub-optimally, (2) algorithms which tackle only a subset of the four subproblems, and (3) algorithms which address the problem of embedding regular logical topologies onto the physical topology.

Suboptimal solutions can be obtained by applying classical tools developed for complex optimization problems directly to the ILP problem. One technique
is to use LP-relaxation followed by rounding \cite{31}. In this case, the integer constraints are relaxed creating a non-integral problem which can be solved by some linear programming method, and then a rounding algorithm is applied to obtain a new solution which obeys the integer constraints. Alternatively, genetic algorithms or simulated annealing \cite{32} can be applied to obtain locally optimal solutions. The main drawback of these approaches is that it is difficult to control the quality of the final solution for large networks: simulated annealing is computationally expensive and thus, it may not be possible to adequately explore the state space, while LP-relaxation may lead to solutions from which it is difficult to apply rounding algorithms.

Another class of algorithms tackles the RWA problem by initially solving the first three subproblems listed above; traffic routing is then performed by employing well-known routing algorithms on the logical topology. One approach for solving the three subproblems is to maximize the amount of traffic that is carried on one-hop lightpaths, i.e., traffic that is routed from source to destination edge node directly on a lightpath. A greedy approach taken in \cite{33} is to create lightpaths between edge nodes in order of decreasing traffic demands as long as the wavelength continuity and distinct wavelength constraints are satisfied. This algorithm starts with a logical topology with no links (lightpaths) and sequentially adds lightpaths as long as doing so does not violate any of the problem constraints. The reverse approach is also possible \cite{34}; starting with a fully connected logical topology, an algorithm sequentially removes the lightpath carrying the smallest traffic flows until no constraint is violated. At each step (i.e., after removing a lightpath), the traffic routing subproblem is solved in order to find the lightpath with the smallest flow.

The third approach to RWA is to start with a given logical topology, thus avoiding to directly solve the first of the four subproblems listed above. Regular topologies are good candidates as logical topologies since they are well understood and results regarding bounds and averages (e.g., for hop lengths) are easier to derive. Algorithms for routing traffic on a regular topology are usually simple, so the traffic routing subproblem can be trivially solved. Also, regular topologies possess inherent load balancing characteristics which are important when the objective is to minimize the maximum congestion.

Once a regular topology is decided on as the one to implement the logical topology, it remains to decide which physical node will realize each given node in the regular topology (this is usually referred to as the node mapping subproblem), and which sequence of physical links will be used to realize each given edge (lightpath) in the regular topology (this path mapping subproblem is equivalent to the lightpath routing and wavelength assignment subproblems discussed earlier). This procedure is usually referred to embedding a regular topology in the physical topology. Both the node and path mapping subproblems are intractable, and heuristics have been proposed in the literature \cite{34,35}. For instance, a heuristic for mapping the nodes of shuffle topologies based on the gradient algorithm was developed in \cite{35}.
Given that all the algorithms for the RWA problem are based on heuristics, it is important to be able to characterize the quality of the solutions obtained. To this end, one must resort to comparing the solutions to known bounds on the optimal solution. A comprehensive discussion of bounds for the RWA problem and the theoretical considerations involved in deriving them can be found in [9]. A simulation-based comparison of the relative performance of the three classes of heuristic for the RWA problem is presented in [10]. The results indicate that the second class of algorithms discussed earlier achieve the best performance.

The study in [22] also focused on virtual topology design (i.e., static RWA) for point-to-point traffic but observed that, since a light-tree is a more general representation of a lightpath, the set of virtual topologies that can be implemented using light-trees is a superset of the virtual topologies that can be implemented only using lightpaths. Thus, for any given virtual topology problem, an optimal solution using light-trees is guaranteed to be at least as good and possibly an improvement over the optimal solution obtained using only lightpaths. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that by extending the lightpath concept to a light-tree, the network performance (in terms of average packet hops) can be improved while the network cost (in terms of the number of optical transmitters/receivers required) decreases.

The static MC-RWA problem has been studied in [36,37]. The study in [36] focused on demonstrating the benefits of multicasting in wavelength routed optical networks. Specifically, it was shown that using light-trees (spanning the source and destination nodes) rather than individual parallel lightpaths (each connecting the source to an individual destination) requires fewer wavelengths and consumes a significantly lower amount of bandwidth. In [37] an ILP formulation that maximizes the total number of multicast connections was presented for the static MC-RWA problem. Rather than providing heuristic algorithms for solving the ILP, bounds on the objective function were presented by relaxing the integer constraints.

### 3.2 Dynamic RWA

During real-time network operation, edge nodes submit to the network requests for lightpaths to be set up as needed. Thus, connection requests are initiated in some random fashion. Depending on the state of the network at the time of a request, the available resources may or may not be sufficient to establish a lightpath between the corresponding source-destination edge node pair. The network state consists of the physical path (route) and wavelength assignment for all active lightpaths. The state evolves randomly in time as new lightpaths are admitted and existing lightpaths are released. Thus, each time a request is made, an algorithm must be executed in real time to determine whether it is feasible to accommodate the request, and, if so, to perform routing and wavelength assignment. If a request for a lightpath cannot be accepted because of lack of resources, it is blocked.

Because of the real-time nature of the problem, RWA algorithms in a dynamic traffic environment must be very simple. Since combined routing and
wavelength assignment is a hard problem, a typical approach to designing efficient algorithms is to decouple the problem into two separate subproblems: the routing problem and the wavelength assignment problem. Consequently, most dynamic RWA algorithms for wavelength routed networks consist of the following general steps:

1. Compute a number of candidate physical paths for each source-destination edge node pair and arrange them in a path list.
2. Order all wavelengths in a wavelength list.
3. Starting with the path and wavelength at the top of the corresponding list, search for a feasible path and wavelength for the requested lightpath.

The specific nature of a dynamic RWA algorithm is determined by the number of candidate paths and how they are computed, the order in which paths and wavelengths are listed, and the order in which the path and wavelength lists are accessed.

**Route Computation.** Let us first discuss the routing subproblem. If a *static* algorithm is used, the paths are computed and ordered independently of the network state. With an *adaptive* algorithm, on the other hand, the paths computed and their order may vary according to the current state of the network. A static algorithm is executed off-line and the computed paths are stored for later use, resulting in low latency during lightpath establishment. Adaptive algorithms are executed at the time a lightpath request arrives and require network nodes to exchange information regarding the network state. Lightpath setup delay may also increase, but in general, adaptive algorithms improve network performance.

The number of path choices for establishing an optical connection is another important parameter. A *fixed* routing algorithm is a static algorithm in which every source-destination edge node pair is assigned a single path. With this scheme, a connection is blocked if there is no wavelength available on the designated path at the time of the request. In *fixed-alternate* routing, a number $k$, $k > 1$, of paths are computed and ordered off-line for each source-destination edge node pair. When a request arrives, these paths are examined in the specified order and the first one with a free wavelength is used to establish the lightpath. The request is blocked if no wavelength is available in any of the $k$ paths. Similarly, an adaptive routing algorithm may compute a single path, or a number of alternate paths at the time of the request. A hybrid approach is to compute $k$ paths off-line, however, the order in which the paths are considered is determined according to the network state at the time the connection request is made (e.g., least to most congested).

In most practical cases, the candidate paths for a request are considered in increasing order of *path length* (or *path cost*). Path length is typically defined as the sum of the weights (costs) assigned to each physical link along the path, and the weights are chosen according to some desirable routing criterion. Since weights can be assigned arbitrarily, they offer a wide range of possibilities for selecting path priorities. For example, in a static (fixed-alternate) routing algorithm, the weight of each link could be set to 1, or to the physical distance of
the link. In the former case, the path list consists of the $k$ minimum-hop paths, while in the latter the candidate paths are the $k$ minimum-distance paths (where distance is defined as the geographic length). In an adaptive routing algorithm, link weights may reflect the load or “interference” on a link (i.e., the number of active lightpaths sharing the link). By assigning small weights to least loaded links, paths with larger number of free channels on their links rise to the head of the path list, resulting in a least loaded routing algorithm. Paths that are congested become “longer” and are moved further down the list; this tends to avoid heavily loaded bottleneck links. Many other weighting functions are possible.

When path lengths are sums of link weights, the $k$-shortest path algorithm [38] can be used to compute candidate paths. Each path is checked in order of increasing length, and the first that is feasible is assigned the first free wavelength in the wavelength list. However, the $k$ shortest paths constructed by this algorithm usually share links. Therefore, if one path in the list is not feasible, it is likely that other paths in the list with which it shares a link will also be infeasible. To reduce the risk of blocking, the $k$ shortest paths can be computed so as to be pairwise link-disjoint. This can be accomplished as follows: when computing the $i$-th shortest path, $i = 1, \cdots, k$, the links used by the first $i - 1$ paths are removed from the original network topology and Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [39] is applied to the resulting topology. This approach increases the chances of finding a feasible path for a connection request.

The problem of determining algorithms for routing multicast optical connections has also been studied in [37,40]. The problem of constructing trees for routing multicast connections was considered in [40] independently of wavelength assignment, under the assumption that not all OXCs are multicast capable, i.e., that there is a limited number of MC-OXCs in the network. Four new algorithms were developed for routing multicast connections under this sparse light splitting scenario. While the algorithms differ slightly from each other, the main idea to accommodate sparse splitting is to start with the assumption that all OXCs in the network are multicast capable and use an existing algorithm to build an initial tree. Such a tree is infeasible if a non-multicast-capable OXC is a branching point. In this case, all but one branches out of this OXC are removed, and destination nodes in the removed branches have to join the tree at a MC-OXC. In [37], on the other hand, the MC-RWA problem was solved by decoupling the routing and wavelength assignment problems. A number of alternate trees are constructed for each multicast connection using existing routing algorithms. When a request for a connection arrives, the associated trees are considered in a fixed order. For each tree, wavelengths are also considered in a fixed order (i.e., the first-fit strategy discussed in the next subsection). The connection is blocked if no free wavelength is found in any of the trees associated with the multicast connection.

We note that most of the literature (and the preceding discussion) has focused on the problem of obtaining paths that are optimal with respect to total path cost. In transparent optical networks, however, optical signals may suffer from physical layer impairments including attenuation, chromatic dispersion,
polarization mode dispersion (PMD), amplifier spontaneous emission (ASE), cross-talk, and various nonlinearities \[41\]. These impairments must be taken into account when choosing a physical path. In general, the effect of physical layer impairments may be translated into a set of constraints that the physical path must satisfy; for instance, the total signal attenuation along the physical path must be within a certain power budget to guarantee a minimum level of signal quality at the receiver. Therefore, a simple shortest path first (SPF) algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm implemented by protocols such as OSPF \[42\]) may not be appropriate for computing physical paths within a transparent optical network. Rather, constraint-based routing techniques such as the one employed by the constraint-based shortest path first (CSPF) algorithm \[5\] are needed. These techniques compute paths by taking into account not only the link cost but also a set of constraints that the path must satisfy. A first step towards the design of constraint-based routing algorithms for optical networks has been taken in \[41\] where it was shown how to translate the PMD and ASE impairments into a set of linear constraints on the end-to-end physical path. However, additional work is required to advance our understanding of how routing is affected by physical layer considerations, and constraint-based routing remains an open research area \[43\].

**Wavelength Assignment.** Let us now discuss the wavelength assignment sub-problem which is concerned with the manner in which the wavelength list is ordered. For a given candidate path, wavelengths are considered in the order in which they appear in the list to find a free wavelength for the connection request. Again, we distinguish between the static and adaptive cases. In the static case, the wavelength ordering is fixed (e.g., the list is ordered by wavelength number). The idea behind this scheme, also referred to as first-fit, is to pack all the in-use wavelengths towards the top of the list so that wavelengths towards the end of the list will have higher probability of being available over long continuous paths. In the adaptive case, the ordering of wavelengths is typically based on usage. Usage can be defined either as the number of links in the network in which a wavelength is currently used, or as the number of active connections using a wavelength. Under the *most used* method, the most used wavelengths are considered first (i.e., wavelength are considered in order of decreasing usage). The rationale behind this method is to reuse active wavelengths as much as possible before trying others, packing connections into fewer wavelengths and conserving the spare capacity of less-used wavelengths. This in turn makes it more likely to find wavelengths that satisfy the continuity requirement over long paths. Under the *least used* method, wavelengths are tried in the order of increasing usage. This scheme attempts to balance the load as equally as possible among all the available wavelengths. However, least used assignment tends to “fragment” the availability of wavelengths, making it less likely that the same wavelength is available throughout the network for connections that traverse longer paths.

The most used and least used schemes introduce communication overhead because they require global network information in order to compute the usage
of each wavelength. The first-fit scheme, on the other hand, requires no global information, and since it does not need to order wavelengths in real-time, it has significantly lower computational requirements than either the most used or least used schemes. Another adaptive scheme that avoids the communication and computational overhead of most used and least used is random wavelength assignment. With this scheme, the set of wavelengths that are free on a particular path is first determined. Among the available wavelengths, one is chosen randomly (usually with uniform probability) and assigned to the requested lightpath.

We note that in networks in which all OXCs are capable of wavelength conversion, the wavelength assignment problem is trivial: since a lightpath can be established as long as at least one wavelength is free at each link and different wavelengths can be used in different links, the order in which wavelengths are assigned is not important. On the other hand, when only a fraction of the OXCs employ converters (i.e., a sparse conversion scenario), a wavelength assignment scheme is again required to select a wavelength for each segment of a connection’s path that originates and terminates at an OXC with converters. In this case, the same assignment policies discussed above for selecting a wavelength for the end-to-end path can also be used to select a wavelength for each path segment between OXCs with converters.

Performance of Dynamic RWA Algorithms. The performance of a dynamic RWA algorithm is generally measured in terms of the call blocking probability, that is, the probability that a lightpath cannot be established in the network due to lack of resources (e.g., link capacity or free wavelengths). Even in the case of simple network topologies (such as rings) or simple routing rules (such as fixed routing), the calculation of blocking probabilities in WDM networks is extremely difficult. In networks with arbitrary mesh topologies, and/or when using alternate or adaptive routing algorithms, the problem is even more complex. These complications arise from both the link load dependencies (due to interfering lightpaths) and the dependencies among the sets of active wavelengths in adjacent links (due to the wavelength continuity constraint). Nevertheless, the problem of computing blocking probabilities in wavelength routed networks has been extensively studied in the literature, and approximate analytical techniques which capture the effects of link load and wavelength dependencies have been developed in [11,19,16]. A detailed comparison of the performance of various wavelength assignment schemes in terms of call blocking probability can be found in [41].

Though important, average blocking probability (computed over all connection requests) does not always capture the full effect of a particular dynamic RWA algorithm on other aspects of network behavior, in particular, fairness. In this context, fairness refers to the variability in blocking probability experienced by lightpath requests between the various edge node pairs, such that lower variability is associated with a higher degree of fairness. In general, any network has the property that longer paths are likely to experience higher blocking than
shorter ones. Consequently, the degree of fairness can be quantified by defining the unfairness factor as the ratio of the blocking probability on the longest path to that on the shortest path for a given RWA algorithm. Depending on the network topology and the RWA algorithm, this property may have a cascading effect which can result in an unfair treatment of the connections between more distant edge node pairs: blocking of long lightpaths leaves more resources available for short lightpaths, so that the connections established in the network tend to be short ones. These shorter connections “fragment” the availability of wavelengths, and thus, the problem of unfairness is more pronounced in networks without converters, since finding long paths that satisfy the wavelength continuity constraint is more difficult than without this constraint.

Several studies [11, 19, 16] have examined the influence of various parameters on blocking probability and fairness, and some of the general conclusions include the following:

– Wavelength conversion significantly affects fairness. Networks employing converters at all OXCs sometimes exhibit orders of magnitude improvement in fairness (as reflected by the unfairness factor) compared to networks with no conversion capability, despite the fact that the improvement in overall blocking probability is significantly less pronounced. It has also been shown that equipping a relatively small fraction (typically, 20-30%) of all OXCs with converters is sufficient to achieve most of the fairness benefits due to wavelength conversion.

– Alternate routing can significantly improve the network performance in terms of both overall blocking probability and fairness. In fact, having as few as three alternate paths for each connection may in some cases (depending on the network topology) achieve almost all the benefits (in terms of blocking and fairness) of having full wavelength conversion at each OXC with fixed routing.

– Wavelength assignment policies also play an important role, especially in terms of fairness. The random and least used schemes tend to “fragment” the wavelength availability, resulting in large unfairness factors (with least used having the worst performance). On the other hand, the most used assignment policy achieves the best performance in terms of fairness. The first-fit scheme exhibits a behavior very similar to most used in terms of both fairness and overall blocking probability, and has the additional advantage of being easier and less expensive to implement.

4 Control Plane Issues and Standardization Activities

So far we have focused on the application of network design and traffic engineering principles to the control of traffic in optical networks with a view to achieving specific performance objectives, including efficient utilization of network resources and planning of network capacity. Equally important to an operational network are associated control plane issues involved in automating the process of lightpath establishment and in supporting the network design and
traffic engineering functions. Currently, a number of standardization activities addressing the control plane aspects of optical networks are underway [45,46,47] within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [48], the Optical Domain Service Interconnection (ODSI) coalition [49], and the Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) [50]. In this section we review the relevant standards activities and discuss how they fit within the traffic engineering framework; we note, however, that these are ongoing efforts and will likely evolve as the underlying technology matures and our collective understanding of optical networks advances.

Let us return to Figure 1 which illustrates the manner in which client subnetworks (IP/MPLS networks in the figure) attach to the optical network of OXCs. The figure corresponds to the vision of a future optical network which is capable of providing a bandwidth-on-demand service by dynamically creating and tearing down lightpaths between client subnetworks. There are two broad issues that need to be addressed before such a vision is realized. First, a signaling mechanism is required at the user-network interface (UNI) between the client subnetworks and the optical network control plane. The signaling channel allows edge nodes to dynamically request bandwidth from the optical network, and supports important functions including service discovery and provisioning capabilities, neighbor discovery and reachability information, address registration, etc. Both the ODSI coalition [51] and the OIF [52] have developed specifications for the UNI; the OIF specifications are based on GMPLS [6].

Second, a set of signaling and control protocols must be defined within the optical network to support dynamic lightpath establishment and traffic engineering functionality; these protocols are implemented at the control module of each OXC. Currently, most of the work on defining control plane protocols in the optical network takes place under the auspices of IETF, reflecting a convergence
of the optical networking and the IP communities to developing technology built around a single common framework, namely, GMPLS, for controlling both IP and optical network elements [53]. There are three components of the control plane that are crucial to setting up lightpaths within the optical network (refer to Figure 5):

- **Topology and resource discovery.** The main purpose of discovery mechanisms is to disseminate network state information including resource usage, network connectivity, link capacity availability, and special constraints.

- **Route Computation.** This component employs RWA algorithms and traffic engineering functions to select an appropriate route for a requested lightpath.

- **Lightpath Management.** Lightpath management is concerned with setup and tear-down of lightpaths, as well as coordination of protection switching in case of failures.

Topology and resource discovery includes neighbor discovery, link monitoring, and state distribution. The link management protocol (LMP) [54] has been proposed to perform neighbor discovery and link monitoring. LMP is expected to run between neighboring OXC nodes and can be used to establish and maintain control channel connectivity, monitor and verify data link connectivity, and isolate link, fiber, or channel failures. Distribution of state information is typically carried out through link state routing protocols such as OSPF [42]. There are currently several efforts under way to extend OSPF to support GMPLS [55] and traffic engineering [56]. In particular, the link state information that these protocols carry must be augmented to include optical resource information including: wavelength availability and bandwidth, physical layer constraints (discussed in Section 3.2), and link protection information, among others. This information is then used to build and update the optical network traffic engineering database (see Figure 5) which guides the route selection algorithm.

Once a lightpath is selected, a signaling protocol must be invoked to set up and manage the connection. Two protocols have currently been defined to signal a lightpath setup: RSVP-TE [57] and CR-LDP [58]. RSVP-TE is based on the resource reservation protocol (RSVP) [59] with appropriate extensions to support traffic engineering, while CR-LDP is an extension of the label distribution protocol (LDP) [60] augmented to handle constraint-based routing. The protocols are currently being extended to support GMPLS [61,62]. Besides signaling the path at connection time, both protocols can be used to automatically handle the switchover to the protection path once a failure in the working path has occurred. In the next section, we describe in detail the operation of some of these control plane protocols.

We note that the control plane elements depicted in Figure 5 are independent of each other and, thus, separable. This modularity allows each component to evolve independently of others, or to be replaced with a new and improved protocol. As the optical networking and IP communities come together to define standards, the constraints and new realities (e.g., the explosion in the number of channels in the network) imposed by the optical layer and WDM technology
will certainly affect our long-held assumptions regarding issues such as routing, control, discovery, etc., which have been developed for mostly opaque electronic networks. As we carefully rethink these issues in the context of transparent (or almost-transparent) optical networks, protocol design will certainly evolve to better accommodate the new technology. Therefore, we expect that the control plane protocols will continue to be refined and/or replaced by new, more appropriate ones. The interested reader should frequently check with the activities within IETF and OIF for the most recent developments.

We now proceed to describe some of the proposed control plane protocols. We first describe a proposed framework for transporting IP traffic over optical networks, and subsequently we present MPLS, LDP, CR-LDP, and GMPLS.

5 IP over Optical – A Framework

The issue of how IP traffic will be transported over an optical network has been addressed by IETF’s IP over optical (IPO) working group in the [63]. The main features of this internet draft are summarized in this section.

An optical network is assumed to consist of interconnected optical sub-networks, where an optical sub-network consists of OXCs built by the same vendor. An optical network is a single administrative network. Optical networks can be combined to form an optical internetwork. An optical network is used as a backbone to interconnect a number of different IP networks, as well as other packet networks such as ATM and frame relay. In Figure 6, we show two IP networks interconnected via an optical network. We note that the edge IP router A is connected to the edge IP router B via a lightpath.
Three different methods have been proposed for the control plane, namely, the peer model, the overlay model, and the augmented model. In the peer model, the IP and optical networks are treated together as a single network. Each OXC is equipped with an IP address, and all IP routers and OXCs use a single control plane based on GMPLS. In view of this, there are no special user-network interface (UNI) or network-node interface (NNI). The IP and the optical networks run the same IP routing protocol, such as OSPF with suitable “optical” extensions, and the topological and link state information maintained by all IP and OXC nodes is identical. LSPs can be established using CR-LDP or RSVP-TE extended.

The overlay model is closer to the classical IP and ARP over ATM scheme which is used to transport IP traffic over ATM [64]. The optical network and the IP networks are independent of each other, and an edge IP router interacts with its ingress OXC over a well-defined UNI. The optical network is responsible for setting up a lightpath between two edge IP routers. A lightpath may be either switched or permanent. Switched lightpaths are established in real-time using signaling procedures, and they may last for a short or a long period of time. Permanent lightpaths are setup administratively by subscription and typically they last for a very long time. An edge IP router requests a switched lightpath from its ingress OXC using a signaling protocol over the UNI. Signaling messages are provided for creating, deleting, and modifying a switched lightpath. Routing within the optical network is independent of the routing within the IP networks.

Finally, in the augmented model the IP and optical networks use separate routing protocols, but information from one routing protocol is passed through the other routing protocol. For instance, external IP addresses could be carried within the optical routing protocol to allow reachability information to be passed to IP clients. The inter-domain IP routing protocol BGP may be used for exchanging information between IP and optical domains. Addressing of an OXC is identified by a unique IP address and a selector. The selector identifies further fine-grained information of relevance at the OXC, such as port, channel, sub-channel, etc. Typically, the setting up of a lightpath will be done in a distributed fashion similar to setting up a connection in ATM networks and also in MPLS-ready IP networks. Recently, it has been proposed to use a centralized scheme for setting up lightpaths. This requires a centralized server which has complete knowledge of the physical topology and wavelength availability [65][66]. The Common Open Policy Service (COPS) signaling protocol is used by the ingress switch of an edge router to request the establishment of a connection from the Policy Decision Point (PDP), a remote server, which calculates the path and downloads the information to all the nodes along the path.

5.1 Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)

In order to understand the signalling protocols that have been proposed to control a wavelength-routed optical network, we first need to examine the Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) scheme.
MPLS was developed as a means of introducing connection oriented features in an IP network. A router forwards an IP packet according to its prefix. In a given router, the set of all addresses that have the same prefix, is referred to as the forwarding equivalent class (FEC). IP packets belonging to the same FEC have the same output interface. In MPLS, a FEC is associated with a label. This label is used to determine the output interface of an IP packet without having to do the traditional look-up its address in the routing table. In IPv6, the label can be carried in the flow label field. In IPv4, however, there is no space for such a label in the IP header. If the IP network runs on top of an ATM network, the label is carried in the VPI/VCI field of an ATM cell. If it is running over frame relay, the label is carried in the DLCI field. For Ethernet, token ring, and point-to-point connections running a link layer protocol such as PPP, the label is carried in a special shim label header, which is inserted between the LLC header and the IP header, as shown in Figure 7. The first field of the shim label header is a 20-bit field used to carry the label. The second field is a 3-bit field used for the class-of-service (CoS) indication. This field is used to indicate the priority of the IP packet. The S field is used in conjunction with the label stack. Finally, the time-to-live (TTL) field is similar to the TTL field in the IP header.

A label switching network consists of label switching routers (LSR), which are IP routers that run MPLS, they forward IP packets based on their labels, and they can also carry the customary IP forwarding decision based on the prefix of an IP addresses. An MPLS node is an LSR which may not necessarily forward IP packets based on the prefixes.

To see how label switching works, let us consider a network consisting of 5 LSRs, A, B, C, D, and E, linked with point-to-point connections as shown in Figure 8. We assume that a new set of hosts with the prefix <x.0.0.0,y.0.0.0>, where x.0.0.0 is the base network address and y.0.0.0 is the mask, is directly connected to E. The flow of IP packets with this prefix from A to E is via B and D. That is, A’s next-hop router for this prefix is B, B’s next-hop router is D, and D’s next-hop router is E. Likewise, the flow of IP packets with the same prefix from C to E is via D. That is, C’s next-hop router for this prefix is D, and D’s next-hop router is E. The interfaces in Figure 8 show how these routers
are interconnected. For instance, A is connected to B via if0, B is connected to A via if1, to C via if2 and to D via if0, and so on. When an LSR identifies the FEC associated with this new prefix \(<x.0.0.0,y.0.0.0.0>\), it selects a label from a pool of free labels and it makes an entry into a table known as the *label forward information base* (LFIB). This table contains information regarding the incoming and outgoing labels associated with a FEC, the output interface, i.e., the FEC’s next-hop router, and the operation that needs to be performed on the label stack. Incoming IP packets belonging to this particular FEC have to be labeled with the value selected by the LSR. In view of this, the LSR has to notify its neighbours about its label selection for the particular FEC. In the above example, LSR B sends its information to A, D, and C. A recognizes that it is upstream from B, and it uses the information to update the entry for this FEC in its LFIB. D sends its information to B, C, and E. Since B and C are both upstream of D, they use this information to update the entries in their LFIB. E sends its information to D, which uses it to update its entry in its LFIB. As a result, in each LSR each incoming label associated with a FEC is bound to an outgoing label in the LFIB entry. In Figure 9 we show the labels allocated by the LSRs. The sequence of labels 62, 15, 60 forms a path, referred to as the label switched path (LSP). Typically, there may be several label switched paths associated with the same FEC which form a tree, as shown in Figure 9.

Once the labels have been distributed and the entries have been updated in the LFIBs, the forwarding of an IP packet belonging to the FEC associated with the prefix \(<x.0.0.0, y.0.0.0.0>\) is done using solely the labels. Let us assume that A receives an IP packet from one of its local hosts with a prefix \(<x.0.0.0, y.0.0.0.0>\). A identifies that the packet’s IP address belongs to the FEC, and it looks up its LFIB to obtain the label value and the outgoing interface. It creates a shim label header, sets the label value to 62, and forwards it to the outgoing interface if0. When the IP packet arrives at LSR B, its label is extracted and looked up in B’s LFIB. The old label is replaced by the new one, which is 15, and the IP packet is forwarded to interface if0. LSR D follows exactly the same procedure. When it receives the IP packet from B, it replaces its incoming label with the outgoing
Label, which is 60, and forwards it to interface if2. Finally, E forwards the IP packet to its local destination. The same procedure applies for an IP packet with a prefix \(<x.0.0.0, y.0.0.0>\) that arrives at C. Labeled IP packets within an LSR are served according to their priority, carried in the CoS field of the shim header. Specifically, an IP router maintains different quality-of-service queues for each output interface. These queues are served using a scheduling algorithm, so that different classes of IP packets can be served according to their requested quality of service. Another interesting feature of label switching is that it can be used to create a dedicated route, known as an explicit route, between two IP routers. Explicit routing is used primarily in optical networks, and it is described below.

**Label allocation.** In the example described above, a label is generated by the LSR which is at the downstream end of the link, with respect to the flow of the IP packets. In view of this, this type of label allocation is known as *downstream label allocation*. In addition to this scheme, labels can be allocated using *downstream label allocation on demand*. In this case, each LSR allocates an incoming label to a FEC and creates an appropriate entry in its LFIB. However, it does not advertise its label to its neighbours as in the case of downstream allocation. Instead, an upstream LSR obtains the label information by issuing a request.

**Explicit routing.** As we have discussed above, a router makes a forwarding decision by using the IP address in its routing table in order to determine the next-hop router. Typically, each IP router calculates the next-hop router for a particular destination using the shortest path algorithm. Label switching follows the same general approach, only it uses labels. This routing scheme is known as hop-by-hop routing. An alternative way of routing a packet is to use source routing. In this case, the originating (source) LSR selects the path to the destination LSR. Other LSRs on the path simply obey the source’s routing instructions. Source routing can be used in an IP network for a variety of reasons, such as to evenly distribute traffic among links by moving some of the traffic from highly utilized links to less utilized links (load balancing), create tunnels for MPLS-based VPNs, and introduce routes based on a quality-of-service criterion such as minimize the number of hops, minimize the total end-to-end delay, and max-
imize throughput. Label switching can be used to set-up such routes, referred to as CR-LSP. In optical networks, only explicit routing is used.

**Set-up of an LSP.** The setup of an LSP can be done in one of the two following ways: *independent LSP control* and *ordered LSP control*. In independent control, when an LSR recognizes a new FEC, it binds a label to it and advertises it to its neighbors. In ordered control, the allocation of labels proceeds backwards starting from the egress LSP LSR. That is, an LSR only binds a label to a FEC if it is the egress LSR for that FEC or it has already received a label binding for that FEC from its next hop LSR for that FEC.

**Label distribution protocol.** A label distribution protocol is required to reliably establish and maintain label bindings. As mentioned previously, the RSVP protocol and its extension RSVP-TE have been proposed to be used as label distribution protocol. In addition, we new protocol, the label distribution protocol (LDP), has been proposed for MPLS. LDP has been extended to CR-LDP for the establishment, maintenance, and tearing down of explicit routes.

### 5.2 The Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)

For reliability purposes, the LDP protocol runs over TCP [60]. Two LSRs that run LDP and they are directly connected are known as LDP peers.

An LSR discovers potential LDP peers by sending periodically LDP link hello messages out of each interface. The receipt of an LDP hello message triggers the establishment of an LDP session between two LDP peers. When the LDP session is initialized, the two LDP peers negotiate session parameters such as label distribution method, timer values, range of VPI/VCI values for ATM, and range of DLCI values for frame relay. An LDP session is soft-state and it needs to be continuously refreshed. A session is maintained as long as traffic flows (in the form of LDP PDUs) over the session. In the absence of LDP PDUs, keepAlive messages are sent. LDP supports independent label distribution control and ordered label distribution control. It also provides functionality for detection of loops in the LSP. Information in LDP is sent in the form of LDP PDUs, which consists of a header followed by one or more LDP messages. An LDP message consists of a header followed by mandatory and optional parameters. The header and the parameters are all encoded using the type-length-value (TLV) scheme. The type specifies how the value field is to be interpreted, the length gives the length of the value, and the value field contains the actual information. The value field contains one or more TLVs.

The following LDP messages have been defined: notification, hello, initialization, keepAlive, address, address withdraw, label mapping, label request, label abort, label withdraw, and label release. The notification message is used to inform an LDP peer of a fatal error or to provide advisory information regarding the outcome of processing an LDP message. The hello messages are used to discover peer LDPs, and the initialization message is used to initialize a new session between two peer LDPs. The address message is used by an LSR to advertise the address of its interfaces. Previously advertised addresses can be withdrawn using the address withdraw message. The label mapping message is used by an LSR
to advertise a binding of a label to a FEC to its LDP peers. The label request message is used by an LSR to request a label from a peer LDP to a FEC. An LSR may transmit a request message under the following conditions:

- The LSR recognizes a new FEC via the forwarding table, and the next hop is an LDP peer, and the LSR does not already have a mapping from the next hop for the given FEC.
- The next hop to the FEC changes, and the LSR does not already have a mapping from the next hop for the given FEC.
- The LSR receives a label request for a FEC from an upstream LDP peer, the FEC next hop is an LDP peer, and the LSR does not already have a mapping from the next hop.

5.3 Constrained Routing Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP)

CR-LDP is a signaling protocol based on LDP, and it runs over TCP. It is used to set-up a point-to-point LSP, referred to as CR-LSP. A CR-LSP, unlike an LSP, is a point-to-point path through an MPLS network, which is set-up based on criteria not limited to routing information, such as explicit routing and QoS based routing. A CR-LDP may be used for a variety of reasons, such as, to evenly distribute traffic among links (load balancing), create tunnels for MPLS-based VPNs, and introduce routes based on a QoS criteria, such as minimization of the number of hops, minimization of the total end-to-end delay, and maximization of throughput.

A CR-LSP is setup as follows. A request at an ingress LSR to setup a CR-LSP originates from a management system or an application. The ingress LSR calculates the explicit route using information provided by the management system, or the application, or form a routing table. The explicit route is a series of nodes or groups of nodes (referred to as abstract nodes), which is signalled to nodes or abstract nodes along the path using the label request message. CR-LSPs are set up using ordered control with downstream on demand label allocation. Strict and loose explicit routes can be used. In a strict route all the LSRs through which the CR-LSP must pass are indicated. In loose routing, some LSRs are specified, and the exact path between two such LSRs is determined using conventional routing based on IP addresses. Route pinning is a feature that can be used to fix the path through a loosely defined route, so that it does not change when a better next hop becomes available.

As in ATM networks, CR-LDP permits the specification of traffic parameters for a CR-LSP. The following five traffic parameters have been specified: peak data rate (PDR), peak burst size (PBS), committed data rate (CDR), committed bucket size (CBS), and excessive bucket size (EBS). PBS and PDR are used to specify the peak rate. This is the maximum rate at which traffic is sent to the CR-LSP, and it is expressed in bytes/sec. It is defined in terms of a token bucket whose maximum bucket size is set equal to the peak burst size (PBS) and the rate at which it is replenished is equal to the peak data rate (PDR). CBS and CDR are used to specify the committed rate, which is the amount of
bandwidth allocated to a CR-LSP by an LSR. It is defined by a token bucket whose maximum bucket size is set equal to CBS and the rate at which the bucket is replenished is equal to CDR. Finally, the excess bucket size (EBS) is used to define the maximum size of a third token bucket, the excess token bucket, which is replenished at the rate of CDR. By appropriately manipulating the values of these five traffic parameters, it is possible to establish different classes of service.

The establishment of an CR-LSP is achieved using the label request message and label mapping message. The label request message carries the list of all nodes and abstract nodes which are on the path of the CR-LSP, the traffic parameters, FEC, and other relevant parameters. It is propagated from the ingress LSR to the egress LSR. The label mapping message is used to advertise the labels, which is done using ordered control, that is from the egress LSR back towards the ingress LSR.

5.4 Generalized MPLS (GMPLS)

GMPLS \[^6\] extends the label switching architecture proposed in MPLS to other types of non-packet based networks, such as SONET/SDH based networks and wavelength-routed networks. Specifically, the GMPLS architecture supports the following types of switching: packet switching (IP, ATM, and frame relay), wavelength switching in a wavelength-routed network, port or fiber switching in a wavelength-routed network, and time slot switching for a SONET/SDH cross-connect.

A GMPLS LSR may support the following five interfaces: packet switch interfaces, layer-2 switch interfaces, time-division multiplex interfaces, lambda switch interfaces, and fiber switch interfaces. A packet switch interface recognizes packet boundaries and it can forward packets based on the content of the IP header or the content of the shim header. A layer-2 switch interface recognizes frame/cell boundaries and can forward data based on the content of the frame/cell header. Examples include interfaces on ATM-LSRs that forward cells based on their VPI/VCI value, and interfaces on Ethernet bridges that forward data based on the MAC header. A time-division multiplex interface forwards data based on the data’s time slot in a repeating cycle (frame). Examples of this interface is that of a SONET/SDH cross-connect, terminal multiplexer, and add-drop multiplexer. Other examples include interfaces implementing the digital wrapper (G.709) and PDH interfaces. A lambda-switch interface forwards the optical signal from an incoming wavelength to an outgoing wavelength. An example of such an interface is the optical cross-connect (OXC) that operates at the level of an individual wavelength or a group of wavelengths (waveband). Finally, a fiber switch interface forwards the signals from one (or more) incoming fibers to one (or more) outgoing fibers. An example of this interface is an OXC that operates at the level of a fiber or group of fibers.

GMPLS extends the control plane of MPLS to support each of the five classes of interfaces. The GMPLS supports the peer model, the overlay model and the augmented model. In GMPLS, downstream on-demand label allocation is used with ordered control initiated by an ingress node. There is no restriction on the
route selection. Explicit routing is normally used, but hop-by-hop routing can be also used. There is also no restriction on the way an LSP is set-up. It could be set-up as described in the example above in the MPLS section (control driven), or it could be set-up as a result of a user issuing a request to establish an LSP. The latter approach is suitable for circuit-switching technologies. Several new forms of labels are required to deal with the widened scope of MPLS into the optical and time division multiplexing domain. The new label not only allows for the familiar label that travels in-band with the associated packet, but it also allows for labels which identify time-slots, wavelengths, or fibers. The generalized label may carry a label that represents a single fiber in a bundle, a single wavelength within a fiber, a single wavelength within a waveband or a fiber, a set of time-slots within a the SONET/SDH payload carried over a wavelength, and the MPLS labels for IP packets, ATM cells and frame relay frames. This new label is known as the generalized label.

CR-LDP [62] and RSVP-TE [61] have both been extended to allow the signalling and instantiation of lightpaths. A UNI signalling protocol has been proposed by OIF based on GMPLS. The interior gateway protocols IS-IS and OSPF have been extended to advertise availability of optical resources (i.e., bandwidth on wavelengths, interface types) and other network attributes and constraints. Also, a new link management protocol (LMP) has been developed to address issues related to the link management in optical networks.

6 Optical Packet Switching

Optical packet switching has been proposed as a solution to transporting packets over an optical network. Optical packet switching is sometimes referred to as “optical ATM,” since it resembles ATM, but it takes place in the optical domain.

A WDM optical packet switch consists of four parts, namely, the input interface, the switching fabric, the output interface, and the control unit. The input interface is mainly used for packet delineation and alignment, packet header information extraction and packet header removal. The switch fabric is the core of the switch and it is used for switching packets optically. The output interface is used to regenerate the optical signals and insert the packet header. The control unit controls the switch using the information in the packet headers. Because of synchronization requirements, optical packet switches are typically designed for fixed-size packets.

When a packet arrives at a WDM optical packet switch, it is first processed by the input interface. The header and the payload of the packet are separated, and the header is converted into the electrical domain and processed by the control unit electronically. The payload remains as an optical signal throughout the switch. After the payload passes through the switching fabric, it is re-combined with the header, which has been converted back into the optical domain, at the output interface.
In the following, we briefly describe some issues of optical packet switches. For more information about synchronization and contention resolution, the reader is referred to [67].

**Packet coding techniques.** Several optical packet coding techniques have been studied. There are three basic categories, namely, bit-serial, bit-parallel, and out-of-band-signaling. Bit-serial coding can be implemented using optical code division multiplexing (OCDM), or optical pulse interval, or mixed rate techniques. In OCDM, each bit carries its routing information, while in the latter two techniques, multiple bits are organized into a packet payload with a packet header that includes routing information. The difference between the latter two techniques is that in optical pulse interval the packet header and payload are transmitted at the same rate, whereas in mixed rate technique the packet header is transmitted at a lower rate than the payload so that the packet header can be easily processed electronically. In bit-parallel coding, multi-bits are transmitted at the same time but on separate wavelengths. Out-of-band-signaling coding includes sub-carrier multiplexing (SCM) and dual wavelength coding. In SCM, the packet header is placed in an electrical subcarrier above the baseband frequencies occupied by the packet payload, and both are transmitted at the same time slot. In dual wavelength coding, the packet header and payload are transmitted in separate wavelengths but at the same time slot.

**Contention resolution.** Contention resolution is necessary in order to handle the case where more than one packet are destined to go out of the same output port at the same time. This is a problem that commonly arises in packet switches, and it is known as *external blocking* [68]. It is typically resolved by buffering all the contending packets, except one which is permitted to go out. In an optical packet switch, techniques designed to address the external blocking problem include *optical buffering*, *exploiting the wavelength domain*, and using *deflection routing*. Whether these prove to be adequate to address the external blocking problem is still highly doubtful. Below we discuss each of these solutions.

Optical buffering currently can only be implemented using optical delay lines (ODL). An ODL can delay a packet for a specified amount of time, which is related to the length of the delay line. Currently, optical buffering is the Achilles’ heel of optical packet switches! Delay lines may be acceptable in prototype switches, but they are not commercially viable. The alternative, of course, is to convert the optical packet to the electrical domain and store it electronically. This is not an acceptable solution, since electronic memories cannot keep up with the speeds of optical networks.

There are many ways that an ODL can be used to emulate an electronic buffer. For instance, a buffer for $N$ packets with a FIFO discipline can be implemented using $N$ delay lines of different lengths. Delay line $i$ delays a packet for $i$ timeslots. A counter keeps track of the number of the packets in the buffer. It is decremented when a packet leaves the buffer, and it is incremented when a packet enters the buffer. Suppose that the value of the counter is $j$ when a packet arrives at the buffer, then the packet will be routed to the $j$-th delay line.
Limited by the length of the delay lines, this type of buffer is usually small, and it does not scale up.

An alternative solution to optical buffering is to use the wavelength domain. In WDM, several wavelengths run on a fiber link that connects two optical switches. This can be exploited to minimize external blocking as follows. Let us assume that two packets are destined to go out of the same output port at the same time. Then, they can be still transmitted out but on two different wavelengths. This method may have some potential in minimizing external blocking, particularly since the number of wavelengths that can be coupled together onto a single fiber continues to increase. For instance, it is expected that in the near future there will be as many as 200 wavelengths per fiber. This method requires wavelength converters.

Finally, deflection routing is another alternative to solving the external blocking problem. Deflection routing is ideally suited to switches that have little buffer space. When there is a conflict between two packets, one will be routed to the correct output port, and the other will be routed to any other available output port. In this way, no or little buffer is needed. However, the deflected packet may end up following a longer path to its destination. As a result, the end-to-end delay for a packet may be unacceptably high. Also, packets will have to be re-ordered at the destination since they are likely to arrive in an out-of-sequence manner.

6.1 Optical Packet Switch Architectures

Various optical packet switch architectures that have been proposed in the literature. For a review of some of these architectures see [69]. Based on the switching fabric used, they have been classified in the following three classes: space switch fabrics, broadcast-and-select switch fabrics, and wavelength routing switch fabrics. For presentation purposes, we only give an example below based on a space switch fabric.

An architecture with a space switch fabric. A space switch fabric architecture is shown in Figure 10. The performance of this switch was analyzed in [70]. The switch consists of \( N \) incoming and \( N \) outgoing fiber links, with \( n \) wavelengths running on each fiber link. The switch is slotted, and the length of the slot is such that an optical packet can be transmitted and propagated from an input port to an output optical buffer.

The switch fabric consists of three parts: optical packet encoder, space switch, and optical packet buffer. The optical packet encoder works as follows. For each incoming fiber link, there is an optical demultiplexer which divides the incoming optical signal to the \( n \) different wavelengths. Each wavelength is fed to a different tunable wavelength converter (TWC) which converts the wavelength of the optical packet to a wavelength that is free at the destination optical output buffer. Then, through the space switch fabric, the optical packet can be switched to any of the \( N \) output optical buffers. Specifically, the output of a TWC is fed to a splitter which distributes the same signal to \( N \) different output fibers, one per output buffer. The signal on each of these output fibers goes through another
splitter which distributes it to $d+1$ different output fibers, and each output fiber is connected through an optical gate to one of the ODLs of the destination output buffer. The optical packet is forwarded to an ODL by appropriately keeping one optical gate open, and closing the remaining. The information regarding which wavelength a TWC should convert the wavelength of an incoming packet and the decision as to which ODL of the destination output buffer the packet will be switched to is provided by the control unit, which has knowledge of the state of the entire switch.

Each output buffer is an optical buffer implemented as follows. It consists of $d+1$ ODLs, numbered from 0 to $d$. ODL $i$ delays an optical packet for a fixed delay equal to $i$ slots. ODL 0 provides zero delay, and a packet arriving at this ODL is simply transmitted out of the output port. Each ODL can delay optical packets on each of the $n$ wavelengths. For instance, at the beginning of a slot, ODL 1 can accept up to $n$ optical packets, one per wavelength, and delay them for 1 slot. ODL 2 can accept up to $n$ optical packets at the beginning of each time slot, and delay them for 2 slots. That is, at slot $t$, it can accept up to $n$ packets (one per wavelength) and delay them for 2 slots, in which case, these packets will exit at the beginning of slot $t+2$. However, at the beginning of slot $t+1$, it can also accept another batch of $n$ optical packets. Thus, a maximum of

Fig. 10. An architecture with a space switch fabric
2n packets may be in transit within ODL 2. Similarly for ODL 3 through d. Let \( c_i \) denote the number of optical packets on wavelength \( i \), where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \). We note that these \( c_i \) optical packets may be on a number of different ODLs.

To insert an optical packet into the buffer, we first check all the \( c_i \) counters to find the smallest one, say \( c_s \), then we set the TWC associated with this optical packet to convert the packet’s wavelength to \( s \), increase \( c_s \) by one, and switch the optical packet to ODL \( c_s \). If the smallest counter \( c_s \) is larger than \( d \), the packet will be dropped.

7 Optical Burst Switching

Optical burst switching (OBS) is a technique for transmitting bursts of traffic through an optical transport network by reserving resources through the optical network for only one burst. This technique is an adaptation of an ITU-T standard for burst switching for ATM networks, known as ATM block transfer (ABT) [64]. It is a new technology that has not as yet been commercialized. The main idea of OBS is shown in Figure 11. End-devices A and B communicate via a network of OBS nodes by transmitting data in bursts. An OBS node can be seen as consisting of a switch fabric and a CPU which controls the switch fabric and also processes signalling messages. The switch fabric is an \( N \times N \) switch, where each incoming or outgoing fiber has \( W \) wavelengths, and it switches incoming bursts to their requested output ports. It may or may not be equipped with converters. Early proposals for OBS required an OBS node to be equipped with optical buffers. However, more recently it has been proposed to use bufferless OBS nodes.

Let us consider now the flow of bursts from end-device A to B. For each burst, A first sends a SETUP message via a signaling channel [71] to its ingress switch announcing its intention to transmit a burst. Transmission of the burst takes place after a delay known as offset. The ingress switch processes the SETUP message and allocates resources in its switch fabric so that to switch the burst out of the destination output port. The SETUP message is then forwarded to the next OBS node, which processes the SETUP message and allocates resources to switch the burst through its switch fabric. This goes one until the SETUP message reaches the destination end-device B. Each node in the path of the burst allocates resources to switch the burst through its switch for just a single burst, and it frees these resources after the burst has come through. A burst is dropped if an OBS node does not have enough capacity to switch it through its switch fabric.

The burst may last a short period of time and it may contain several packets, such as IP packets, ATM cells, and frame relay frames. It may also last for a long time, like a lightpath. In view of this, OBS can be seen as lying in-between packet switching and circuit switching.

Several variants of OBS have been proposed, such as tell-and-go (TAG), tell-and-wait (TAW), just-enough-time (JET) [72], and just-in-time (JIT) [73, 71]. In the tell-and-go scheme, the source transmits the SETUP message and imme-
Fig. 11. An example of optical burst switching

Immediately after it transmits the optical burst. The tell-and-go scheme is inspired by one of the variants of the ATM block transfer (ABT) scheme in ATM network. However, within the setting of OBS, it is a rather idealistic scheme since there is no time for the receiving OBS node to process the SETUP message and to configure its switch fabric on time so that to transmit the incoming burst to its destination output port. In order to implement this scheme, either the OBS node has already been configured to switch the burst or some input optical buffering may be required to hold the burst until the node can process the SETUP message.

The tell-and-wait (TAW) scheme is the opposite of TAG, and it was inspired by another variant of the ATM block transfer (ABT) scheme. In this case, the SETUP message is propagated all the way to the receiving end-device, and each OBS node along the path processes the SETUP message and allocates resources within its switch fabric. A positive acknowledgement is returned to the transmitting end-device, upon receipt of which the end-device transmits its bursts. In this case, the burst will go through without been dropped at any OBS node. The offset can be seen as being equal to the round trip propagation delay plus the sum of the processing delays of the SETUP message at each OBS node along the path. In the just-enough-time (JET) and just-in-time (JIT) schemes, there is a delay between the transmission of the control packet and the transmission of the optical burst. This delay has to be larger than the sum of the
Fig. 12. The offset has to be larger than the sum of processing times total processing times of the SETUP message at all the OBS nodes along the path. In this way, when the burst arrives at an OBS node, the SETUP message has already been processed and resources have been allocated so as to switch the burst through the switch fabric. An example is shown in Figure 12. The two schemes JET and JIT vary significantly in their proposed implementation. One of the main design issues has to do with the time at which an OBS node should configure its switch fabric to receive the pending burst. There are two alternatives, namely, immediate configuration and estimated configuration. In the former case, the OBS node allocates resources to the incoming burst immediately after it processes the SETUP message, whereas in the latter case, it allocates the necessary resources later on at a time when it estimates that the burst will arrive at the node. Obviously, in the case of immediate configuration, resources go unused until the burst arrives, whereas in the estimated configuration scheme the resources are better utilized. However, the immediate configuration scheme is considerably simpler to implement. JET uses estimated configuration, whereas
JIT proposes to use immediate configuration. Another design issue has to do with how long does an OBS node keep the resources allocated to a burst. Again, we distinguish two alternatives, namely, timed bursts and explicit release bursts. In the former case, the length of the burst is indicated in the SETUP message, and as a result, the OBS node calculate how long it will keep its resources allocated to the burst. In the latter case, the OBS node keeps the resources allocated to the burst until it receives an explicit release message. In JET it was also proposed a scheme to supports quality of service. Specifically, two traffic classes were defined, namely, real-time and non-real-time. A burst belonging to the real-time class is allocated a higher priority than a burst belonging to the non-real-time class, by simply using an additional delay between the transmission of the control packet and the transmission of the burst. The effect of this additional delay is that it reduces the blocking probability of the real-time burst at the optical burst switch.
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